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Abstract 
Offshore wind power generation is projected to be the United Kingdom’s largest 
contributor to the European Union’s 2020 renewable energy target, with large 
numbers of wind turbines clustered into wind farms with capacities comparable to 
fossil fuelled power stations. The degree of power loss caused by the wake affected 
region behind each turbine is known to vary under different atmospheric stability 
conditions. Accurately predicting these losses for a variety of likely scenarios before 
new farms are built can significantly reduce the financial risk of private investment.  
 
The aim of this work was to investigate the structure of the offshore atmosphere and 
incorporate the findings relating to atmospheric stability into Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) simulations of large offshore wind farms to reduce financial 
investment risk in non-neutral stability conditions. This work incorporates three 
meteorologically established methods of calculating stability conditions into CFD 
simulations of large offshore wind farms using the Monin-Obukhov Similarity Theory 
(MOST). As MOST ideally requires meteorological parameters measured on-site 
using a mast for extended periods of time to obtain even a small collection of 
validation data, alternative methods of describing atmospheric conditions and 
corresponding wake behaviour are investigated which only require data obtainable 
by LiDAR. This has the potential to reduce the length of data collection campaigns, 
whilst also using more flexible instruments and thus increasing cost efficiency. 
 
The software front-end tool Windmodeller, which drives the ANSYS CFX software, is 
used to benchmark four separate two-equation turbulence models, each assuming 
neutral atmospheric stability conditions. Production data from four European offshore 
wind farms are used for validation purposes. Of these models, the Shear Stress 
Transport (SST) model consistently performed the worst, whilst modifying the RANS 
turbulence constant, 𝐶𝜇, only alters the location within a line of turbines where the 
standard 𝑘-𝜀 model was most accurate. The unsteady RANS model variation, which 
incorporates both the Coriolis effect and a stably stratified capping layer, was found 
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to have the smallest root-mean-squared error values for the largest wind farm and so 
was chosen to form the basis of the simulations incorporating atmospheric stability. 
 
The Obukhov Length required for MOST is incorporated into the CFD simulations 
using surface fluxes, water temperatures and atmospheric thermal gradients. There 
are only small variations in simulation accuracy between methods when simulating 
Neutral conditions, with the thermal gradient method performing best. Under stable 
conditions the sea surface temperature approach is most accurate, although it is also 
the least accurate under unstable conditions and was unable to generate the more 
extreme Unstable conditions. Although the flux method was less accurate than the 
gradient method in absolute terms, the variance of its errors at individual turbine 
locations was consistently smaller. The validation process for using MOST 
techniques was complicated by a lack of sufficient field data after the rigorous 
filtering required by the theory’s assumptions. 
 
The preliminary work using alternative methods of describing atmospheric conditions 
within CFD simulations did not suffer from a lack of validation data, but was 
unsuccessful at maintaining the required wind shear profiles across the whole 
domain. Recommendations are made to improve control over these parameters with 
models such as unsteady RANS, and to find a suitable successor to the actuator 
disc theory now wind shear values across a turbine are becoming significant. 
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Chapter 1. Thesis Map 
The aim of this work was to investigate the structure of the offshore atmosphere and 
incorporate the findings relating to atmospheric stability into Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) simulations of large offshore wind farms in order to reduce financial 
investment risk under non-neutral stability conditions. To this end, presented in the 
following chapters are analysed measurements from offshore meteorological masts, 
a comparison of four commercially available CFD options, and results from CFD 
simulations using various methods to incorporate atmospheric stability.   
 
Chapter two describes the background motivation for research into computer models 
of offshore wind farms, a brief history of atmospheric stability research and the 
current scientific understanding of the offshore atmosphere. The Monin-Obukhov 
Similarity Theory is introduced along with three different ways to calculate the related 
Obukhov length and a discussion about suitable atmospheric measurements, 
particularly the resulting effects of significant variations in meteorological mast 
instrumentation. The chapter concludes with a literature review of how atmospheric 
stability interacts with wind farms, causing variations in levels of power generation by 
altering how turbine wakes interact and dissipate. 
 
Chapter three analyses meteorological data collected at two tall offshore masts on 
separate sides of the North Sea. Atmospheric stability at each site is compared using 
the gradient Richardson number approach, a variety of measurement heights and 
two alternative classification methods. Wind shear and turbulence intensity are 
analysed for each group of binned Obukhov lengths, leading to a proposal to classify 
atmospheric stability for wind energy purposes according solely to the physical 
atmospheric conditions, rather than the more meteorologically traditional 
combination of physical and thermal properties required by the Obukhov length. 
 
Chapter four contains a review of past and current techniques used to model 
atmospheric flow through wind farms and the resulting wake interactions. A brief 
overview of the governing equations and theory used by Reynolds-Averaged Navier-
Stokes is given, followed by an introduction to the software package Windmodeller 
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Ansys CFX. Results from benchmark simulations are discussed, comparing four 
alternative turbulence models (assuming a neutrally stratified atmosphere) against 
production data from four offshore wind farms. 
 
Chapter five develops the most promising turbulence model from the previous 
chapter and compares three different methods of incorporating atmospheric stability 
via a thermal gradient within the surface layer, as appropriate for Monin-Obukhov 
Similarity Theory. Results are then discussed from preliminary work, using concepts 
developed in chapter 3 to focus on the physical effects of atmospheric stability on air 
flow through wind farms rather than the thermally induced effects required by 
traditional approaches. 
 
Finally, the main results of each chapter are reviewed in Chapter six with 
conclusions from the research undertaken and recommendations are made for areas 
to focus future research. The thesis concludes with two appendixes containing a 
published journal paper of significance to this research co-authored by the thesis 
author and primary supervisor, and some images of final simulation meshes for 
reference purposes. 
 
 
When the winds of change blow, 
some people build walls and others build windmills. 
- Chinese Proverb 
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Chapter 2. The Offshore Atmosphere: 
Background and Current Theory 
2.1 The Offshore Advantage 
Humanity has an ever growing demand for electricity. The constant need for new 
sources, combined with the growing societal awareness of climate change and 
recent concern about the safety of nuclear technologies is encouraging governments 
to invest in renewable sources. The European Union for example, has a target of 20% 
of its energy production to be renewably sourced by 2020 [1] with some individual 
members adopting higher targets. Since this target is for “energy production”, rather 
than just “electricity generation”, the required level of renewable penetration within 
the European electrical markets will be considerably higher than 20%. However, 
significant generation using renewable technologies, such as wind farms and open 
field solar photovoltaic arrays, requires large amounts of space, often drawing 
opposition from local communities.  
 
Whilst incurring extra initial expenditure in construction and maintenance costs, 
corresponding to new infrastructure challenges and the weather dependency on 
access, it has long been known that offshore locations offer higher wind speeds [2] 
and thus potentially higher wind farm power yields [3]. The lower values of surface 
roughness result in lower background turbulence [4] and lower levels of fatigue 
damage [5] thus improving long-term maintenance expenditure. In addition, height 
restrictions on new offshore structures are less strict than onshore, allowing for 
turbines with longer blades, able to harvest the wind across larger areas and access 
the faster winds found at greater heights. Since offshore turbines therefore have the 
potential for higher power capacities than onshore machines, fewer are needed to 
reach the equivalent levels of farm rated capacity, thus lowering the average cost per 
megawatt, assuming other costs remain equal. As an example of offshore wind 
capabilities, the twenty turbines at the Middelgrunden offshore wind farm deliver 
more than 3% of power consumed in the nearby city of Copenhagen [6].  
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2.2 Offshore Data 
Windfarms are expensive to build and require feasibility studies to assess, amongst 
many other factors, the local wind resource and thus the level of investment risk. For 
onshore farms, measurement campaigns involving numerous meteorological masts 
are common. However, installing an offshore met mast involves significant financial 
risk in itself, costing upwards of £10M and does not guarantee the construction of a 
lucrative farm, as in the case of the two masts at Shell Flats in the Irish Sea. The 
high cost of installing offshore masts along with their purpose for assessing the 
financial risk of further investment, means each dataset has a high commercial value. 
Therefore, there are heavy restrictions on the availability of offshore wind speed 
datasets for either researchers or other developers. It is clear that any modelling 
technique that can either utilise currently available datasets or reduce the number of 
new masts required whilst also significantly reducing the financial risk of farm 
construction is worth developing. There have been many attempts to predict near-
shore wind speeds using data from onshore locations for example [7] and [8] or via 
mesoscale forecasting models and satellite observations [9] but usually, at least one 
met mast will be erected, either to verify model predictions or measure parameters 
that cannot be modelled to a sufficient accuracy. 
 
Since offshore wind resource assessment is expensive, commercially sensitive and 
often follows purpose-built specifications; there are barely any reliable measurement 
sources from outside the industry, and certainly none to the heights required by 
modern turbines. Therefore, with a push to offshore wind farms due to land 
constraints, new wind farms are forced into meteorologically uncharted waters, with 
all the associated costs and risk. Anticipating the financial costs involved in offshore 
measurements and subsequent gaps in knowledge, a German government policy 
adopted in 2001 led to the construction of three high quality research masts [10], two 
in the North Sea and one in the Baltic Sea and made the measurements available 
free of charge for scientific institutions within the European Union. Even though the 
furthest mast, FINO3, is roughly 80km from shore, all three masts are now 
surrounded by wind farms in various stages from planning to full operation and 
therefore the quality of their free-flow measurements will be steadily compromised by 
local developments. 
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Owing to the variable nature of weather from year to year, [11] recommends five to 
ten years of on-site measurements for confidence in energy yield predictions, 
although it is generally considered that the minimum data collection needed on site is 
one year, with investment risk decreasing with every additional year of 
measurements. Campaigns between one and two years may result in worse 
resource predictions than just a single year’s worth of data on account of variation in 
weather patterns throughout the year. Whilst offshore resource predictions (far from 
the coast) do not suffer from complications with terrain or the annual changes of 
forestry canopy, they are susceptible to mesoscale and synoptic scale 
meteorological events [12] which vary in frequency with the seasons. For example, 
estimates based on a data set including measurements from two winters but only 
one summer in the North Sea are likely to over-predict the average annual wind 
speed, and thus a potential wind farm’s yield. For offshore farms, particularly those 
planned to be far from the coast and other farms, the installation of a met mast is not 
only vital for reliable resource assessment, it needs to be installed as soon as 
possible in order to maximise the period of measurements made before turbine 
construction. Combining the cost of a met mast with the urgency of its installation, 
preliminary resource assessments of the region (before on-site measurements are 
made) needs to be both fast and reliable. 
 
In locations far from shore, where no influence is felt from any land mass, the site 
physical boundary conditions are similar to any other truly offshore location at that 
latitude. At locations such as these, it may not be necessary to make meteorological 
measurements before turbines are installed. Site resource assessment could be 
conducted based on vertical atmospheric profile averages, frequency observations of 
synoptic scale systems from archived weather forecasts or by comparison to another 
far offshore location using the geostrophic drag law below: 
 
𝐺 =
𝑢∗
Ƙ
√[ln (
𝑢∗
𝑓𝑧0
) − 𝐴 (
𝑧
𝐿
)]
2
+ 𝐵2 (
𝑧
𝐿
) 
 
2.1
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where 𝐺 is the geostrophic wind speed, 𝑢∗ is the friction velocity (described later in 
section  2.3), Ƙ is the von Karman constant, 𝑧0  is the surface roughness, 𝑧  is the 
height above sea level (asl), 𝐿 is the Obukhov length (described later in section  2.4), 
𝑓 is the Coriolis parameter and 𝐴 and 𝐵 are empirical constants dependent on 𝐿, 
often assumed to be 1.79 and 4.5 respectively [8]. If reliable offshore resource 
assessment without on-site measurements is to be sufficient to justify the required 
financial investment, three questions need answering; firstly, what does the typical 
offshore atmospheric profile look like? Secondly, how do local wind speeds vary with 
changes in parameters 𝑢∗ and 𝐿? Thirdly, how far from shore can coastal effects still 
be observed? To answer these, detailed analysis of current mast data needs to be 
considered. 
2.3 Structure of the Atmosphere 
The earth’s troposphere consists of many distinct layers and sub-layers, the most 
important being the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL), shown in Figure 2.1, 
defined by [13] as the region of the troposphere directly influenced by the planet’s 
surface and reacts within a timescale of about an hour or less to any surface forcing. 
Above this, the free atmosphere reacts slower to changes in surface forcings, if at all. 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Illustration of the lower atmosphere showing key layers (heights are meteorologically 
accepted approximations and not to scale). Layer boundary heights are variable in time or space. 
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Since the depth of the ABL depends on the terrain roughness and strength of 
surface forcings, which can vary strongly over land through the diurnal cycle; depth 
variations between 100m and 3000m are possible within a single day. As a result, 
layer boundaries are not as sharply defined, leading to theories of varying complexity 
to predict the height of the ABL using time dependent variables [14]. Although as 
proposed by [15], they are often simplified to functions of mechanical parameters: 
 
𝑧𝐴𝐵𝐿 = (
500
𝑔
)
𝜌
∆𝜌
𝑢∗
2 
2.2 
 
Where 𝜌 is air density, ∆𝜌 is the difference in air density between the surface and 
geostrophic level,𝑔 is gravitational acceleration and 𝑢∗ is the friction velocity: 
 
𝑢∗ = ((𝑢′𝑤′)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅
2 + (𝑣′𝑤′)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅2)
0.25
 
 
2.3
Where 𝑢  and 𝑣  are perpendicular wind speeds in the horizontal plane, 𝑤  is the 
vertical wind speed. A prime symbol indicates the deviation from a temporal mean 
value. Alternative methods derive from unit analysis techniques, such as the 
established Rossby-Montgomery formula: 
 
𝑧𝐴𝐵𝐿 = 𝐶𝑛
𝑢∗
|𝑓|
 
 
2.4
Where 𝐶𝑛 is a dimensionless constant. A comprehensive discussion concerning the 
calculation of the ABL height is given in the review paper [16]. 
 
Within the ABL, a sub-layer called the Surface Layer (SL) is normally defined as the 
region where fluxes from the surface vary within 10% of their surface values [13] 
although for simplicity, some authors have defined it as the lowest 10% of the ABL 
[17], or the region where the Coriolis force can be ignored [18]. Results from studies 
such as [19] suggest the SL height may correlate to roughly 80m for onshore 
environments, although it is likely to be dependent on both surface roughness and 
wind speed. Understanding the SL is important to the wind industry as wind turbines 
generate electricity traditionally from within this region and as its height fluctuates 
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[20], variations occur in wind shear and turbulence amongst other characteristics; 
each of which affect both the quantity of electricity generated and the lifetime of the 
turbines. As the development of new turbine designs continually increases blade 
length and hub height, rotors in modern farms now sweep through heights around 
the top of the SL (dependent on atmospheric conditions), simultaneously exposing 
the blades to multiple flow regimes. With bigger blades, each turbine is more likely to 
interact with the SL boundary across a wider range of heights, so an understanding 
of interactions between the SL and sub-layers above, along with resulting variations 
in wind shear with height can only become more important with time. For this reason, 
the study and measurement around the top of the SL becomes vital for resource 
analysis and the risk assessment [5].  
 
Figure 2.2 below shows idealised profiles of wind speed and temperature through 
the ABL and into the free atmosphere above. The deep Residual Layer, (RL) is 
symptomatic of high diurnal variability caused when the entrainment zone is elevated; 
fuelled by surface heated convection during the day, it slowly sinks again when the 
convection subsides (typically at night) before returning the next day. Whilst velocity 
appears to decrease logarithmically to zero in the SL, the mean velocity actually 
becomes zero at the aerodynamic roughness length 𝑧0 (where the following formula 
is the adiabatic form of the so-called ‘log law’): 
 
𝑢𝑧 =
𝑢∗
Ƙ
[ln (
𝑧
𝑧0
)] 
 
2.5
Whilst 𝑧0 is not the actual length of roughness elements, it is strongly influenced by 
both their height and density over a surface. It is called ‘aerodynamic’ as although 
linked to the friction velocity, there is no way to calculate it accurately and it must be 
determined via extrapolation of measurements [13].  
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Figure 2.2 Idealistic speed and thermal profiles through the ABL for onshore daytime conditions. Note 
the wind speed profile indicates the theoretical geostrophic case if friction were not accounted for. For a 
marine ABL, the residual layer is reduced in height by a reduction in the height of the entrainment zone 
and 𝒁𝑨𝑩𝑳. Layer boundary heights and profiles (of 𝑼 and 𝜽𝒗) are not to scale and vary in time and space. 
The levels of wind shear and turbulence in the ABL are intrinsically linked, both are 
directly related to 𝑍𝐴𝐵𝐿. Although locally varying with height, the average wind shear 
across the ABL is simply the geostrophic wind speed divided by 𝑍𝐴𝐵𝐿. Whilst the size 
and strength of turbulent eddies generated by mechanical and thermal surface fluxes 
help determine the value of 𝑍𝐴𝐵𝐿. The strength and height of both wind shear and 
turbulence are important to farm developers as they significantly affect the turbine 
wake structure and dissipation rate. For example, whilst two different flow regimes 
with a hub height velocity of 8ms-1 may cause a wind turbine in the free stream to 
generate very similar power levels, the regime with the greater wind shear across the 
turbine heights will result in significantly lower power output from any turbine located 
behind it than for the same pair of turbines located in the low wind shear regime. 
This is because higher shear events correspond to lower levels of turbulence, with 
smaller eddies mixing less kinetic energy into the wake region from the faster moving 
air above and thus the wakes propagate further downstream. As such, wind farms 
located in higher wind shear environments suffer greater wake losses and so 
generate less power than average and return a lower financial yield, emphasising the 
need for a suitable resource measurement campaign before farm construction. 
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2.3.1 The Marine Atmosphere 
In the same way that the onshore ABL is a response to conditions of the ground, the 
Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer (MABL) is directly linked to conditions of the 
sea. Therefore, the most significant difference between the ABL and MABL is a 
result of the largest difference between land and sea: land is a solid whilst the sea is 
a liquid with different physical and thermal properties. This obvious fact has large 
implications when calculating the MABL height, 𝑧𝑀𝐴𝐵𝐿. Since liquids at rest exhibit 
level surfaces, even with the complex effects of waves, the marine values of 𝑧0 are 
over an order of magnitude smaller than on shore. The ocean water also exhibits 
boundary layer features, although as water has significantly higher viscosity 
compared to air, levels of turbulence and thus the boundary layer depths differ with 
associated thermal and velocity profiles each side of the air/water interface 
accordingly. As both surfaces are constantly moving and interacting in a non-linear 
manner, profiles across the interface are often discontinuous with the atmospheric 
profiles varying more significantly than their oceanic equivalents. Over the last 60 
years there has been great debate about the size of 𝑧𝑜 for water bodies, namely 
because in marine environments it is not a constant, but dependent on ever 
changing wave patterns and their size, which themselves are functions of wind 
speed and thus a feed-back system develops. Attempts have been made to quantify 
this feedback system, such as [21] by using equation 2.3, although the more 
classical relation suggested by [22] has endured in what has become known as 
“Charnock’s equation”: 
 
𝑧0 = 𝛼𝑐
𝑢∗
2
𝑔
 
 
2.6
The quantity 𝛼𝑐 is a parameter referring to the fetch and type of water body and has 
been noted between 0.012 and 0.035 [23], although often taken as 0.0185 after 
review [24]. Following the ideal log-wind profile equation 2.5, Charnock’s equation 
has been shown [13] to directly link mean marine wind speed with the friction velocity: 
 
𝑢∗
2 = 0.00044?̅?2.55 
 
2.7
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Taken together, equations 2.4 and 2.6 imply  𝑧𝑀𝐴𝐵𝐿 < 𝑧𝐴𝐵𝐿 and therefore it follows 
that for offshore locations; the geostrophic wind speeds found in the free atmosphere, 
along with the strong wind speed and temperature gradients associated with the 
entrainment zone (Figure 2.2) are observable at lower heights than over land. As 
smaller surface roughness values result in shallower ABL depths, it follows that the 
SL at offshore locations will also be proportionately shallower at around 50m [25] 
[26], although the depth of the sub-layer is more complex and more dependent on 
the different variables in other surface forcings. Combined with the larger scale of 
offshore turbines, shallower atmospheric layers offshore ensure new farms, with 
larger turbines, will either need to endure conditions within multiple sub-layers or 
deliberately increase their tower heights further to ensure turbine rotors always 
remain above variable SL depths. 
 
Alternative methods to calculate 𝑧0  based on fetch or wave age have been 
suggested [27], although computer simulations prefer the use of constant values to 
reduce computational complexity with WAsP using 𝑧0 = 0.2𝑚𝑚 [28]. Analysis by [29] 
showed the wave age dependent method of calculating 𝑧0  produced the most 
accurate results, although later studies of the same site by the same authors [17] [30] 
showed insignificant variation between the three methods. Despite small variations in 
assumptions used to calculate 𝑢∗ or 𝑧𝑜 having little effect on resulting wind speeds 
[31] [32]; the lower surface roughness of water is known to effect levels of 
Turbulence Intensity (𝑇𝐼), with typical offshore values of 6-8% compared to 10-12% 
over land [33]. Since the wake regions of low velocity behind each turbine are 
primarily eroded by vertical exchanges of momentum from regions of higher 
velocities, according to [34], the lower offshore values of 𝑇𝐼 significantly contribute to 
10-20% power losses in large offshore farms by prolonging the wake recovery times. 
The second significant difference between the land and sea boundary-layers is a 
result of the much greater thermal capacity of water compared with land, which 
reduces the magnitude of the diurnal variation in surface temperature [35] leading to 
less induced convection in the Marine Surface Layer (MSL). Therefore, a MABL 
idealised profile would show an entrainment zone much closer to, and possibly 
touching, the MSL. This results in increased levels of wind shear in the entrainment 
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zone as it marries the friction influenced MSL winds with the geostrophic speeds in 
the free atmosphere above. 
2.3.2 The Coastal Atmosphere 
While the marine environment may be considered a simplified version of onshore 
conditions, [21] describes a region of thermal and mechanical interaction between 
the two and [11] advises caution and special procedures for regions of limited fetch. 
In fact, the coastal atmosphere can be horizontally split into two sub regions, an area 
above ground that is affected by the local water mass and an area of sea and MABL 
that is affected by the local land mass. The onshore coastal region is normally used 
for studies into the effects of changes in surface roughness [36] and [2], or as a 
proxy for the offshore environment to reduce experimental costs [37]. In the offshore 
coastal region, (more clearly defined by [38] as “the zone extending from the 
coastline where the wind speed and turbulence profiles are not in equilibrium with 
the underlying sea surface”) the shape of profiles, such as those in Figure 2.2, 
depend strongly on the variability of the wind direction. For example, if a location is 
near a shoreline in the east, but the wind direction is continually from the west, the 
site will likely exhibit offshore profiles, although [17] found greater deviation from 
expected values when considering directions with longer fetch. It has been found at 
near shore sites [39] that the significance of land to an offshore wind profile changes 
with height, clearly showing a lag between change in surface roughness and change 
in wind regime. Studies of mechanical processes by [38] and [40] have shown winds 
blowing from land to sea still retain aspects of their onshore profiles 20km, 70km and 
possibly 100km from the coastline whilst studies by [41] and [42] indicate the 
importance of thermal forcings in calculating the influence of surface change. These 
forcings combine to complicate coastal predictions with unique mesoscale features 
such as sea breezes [40] that have strong diurnal or seasonal [43] signatures.  
Attempts to parameterise the location of offshore conditions with respect to distance 
from shore (fetch) vary from very complex methods [13] incorporating parameters 
not measured on the average mast, to more simplistic [7], [32] and [44] in the format: 
 
𝑧𝐶𝐴𝐵𝐿 = 𝑐1𝑋
𝑐2 
 
2.8
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Where 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 are empirical constants, 𝑋 is the distance from the coast and 𝑧𝐶𝐴𝐵𝐿 
is the height below which the atmosphere has marine properties while above is as 
yet unaffected by crossing the coast. By this definition, it follows that the coastal 
atmosphere ends and the marine atmosphere begins in earnest where 𝑧𝐶𝐴𝐵𝐿 = 𝑧𝑀𝐴𝐵𝐿 
although a residual of the land ABL may continue to exist above this until the 
entrainment zone erodes it away. The differences between flow speed, direction and 
turbulence structure can be significant and may be a leading cause of features such 
as low-level jets or increased turbine fatigue. 
Whilst focusing solely on using datasets which experience truly offshore conditions 
removes complexities resulting from 𝑧𝐶𝐴𝐵𝐿, in reality, all current offshore farms are 
located in coastal waters with [41] suggesting the whole of the Baltic Sea should be 
considered coastal. Furthermore, the scarcity of measurements far from shore 
means it is unclear just how far offshore the coastal zone extends.  
2.4 Monin-Obukhov Similarity Theory 
The theory of boundary layers, conceived in 1904 by Ludwig Prandtl, describes the 
dynamic behaviour of moving fluids beside a wall, where the speed of flow near the 
wall is retarded by friction. Using Prandtl’s vision of sub-layers in a flow to describe 
the atmosphere results in a region directly affected by surface friction (the SL) below 
a region of well mixed flow formed by a combination of turbulence ejected from the 
SL and fluctuations in the SL height (the RL). The RL is constantly eroded by the 
high levels of shear in the entrainment zone by the dominant effects of the free 
atmosphere above, as the laws of physics strive for equilibrium between fluid 
atmosphere and rotating Earth. For over a hundred years, boundary-layer theory has 
been developed, refined, validated and evolved. As part of this, in 1946, the Russian 
scientist, Alexander Obukhov published a fundamental paper “‘Turbulentnost’ v 
temperaturnoj – neodnorodnoj atmosfere (Turbulence in an Atmosphere with a Non-
uniform Temperature)” in which he presented a universal length scale for 
atmospheric exchange processes near the ground. Above heights equalling his 
Obukhov Length ( 𝐿 ), buoyancy dominates the generation of turbulence whilst 
mechanical forces dictate processes below. Owing to world conflict at the time of its 
writing in 1943, and its eventual publication in a very limited first issue journal three 
years later, few copies are now available and its content is best known via a follow 
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up paper written with fellow Russian, Andrei Monin, in 1954 [45]. This Monin-
Obukhov Similarity Theory (MOST), whilst developed over land, has been shown by 
[46] to be valid in the MSL above the wave boundary layer. 
 
As described by equation 2.5, the wind speed within the SL follows a pseudo-
logarithmic profile considered dependent solely on friction levels defined by surface 
roughness. However, this assumes neutral stability or in other words, the thermal 
properties within a column of air are constant. (The Charnock and Rossby-
Montgomery relations are also based on this assumption.) Yet since solar radiation 
is absorbed by the planet’s surface and then released into the air on a diurnal cycle, 
the SL is rarely in a neutral thermal state [47] and the assumption is made on the 
basis of statistical averages and theory simplification. Based on water’s higher 
thermal capacity, sites far from shore should exhibit higher proportions of neutral 
events yet by this measure, [48] suggests measurements from current offshore 
locations are still coastal, despite filtering by length of fetch. The thermal gradient 
either generates or suppresses turbulence systematically perturbing the mean value 
from this idealistic model and can be accounted for by the inclusion of a stability 
function as in equation 2.9 below. For the wind industry this is significant; not only in 
terms of wake losses [34] but also as [49] show the MSL depth to be dependent on 𝐿, 
along with wind speeds below 100m when 𝐿 is positive [19]. 
 
𝑢𝑧 =
𝑢∗
Ƙ
[ln (
𝑧
𝑧0
) − 𝛹𝑚 (
𝑧
𝐿
)] 
 
2.9
Where 𝛹𝑚(𝑧 𝐿⁄ ) is a function of both height and the Obukhov length, which itself is a 
function of ratios between velocity and temperatures as originally defined by [45]: 
 
𝐿 = −
𝑢∗
3
Ƙ
𝑔
𝑇0
𝑞
𝑐𝑝𝜌
 
 
2.10
Where 𝑇0 is the mean temperature of the layer in consideration, 𝑞 is the turbulent 
heat flux and 𝑐𝑝 is the specific heat of air at constant pressure. Since changes in 𝐿 
are a function of fluctuations in 𝑞; it is reasonable to assume that owing to water’s 
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higher heat capacity than land, unless under conditions of large advection from 
coastal regions, marine values of 𝐿 will exhibit a significantly dampened diurnal cycle 
[35] [41] [43]. This could lead to the assumption that while onshore stability is highly 
sensitive to diurnal forcings, and thus coastal regions through advection, truly marine 
locations not currently influenced by synoptic weather systems may be assumed 
neutrally thermally stratified. This increases the value of accurately defining where 
coastal regions end and truly marine environments begin. 
Since its creation, there have been many attempts to refine the Monin-Obukhov 
Similarity Theory, (MOST) or incorporate additional parameters such as atmospheric 
humidity [50]. There have also been attempts to approximate equation 2.10, 
particularly for when datasets do not include all the necessary parameters or when 
measurements are not taken at significantly high frequencies to calculate the 
turbulent heat flux. Studies such as [17], [51] and [52] have attempted to determine 
the most suitable approach for best practice with comparisons of results, but usually, 
the choice of data analysis method is dependent on how measurements are 
collected at the particular locations. This should concern the industry and provoke 
standardization or “best practice” measurements as the studies also show each 
method produces differing analysis of the available data. Summaries of three basic 
categories of variations of equation 2.10 are given in the following subsections 
although within each category many authors have experimented with the inclusion of 
constants or variations of thermal measurements such as potential temperature [53] 
or virtual potential temperature [54]. 
 
For convenience in data analysis, values of 𝐿 are grouped together into bins of five 
similar levels of stability; an example of this is Table 2.1 as used by [12], [48] and 
[55]. Whilst there is some general agreement in the literature as to the different 
category definitions, variations in the exact values of 𝐿 do exist [56]. An older method 
of using only three basic stability categories [39] is now less common, while the use 
of seven categories, asymmetric around the neutral category such as in Table 2.2, 
are becoming more common [47] [35]. It should be noted the more complex 
categorisations often do not include values of 𝐿 near zero. 
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Table 2.1 Typical Definition of stability categories 
Obukhov Length [m] Stability Category 
−200 ≤ 𝐿 < 0 Very Unstable 
−1000 ≤ 𝐿 < −200 Unstable 
1000 < |𝐿| Neutral 
200 < 𝐿 ≤ 1000 Stable 
0 < 𝐿 ≤ 200 Very Stable 
 
Table 2.2 Alternative Definition of stability categories 
Obukhov Length [m] Stability Category 
−100 ≤ 𝐿 < −50 Very Unstable 
−200 ≤ 𝐿 < −100 Unstable 
−500 ≤ 𝐿 < −200 Near Unstable 
500 < |𝐿| Neutral 
200 < 𝐿 ≤ 500 Near Stable 
50 < 𝐿 ≤ 200 Stable 
10 < 𝐿 ≤ 50 Very Stable 
 
Possibly because it was developed at the height of the Soviet Union’s power, 
throughout the following decades, MOST effectively became scientific dogma with 
little published research in disagreement, particularly from within the Soviet Union. 
Instead of challenging it, the research community focused on accurately defining 
constants and relationships between parameters, particularly Ƙ [50]. Through notable 
experiments conducted across the world; for example in Australia [57], the 
Netherlands [58] and the USA “The Kansas Experiment” [18], MOST has been 
proven a reliable method of predicting average wind speeds in the SL. However, 
since the wind industry is moving offshore and now requires atmospheric profiles 
extending above the logarithmic MSL, attempts have been made to extend the 
theory up to 300m [19], and whilst alternative theories have been published [59], 
they have had little impact on the popularity of MOST.  
2.4.1 Calculating 𝑳 using the Flux Method 
The most ‘true-to-original’ way to measure 𝐿 in field experiments is with the use of 
sonic anemometers as they are able to measure air temperature as well as wind 
speed in three components (x, y and z) at very high frequencies. Thus the friction 
velocity can be calculated using the eddy-correlation equation 2.3 and the turbulent 
heat flux can be obtained with the following equation: 
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𝑤′𝑇′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ =
𝑞
𝑐𝑝𝜌
 
 
2.11
where 𝑇 is the air temperature. Caution should be applied when calculating both 
equations 2.3 and 2.11 as explained by [17], yet this is the only method which 
includes the friction velocity in the calculation of 𝐿, as shown in the common flux form: 
𝐿 = −
𝑢∗
3
Ƙ
𝑔
𝑇0
𝑤′𝑇′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅
 
2.12 
2.4.2 Calculating 𝑳 using the Bulk Method 
If there are no sonic anemometers measurements available, the bulk method 
(verified for the marine environment by [60]) can be applied with readings from a 
single cup anemometer and suitable temperature measurements at that height and 
the surface respectively. The Obukhov length can then be calculated via equations 
2.13 and 2.14 below, where ∆𝑇 is the difference in temperature between air and 
surface and 𝑅𝑖𝐵 is the bulk Richardson number relating to reference height, 𝑧′. 
 
𝑅𝑖𝐵(𝑧′) =
𝑔
𝑇0
𝑧∆𝑇
𝑢2
 
 
2.13
𝐿 =
{
 
 
 
 𝑧′
10𝑅𝑖𝐵
𝑧′(1 − 5𝑅𝑖𝐵)
10𝑅𝑖𝐵
          
𝑅𝑖𝐵 < 0
𝑅𝑖𝐵 > 0
 
 
2.14
 
When applying the bulk method, it is important that the surface temperature is 
indeed the temperature of the surface and the only way to achieve this is with remote 
sensors. Offshore, it is rare to take measurements of the actual sea surface due 
partially to the cost of placing the equipment in such a hostile environment but also 
since the waves would compromise accuracy. Instead, temperature measurements 
are taken roughly 2m below the sea surface. This produces complex systematic 
errors from the cool-skin and warm-layer effects as mentioned by [61]. Whilst [32] 
investigated the effects of tides on surface roughness, there has been no work 
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(known to the author) investigating the effects of tides on atmospheric stability 
calculated via the bulk method. 
2.4.3 Calculating 𝑳 using the Gradient Method 
According to [51], the gradient method is the most successful at representing the 
atmospheric processors involved in turbulent mixing. Similar to the bulk method, high 
frequency measurements are not required whilst both temperature measurements 
are taken above the surface and thus a wind speed is also required at both heights 
rather than assuming 𝑢 = 0 at the surface as in equation 2.13. Various versions of 
the equation 2.15 have been suggested [17] [51]. There has also been significant 
debate about equation 2.16, specifically whether a critical Richardson gradient 
number 𝑅𝑖𝐺𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 1 𝛽⁄  exists [62], [63] and whether MOST is relevant for such values 
where the flow is laminar rather than turbulent. Here, equation 2.16 includes an 
option where  𝑅𝑖𝐺 > 𝑅𝑖𝐺𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 for completeness as used by [51]. Most frequently 𝛽 is 
assigned a value of 5.  
 
𝑅𝑖𝐺(𝑧′) =
𝑔
𝑇0
(
∆𝑇
∆𝑧)
(
∆𝑢
∆𝑧)
2  
2.15
 
𝐿 =
{
  
 
  
 
𝑧′
𝑅𝑖𝐺
𝑧′(1 − 𝛽𝑅𝑖𝐺)
𝑅𝑖𝐺
1
2𝑅𝑖𝐺
        
𝑅𝑖𝐺 ≤ 0
𝑅𝑖𝐺 > 0 > 𝑅𝑖𝐺𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
𝑅𝑖𝐺 ≥ 𝑅𝑖𝐺𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
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2.5 Appropriate Measurements 
As the offshore wind industry has grown rapidly in the last two decades, with each 
new technological advance enabling bigger machines to be installed further from 
shore, appropriate meteorological measurements are required from each new 
location to assist with reducing the financial investment risk. As such, offshore wind 
speed measurements near development areas have a high commercial value 
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meaning datasets are rarely shared between developers. There is also a lack of 
standardisation in terms of what is measured and measurement height at each mast, 
besides hub height wind speed. On tall offshore masts, wind speeds are typically 
measured at hub height and at a height just above the mast’s working platform. 
Additional heights instrumented often correlate either with significant heights for the 
rotor design or significant multiples of 10m. Air temperature is normally measured at 
the same height as the lowest anemometer and near the top of the mast; additional 
heights are sometimes included but significantly fewer than for wind speed. 
Atmospheric pressure is measured (if at all) at platform height and occasionally near 
the mast top. Any measurements of humidity again tend to be split between the 
platform and near mast top, occasionally with additional measurements near 
thermometer heights. Examples of mast locations and their meteorological 
instrument configurations can be found below. Locations A, B and C are research 
grade masts sponsored by the German government and as such they are the most 
instrumented sites, including measurements of many variables of little direct use to 
wind resource assessment and so not included in Table 2.3. 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Locations of offshore meteorological masts which supplied atmospheric data for this work, 
not associated to any fully-commissioned wind farm. A=FINO1, B=FINO2, C=FINO3, D=Humber Gateway, 
E=Shell Flats. Note there are two masts at the Shell Flats site, but on account of their close proximity to 
each other, they are shown here with only one marker. 
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Table 2.3. Comparison of offshore met masts and their installed instrumentation. Additional instruments 
(such as rain gauges) are present at some masts, although these have been left out of this table as their 
measurements were not used as part of this work. Data availability is not always uninterrupted between 
dates and contains sections of erroneous recordings. 
 FINO1 FINO2 FINO3 
Humber 
Gateway 
Shell Flats 
Mast 1 Mast 2 
Nationality German German German British British 
Water Body North Sea Baltic Sea North Sea North Sea Irish Sea 
Distance From 
Shore (km) 
40 40 80 10 10 
Mast Height (m) 100 102 106 88 82 52 
Data Availability 
01/2004 
to 
06/2007 
03/2008 
to 
09/2011 
09/2009 
to 
10/2011 
10/2009 
to 
07/2011 
06/2002 
to 
12/2003 
Heights (m) of 
Cup 
Anemometers 
33, 40, 
50, 60, 
70, 80, 
90, 100 
32, 42, 
52, 62, 
72, 82, 
92, 102 
30, 40, 
50, 60, 
70, 80, 
90, 106 
34, 52, 
70, 88 
20, 30, 
50, 70, 
82 
20, 30, 
40, 52 
Heights (m) of 
Sonic 
Anemometers 
40, 60, 80 42, 62, 82 60, 100 N/A 80 50 
Heights (m) of 
Wind Vanes 
33, 40, 
50, 60, 
70, 80, 90 
31, 51, 
71, 91 
28, 100 68, 86 
20, 30, 
50, 70, 
82 
20, 30, 
40, 50 
Heights (m) of 
Thermometers 
30, 40, 
50, 70, 
100 
30, 40, 
50, 70, 99 
29, 55, 95 19, 52, 88 12, 80 12 
Heights (m) of 
Hygrometers 
33, 50, 90 30, 50, 99 29, 55, 95 52, 88 12, 80 12 
Heights (m) of 
Barometers 
20, 90 30, 90 23, 94 52, 88 12, 80 12 
 
 
Whilst pressure and humidity do not feature directly in equation 2.10, reference is 
made to them with 𝑐𝑝 and air density, which, alongside temperature, act as stores of 
potential energy in the atmosphere. Therefore, there have been many attempts to 
quantify and incorporate the effects of humidity as it affects the thermal profile [64]. 
Where field instrumentation is highly limited, it is possible to calculate 𝐿  using 
absolute temperature values, as shown in section  2.4. However, the additional 
availability of pressure measurements on the met mast (preferably measured at the 
same heights as the measurements of absolute temperature), facilitates the 
implementation of the potential temperature: 
 
𝜃 = 𝑇 (
𝑃0
𝑃
)
𝑅
𝑐𝑝⁄
 
 
2.17
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Where 𝑃  is atmospheric pressure, 𝑃0  is the reference pressure and 𝑅  is the gas 
constant of air. This is useful as in a neutrally stratified, dry atmosphere, the potential 
temperature gradient with height (∆𝜃 ∆𝑧⁄ ) is zero, becoming positive or negative for 
stable or unstable atmospheric conditions respectively. If measurements of 
atmospheric humidity are available (preferably measured at the same heights as the 
measurements of absolute temperature), the effects of water vapour content can be 
incorporated into the atmospheric stability analysis via an artificial parameter, the 
virtual temperature: 
 
𝑇𝑣 = 𝑇 (1 +
1 − 𝜖
𝜖
𝑞𝑣) ≈ 𝑇(1 + 0.608𝑞𝑣) 
 
2.18
Where 𝑞𝑣 is the specific humidity and 𝜖 is the ratio between the dry and water vapour 
gas constants (𝜖 = 𝑅 𝑅𝑣⁄ = 0.622). Thus as moisture decreases the air density, and 
increases the virtual temperature, a moist air parcel is theoretically warmer than a 
dry parcel at an equivalent absolute temperature. The equation above for the 
inclusion of moisture in stability calculations assumes it is entirely in the vapour state 
with zero liquid content and is thus not representative of common meteorological 
conditions such as fog or rain. It is therefore advised that events where 
measurements of relative humidity (𝑅𝐻) exceed 95% are treated with caution. For 
high quality datasets, where measurements of 𝑇, 𝑃 and 𝑅𝐻 exist at suitable heights, 
the Obukhov length may be calculated using the virtual potential temperature: 
 
𝜃𝑣 = 𝑇𝑣 (
𝑃0
𝑃
)
𝑅
𝑐𝑝⁄
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Sonic anemometers are sometimes installed at multiple heights, although rarely at 
significant heights such as the top of the mast or beside other instrumentation for 
calibration or comparison studies. Remote locations, combined with limited space 
and power available for equipment on an offshore mast platform have resulted in an 
industry standard practice of only recording data in ten minute intervals. Whilst this is 
a reasonable time frame for statistics such as the mean and variance from cup 
anemometer measurements it nullifies the benefits of installing rapid frequency 
equipment such as sonic anemometers. 
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The inconsistency of measurement height between farms combined with scarcity of 
available data makes inter-site comparisons difficult without the assumptions that all 
three calculation methods give the same results and that 𝐿 is constant with height, 
which requires that the ratio between temperature gradient and velocity gradient 
must be constant. Studies using well instrumented masts [52] and [17]) show the 
three methods do not produce similar results, thus raising the important question, 
which is most suitable for the wind industry? To answer this, first let us assume we 
had a hypothetical mast with sufficient instrumentation for all three options. Then let 
us remember that MOST was not derived with turbines in mind, thus the flux method 
in effect finds the value of 𝐿 at a point (even if it is assumed constant through the SL) 
whilst both the bulk and gradient methods utilise measurements across a profile 
before relating it back to a point. Other aspects of the wind industry work in the same 
manner, for example, it is the shear across the whole rotor that apparently causes 
additional power generation and fatigue yet the controls rely only on wind speed at 
hub height.  
 
Choosing between the bulk and gradient methods comes down to the relevance of 
the surface. It is the surface, whether land or sea, which defines the friction velocity 
and heat fluxes and so including it via the bulk method, would seem logical when 
calculating stability. However, turbines are progressively being built with higher hub 
heights to capture higher wind speeds aloft; therefore the area swept out by the rotor 
is moving away from the surface, making its effects less important. For farms built in 
coastal waters, the developing MABL as influenced by the surface conditions may 
not have grown to sufficient heights to significantly affect the winds powering each 
turbine. In such cases the gradient method using velocity and temperature 
measurements at rotor bottom and top or bottom and hub would be more suitable to 
describe the likely behaviour of upstream profile and downstream wakes. 
 
Even having chosen to use the gradient method to calculate 𝐿 , choosing which 
measurement heights to use for the calculations can be tricky. As [26] shows, using 
different heights results in different values of 𝐿. Even the FINO masts, which are 
each equipped with numerous cup anemometers, have very few thermometers, 
restricting selection options to just three which produce very different results. For 
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example, [26] shows the use of lower measurements result in more unstable events 
whilst using just upper measurements produce more stable events from the same 
dataset. This results from a non-linear thermal profile, which would not have been 
apparent if only two temperature measurement heights were available. The wind 
profiles at FINO3 are similar, with variations away from the smooth profile expected 
which again would not have been apparent without the high number of anemometers. 
So the moral is: if ever given the chance to decide what heights to measure at for 
ABL experiments, measure at as many heights as possible. 
2.6 The Significance of Atmospheric Stability for Wind Energy 
Offshore windfarms are usually much larger than those built onshore (at least in  
Europe), both in individual turbine size as well as the number of turbines. In addition, 
the lack of surface terrain irregularity usually results in farms constructed in regular 
arrays. As a result, whilst onshore resource assessment is concerned about 
upstream terrain features affecting inflow speeds, the emphasis in offshore wind 
farm resource assessment is placed on calculating wake losses which  are heavily 
dependent on 𝑧0  and 𝐿 . Since all offshore locations can be considered to have 
identical surface roughness conditions, atmospheric stability, becomes the driving 
influence determining wind farm yield through the effects of turbulence and 
stratification on wake characteristics such as dissipation rates. 
Turbine wakes are characterised by regions of lower than average wind speeds and 
elevated 𝑇𝐼 . Therefore, any turbine situated in the wake of another will be less 
productive and potentially suffer higher levels of fatigue [65], both of which increase 
the overall cost per megawatt. Ideally, turbines would be located far enough apart for 
the wind profile to return to its free-stream value before reaching the next turbine, 
however this would dramatically increase the area of sea surface required to build a 
farm as well as the cost of connecting cables and power losses within said cables. 
Thus the key to designing an offshore farm for the optimum ratio of cost verses 
generation is an accurate prediction of the future wake behaviour on site. The 
behaviour of each individual wake is dependent on ambient values of speed and 𝑇𝐼 
as well as turbine blade lengths and turbine thrust characteristics. Whilst the turbine 
characteristics can be optimised by the choice of the developer, the speed and 
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turbulence at an offshore location are both functions of atmospheric stability, as is 
the distance behind each turbine required for wake recovery [66].  
 
Figure 2.4 Averaged wind profiles from the Humber Gateway offshore mast under various stability 
conditions, given a wind speed of 7.5ms
-1
 at 33m. Data has been filtered to only include marine fetches 
and events which satisfy the steady state homogeneous atmospheric assumptions required by MOST, 
see reference [17]. For reference, a neutral log profile using equation 2.5 assuming a constant value of 𝒖∗ 
is also shown. 
As mentioned previously, stability plays a significant role in determining the height of 
the ABL, i.e. stable conditions produce relatively shallow boundary layers whilst 
unstable conditions extend the layer higher than average. Since the geostrophic 
wind speed is independent of surface stability and flow must become stationary at 
the surface, the height of the ABL (defined by stability) forces the gradient of wind 
shear, particularly in the SL. Figure 2.4 above uses MOST to filter for three scenarios 
in the SL. Whilst they are very similar lower down, by the top, there is a significant 
difference in speed between scenarios and this will carry through to variations in 
electricity generation [67]. These effects of thermally influenced shear on the 
offshore velocity profile are greater than those onshore on account of differences in 
mechanically generated turbulence [36]. Figure 2.4 also clearly displays how stability 
is significant for rotor fatigue, with modern diameters well over 100m. For example, 
the differences in wind speed between the top and bottom of the rotor under stable 
conditions are considerable, where [5] finds differences of 5m/s to be common. Thus 
the assumption of neutral stability with a constant wind speed across the turbine 
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rotor may be misleading at best, especially since [34] calculated near neutral 
conditions only exist for 33% of the time while [48] calculated roughly 15% neutral 
conditions for the data analysed.  
 
Since atmospheric stability is influenced by thermal processes, it is possible to have 
two scenarios with different values for 𝐿 but identical average wind speeds across 
the rotor blades. Under such scenarios, a turbine in an unstable SL may generate as 
much electricity as a turbine in neutral or stable scenarios, (although fatigue from 
variations in turbulence and shear will affect the turbine’s life expectancy). However, 
the behaviour of its wake will be significantly different. Wake losses, defined by 
equation 2.20, which have been studied across large offshore farms [34] and [68], 
consistently show that if the ambient SL is stable then overall production is lower 
than equivalent neutral ambient conditions, which themselves are less productive 
than unstable environments. 
 
𝑊𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 1 −
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚
 
 
2.20
Currently there are few offshore farms old enough, well instrumented enough, and 
with operators willing to provide the commercially sensitive data required for such 
studies. Thus the majority of offshore wake analysis is based on just two farms, 
Horns Rev in the Danish North Sea and Nysted in the Danish Baltic Sea [69]. 
Contributions from other farms such as Egmond aan Zee [35] and Middelgrunden 
[33] further confirm the importance of stability for the wind industry. Yet despite this 
evidence, there currently is no industry standard practice for how to instrument a met 
mast suitably for assessing stability. 
 
Whilst the Nysted offshore wind farm has been well equipped with masts, others 
such as the Scroby Sands farm in the North Sea ceased to collect meteorological 
data after the farm was constructed. Another example is the Robin Rigg wind farm in 
the Irish Sea where the mast was replaced by a Doppler LiDAR after initial resource 
assessment. Even farms where meteorological measurements were maintained or 
increased after commissioning seldom measure parameters at identical heights to 
other farms. This is significant as the top of a resource assessment mast is often 
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below the proposed turbine hub height, either to save cost or because the choice of 
optimal turbine has yet to be made. For example, the top of the initial mast (called 
M2) used at Horns Rev was 62m asl, whilst the installed turbine hub height is 70m 
asl. Therefore, it is often required to extrapolate measured wind speeds to the likely 
hub heights and to the top of the rotor heights. This is usually done with the variation 
of equation 2.9 shown below where subscript 1 refers to the measured speed and 
height whilst subscript 2 refers to the extrapolated speed and height, for which 
knowledge of atmospheric stability is required. 
 
𝑢2 = 𝑢1
[ln (
𝑧2
𝑧0
) − 𝛹𝑚 (
𝑧2
𝐿 )]
[ln (
𝑧1
𝑧0
) − 𝛹𝑚 (
𝑧1
𝐿 )]
 
2.21 
 
Significantly, for equation 2.21 to work, both heights are assumed to be within the SL, 
and the assumption made by [45] that the turbulent shear stress and heat flux are 
independent of height must also be true, despite [13] suggesting fluxes in the SL 
may vary by up to 10% of their value. If 𝐿 is truly independent of height in the SL, the 
height at which measurements are taken is irrelevant. However, [70] gives an 
empirical relation for converting 𝑤′𝑇′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  between heights within the SL and [26] 
investigating measurements from FINO1 and FINO3 reports distinctly different 
velocity profiles depending on the measurement heights for 𝐿. Studies which show 
MOST to reliably predict speeds up to 100m, for example [71], tend to consider only 
neutral and unstable cases without applying semi-empirical extensions and are often 
utilising onshore datasets. When using offshore data, [26] and [54] both encounter 
abrupt changes in profiles at heights around 50m, which on account of appearing in 
both unstable and stable conditions, are usually explained as coastal effects, despite 
[26] specifically filtering the data to include only very long fetches. It is therefore 
currently uncertain how far MOST can be used to extrapolate low-level winds in truly 
marine conditions or whether the cost of installing very tall masts has lower financial 
risk than making mistakes in assessing the resource and stability across the turbine 
rotors. 
 
There is a great art in selling the wind 
- Spanish Proverb 
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Chapter 3. Analysis of North Sea Data  
3.1 Calculating Atmospheric Stability from Wind Speed Alone 
As shown by [35] and [66], atmospheric stability has a significant influence on the 
levels of electrical generation from large offshore wind farms as it dictates the rate of 
wake dissipation. However standard methods of describing stability through the use 
of the Obukhov length rely on available knowledge of thermal parameters, preferably 
at multiple heights. Ref. [52] recommends measuring at least to the proposed turbine 
hub height. However, obtaining such data offshore from meteorological masts is very 
costly owing to their unique construction requirements, hostile environmental 
conditions and on-going maintenance and calibration of instruments. To reduce 
costs, some developers are now turning to remote instrumentation such as Doppler 
LiDAR (Light Detection And Range) or Doppler SoDAR (Sound Detection And 
Range), for example [47]. These can provide measurements of wind speed and 
direction, suitable for free-stream calculations, as well as taking measurements 
capable of showing turbine wake behaviour above standard mast heights [72].  
 
It is generally known that the height of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) varies 
with atmospheric stability [13], becoming significantly lower under more stable 
conditions. For the offshore wind industry, as the ABL height reduces under very 
stable conditions, it can approach heights relevant to large turbines, resulting in 
higher levels of potentially hazardous wind shear. Therefore, this study looks at data 
from two offshore masts in the North Sea in order to assess alternative ways of 
inferring atmospheric stability, with emphasis on gradients within the vertical wind 
profile and levels of turbulence intensity. 
3.2 Data Sets 
For this study, data from two offshore met masts will be used: Humber Gateway 
(10km from the UK coastline) and FINO1 (40km from the German coastline). To 
ensure measurements represent the offshore environment, data have been filtered 
to include wind directions with a minimum of 300km fetch, corresponding to between 
350° and 130° for Humber Gateway and between 204° and 015° for FINO1. There 
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are one and three years of data from Humber Gateway and FINO1 respectively from 
before the construction of nearby wind farms. 
 
In order to assess the potential for describing atmospheric stability conditions without 
thermal parameters, a basic study of the two sites using MOST must first be 
conducted. Whilst there are numerous wind speed measurement heights at both 
locations, there are only two heights on the Humber Gateway mast with both wind 
speed and temperature measurements, thus the stability parameter 𝐿 is calculated 
via a version of the gradient Richardson number method utilising 𝜃𝑣 as in equation 
3.1 with data from heights 88m and 52m. 
 
𝑅𝑖𝐺 =
𝑔
𝑇0̅
(
∆𝜃𝑣
∆𝑧 )
(
∆𝑢
∆𝑧)
2  
 
3.1 
The FINO1 mast on the other hand, has no individual height where wind speed, 
temperature, humidity, and pressure are all measured. Therefore, as [26] and [52] 
both highlight the variability of 𝐿 based on height of measurements, the gradient 
Richardson number is calculated using equation 2.15 across three height intervals: 
50m-70m, 40m-70m and 40m-50m. Whilst speed and temperature are also both 
measured at the mast top (100m), values from the anemometer are suspected to be 
systematically erroneous due to mast structure effects and are therefore excluded. 
For consistency between sites, equation 2.15 is also applied to the Humber Gateway 
dataset. Richardson numbers are then converted to relevant values of 𝐿 via equation 
Error! Reference source not found.2.16. The measurement heights used in each 
dataset are shown in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1 Relevant measurement heights for each case study 
Method 
Measurement Height [m] 𝑹𝒊𝑮 Ref. 
Height (𝒛′) [m] 
Thermal 
Parameter Lower Upper 
Humber 
Gateway 
Case A 52 88 68.4 𝜃𝑣 
Case B 52 88 68.4 𝑇 
FINO1 
Case C 50 70 59.4 𝑇 
Case D 40 70 53.6 𝑇 
Case E 40 50 44.8 𝑇 
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3.3 Stability Categorisation and Frequency 
As mentioned earlier, the literature contains numerous variations on how to 
categorise stability and the defining values of 𝐿 often appear to have been chosen 
arbitrarily or with little explanation. To account for this, and asses the suitability of 
approximating 𝐿 without thermal parameters, two separate distributions within each 
measurement method will be analysed; one with five categories symmetric around 
neutral (Table 3.2) and one with seven asymmetric categories (Table 3.3). It should 
be noted that Table 3.3 does not include the most extreme stability cases where 
values of 𝐿 are closest to zero and therefore its utilisation will not only reduce the 
data sample size on which this study is based but also bias the frequency 
distributions towards neutral stability.  
 
Table 3.2 Atmospheric stability defined as five symmetric categories 
Obukhov Length [m] Stability Category Abbreviation 
−200 < 𝐿 < 0 Very Unstable VU5 
−1000 < 𝐿 < −200 Unstable U5 
1000 < |𝐿| Neutral N5 
200 < 𝐿 < 1000 Stable S5 
0 < 𝐿 < 200 Very Stable VS5 
 
Table 3.3 Atmospheric stability defined as seven asymmetric categories 
Obukhov Length [m] Stability Category Abbreviation 
−100 < 𝐿 < −50 Very Unstable VU7 
−200 < 𝐿 < −100 Unstable U7 
−500 < 𝐿 < −200 Near Unstable NU7 
500 < |𝐿| Neutral N7 
200 < 𝐿 < 500 Near Stable NS7 
50 < 𝐿 < 200 Stable S7 
10 < 𝐿 < 50 Very Stable VS7 
 
 
The stability class frequency distributions across each dataset are shown in Table 
3.4 and displayed visually in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2. The proportion of events not 
included in Table 3.3 where 𝐿 is between -50m and 10m has been included in Table 
3.4 for clarity although not in Figure 3.2 as they would mask the distributions of other 
events. 
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Table 3.4 Frequency of each stability category depending on assessment method (%) 
Stability 
Category 
Humber Gateway FINO1 
Case A Case B Case C Case D Case E 
VU5 47.7 77.4 80.4 65.6 65.7 
U5 9.4 12.0 11.9 3.7 2.4 
N5 8.9 3.4 4.0 0.6 0.4 
S5 5.1 1.1 1.4 0.4 0.4 
VS5 28.9 6.1 2.4 29.7 31.1 
VU7 7.3 8.2 12.3 4.6 6.2 
U7 6.1 8.5 11.0 3.5 4.3 
NU7 6.2 8.4 8.6 2.9 2.0 
N7 14.1 7.5 8.0 1.5 1.0 
NS7 3.2 0.6 0.7 0.2 0.2 
S7 3.4 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.2 
VS7 1.6 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 
−50𝑚 < 𝐿 < 10𝑚 58.3 66.0 58.8 86.9 85.9 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Frequency distribution of atmospheric stability split into 5 categories 
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Figure 3.2 Frequency distribution of atmospheric stability split into 7 categories 
Both the above graphs show the North Sea to have predominantly negative values of 
𝐿, although Figure 3.2 suggests a more even distribution, whilst Figure 3.1 implies 
the offshore atmosphere exhibits either Very Unstable or Very Stable conditions, with 
little in between. The greater frequency of Very Stable cases using the 5 class 
method compared with the 7 class method is related to the concept of the critical 
Richardson number (𝑅𝑖𝐺𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡), above which the atmospheric flow does not generate 
additional turbulence although may maintain existing turbulence for 𝑅𝑖 values above 
but close to 𝑅𝑖𝐺𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡. In previous work, [17], [48] authors have filtered these events to 
enable closer analysis of the atmospheric turbulence conditions described by MOST 
and which affect wind turbine wakes. The 7 class categorization method still applies 
this filter although one step later, when classifying 𝐿 rather than calculating it. By also 
filtering the most unstable events where 0 > 𝐿 > −50 , all remaining events 
categorised by Table 3.3 are within the range |𝑅𝑖𝐺| < 0.2 (if 𝑧′ is assumed to be the 
World Meteorological Organisation’s standard value of 10m). This suggests that 
𝑅𝑖𝐺𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 is not exclusive to positive values, although a negative 𝑅𝑖𝐺𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 is more likely to 
reflect a lack of wind shear between measurement heights than an overbearing 
thermal gradient.  
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In Figure 3.1; Case D and Case E display very similar distributions, despite 20m 
difference between the heights of their respective upper measurements; this 
contrasts with the third data set from FINO1, where Case C reports Very Unstable 
events occurring over 80% of the time whilst Very Stable events occur at a rate of 
less than 3%. Since each case study was processed in the same way and each use 
overlapping data in their analysis, it can be concluded that the height at which the 
lower of the two measurements is made is significant in describing local atmospheric 
stability conditions. This hypothesis is supported by Humber Gateway Case B which 
uses a lower measurement height just two metres different to those at Case C and 
reports a similar stability distribution. This hypothesis was also the major finding of 
[26] and implied by [52]. The inclusion of humidity in calculating 𝐿 for Case A shifted 
the distribution significantly towards more stable categories, a result which can also 
be seen between Case A and B in Figure 3.2 which emphasises the less extreme 
stability categories. The 7 category method also supports the link between 
measurement heights and stability category. The four case studies which use 𝑇 
rather than 𝜃𝑣 each show an increase in Very Unstable events and a decrease in 
Neutral events with each decrease in their 𝑧′ value shown in Table 3.1, although 
there is little variation in the frequency of more stable categories, despite differences 
in location and data collection times between the Humber Gateway and FINO1 
masts. There does appear to be some correlation between the frequency of category 
VU5 with the combined frequencies of VU7, U7 and NU7 (where −200 < 𝐿 < 0 and 
−500 < 𝐿 < −50 respectivly) in cases A, B and C. This is considered coincidental 
however partially because the bin sizes are different, but also as according to Table 
3.4, the filtering of events where −50 < 𝐿 < 10 in Figure 3.2, shows that more than 
58% of the data in each case has been filtered. That so many extreme data events 
can be filtered out and still maintain the rough proportions stability distribution 
emphasises how rarely the offshore atmosphere is neutrally stratified. For cases D 
and E which have smaller values of 𝑧′ on the FINO1 mast, removing events where 
𝐿 < 10 almost entirely removes the contribution of more stable events as shown in 
Table 3.4.    
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3.4 Wind Profile Gradient Analysis  
To test whether the atmospheric stability can be obtained without data from thermal 
measurements, Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 below show the average wind speed ratios 
between upper and lower measuring heights. Data for Figure 3.3 is filtered by the 
five categories in Table 3.2 whilst data for Figure 3.4 is filtered by the seven 
categories in Table 3.3. They show that as the atmosphere becomes more stable, 
the level of wind shear generally increases. This is clearer when using the seven 
stability categories rather than only using five.  
 
Figure 3.3 Wind shear for the five case studies filtered by five stability categories 
  
Figure 3.4 Wind shear for the five case studies filtered by seven stability categories 
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There is significant difference in shear levels between Case A and B; all categories 
show various levels of decreased shear when incorporating atmospheric humidity 
and pressure, which combined with the distributions shown in Figure 3.1 suggest 
opting to utilise either 𝜃𝑣  or 𝑇  amounts to an arbitrary choice whether to favour 
turbulence or wind shear in the definition of 𝐿.The differences in shear between Case 
A and B are visible for both the 5 and 7 stability classification methods, supporting 
the idea in that incorporating humidity produces lower shear factors (greater changes 
in Speed Ratio with height). With both the 5 and 7 group categorising methods, the 
choice of thermal parameter does not alter the order in which stability categories are 
shown to exhibit wind shear, merely the spread of the distribution. Category VS5 
appears to defy the correlation between 1 𝐿⁄  and shear with values occurring 
between those of N5 and U5; this may be a result of failing to filter the events where 
|𝑅𝑖𝐺| > 0.2 as the VU5 shear values also appear proportionally low, for each plot in 
Figure 3.3 but not in Figure 3.4 where filtering is in effect. 
 
Using the results from the FINO1 it is clear that similar to the results shown by [26], 
the height of measurement is significant in determining the levels of shear relative to 
atmospheric stability. Similar to the results from the Humber Gateway mast, there is 
a general correlation between 1 𝐿⁄  and wind shear, although not as strong in Cases 
D5 and E5. Using the seven stability category system appears to be superior in this 
respect as the level of shear in each category more closely relates to 1 𝐿⁄ . However, 
that this is not a perfect correlation is shown for Case E7 where neutral events exhibit 
the most shear, and Case D7 where shear values for S7 and VS7 are both below that 
of NS7. Thus, atmospheric stability may not be calculated on the basis of mean wind 
speeds alone, although it should be remembered that Figure 3.2 shows a very small 
proportion of events exist where 10 < 𝐿 < 500 at FINO1 and the sample size may 
not be sufficient for reliable statistical analysis. Also to be considered is the depth 
and location of the layer over which shear is calculated, for example Case E 
(measurement height difference of 10m) is unlikely to achieve the same shear levels 
as Case C (measurement height difference of 20m). The location is important as it 
may include features of hidden thermal internal boundary layers; [26] reported the 
existence of such a layer at roughly 50m at FINO1, irrespective of wind direction, 
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which although irrelevant for measurement of individual shear events, may be 
significant for categorisation of stability categories. 
3.5 Turbulence Intensity 
Using the gradient method to calculate 𝐿 utilises the Richardson number, a non-
dimensional ratio between potential and kinetic energy, representing the buoyancy 
and shear aspects of turbulence production across a fixed depth of atmosphere as 
shown below in equation 3.2.  
 
𝑅𝑖 =
𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦
𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦
 
3.2
 
Comparing this to equation 2.15 or equation 3.1 implies the kinetic energy equation 
is only partially implemented when using time averaged wind speeds measured on 
site, since the speed at any particular moment comprises of the time averaged mean 
value and a deviation from said mean as shown in equation 3.3: 
 
𝑢 = ?̅? + 𝑢′ 3.3
 
Therefore since changes in offshore ambient 𝑇𝐼 vary with atmospheric stability, and 
with [66] linking it to variable turbine wake dissipation rates, it is reasonable to 
assume variations in the 𝑢′  parameter with 𝐿  are at least partially causing the 
unexpected shear values for some stability categories in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4. 
Therefore, Figure 3.5 below shows values of 𝑇𝐼 averaged for each case study by 
stability category, using measurements from the higher anemometer in each case. 
While 𝑇𝐼  in Case B significantly reduces with increased stability, there is a less 
dramatic effect in Case A in both the five category and seven category distributions, 
suggesting again that choice of thermal parameter directly alters the significance of 
other contributing parameters when calculating 𝑅𝑖𝐺. Results from the three FINO1 
cases show a decrease of 𝑇𝐼 as stability approaches neutrality from either end of the 
stability range, with the exception of Case C using the 7 stability classifications, 
which shows a general decrease in 𝑇𝐼 with each increase in stability. The importance 
of the lower measurement height is again highlighted in that despite 𝑇𝐼  being 
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calculated at 70m on the FINO1 mast for both Cases C and D, and at 50m for Case 
E; 𝑇𝐼 values for Case D are closer to those for Case E than for Case C for five of the 
seven categories. This suggests that, similar to the results found by [26], the 
measurements taken from the lower height are more significant in defining 𝐿 than the 
measurements taken from the higher instruments. 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Turbulence intensity filtered by stability category 
For comparison purposes, [73] reports ‘typical’ values for offshore 𝑇𝐼 at hub height 
are 6-8% whilst [33] suggests that it is 10-12% over land on average. Whilst most of 
the bars in Figure 3.5 show 𝑇𝐼 rates below 6%, since the majority of pre-filtered 
events are categorised as VU5 which are all above 6%, it is a fair assumption that 
Figure 3.5 supports the findings of [73]. 
3.6 Combining Shear with Turbulence 
Considering how values of 𝑇𝐼 in Figure 3.5 vary with 1 𝐿⁄  in a non-trivial fashion, 𝑇𝐼 
alone cannot be used to approximate 𝐿 in the same way that Figure 3.3 and Figure 
3.4 show mean wind shear alone is not enough. Therefore, Figure 3.6 shows 𝑇𝐼 
against wind shear as represented by ∝ where the events have been filtered into 
three simplified categories of Stable (red), Neutral (green) and Unstable (blue) 
events according to their Obukhov length. 
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Figure 3.6 Correlations between 𝑻𝑰, ∝ and 𝑳 
Differences between Cases A and B in Figure 3.6 show the inclusion of humidity and 
pressure in the thermal variable shifts values of 𝐿 in the positive direction (as also 
suggested by previous graphs). Although clearer in some cases than others, all five 
data sets show Unstable events exhibit lower values of ∝ than Neutral events. It is 
also clear that the often common assumption of Stable events being associated with 
lower average levels of 𝑇𝐼 than either Neutral or Unstable events is inaccurate, as 
overlapping between regions of both 𝑇𝐼  and ∝  exist in all cases. The plots 
representing data from FINO1 (cases C, D and E) suggest a natural 𝑇𝐼 minimum 
which decreases as α increases. This minimum, whilst generally supported by the 
plots for the Humber Gateway mast (cases A and B), is not as clear amongst the 
more widely scattered data points. It is feasible that the lack of a defined minimum 𝑇𝐼 
value in Cases A and B stem from the mast’s proximity to the coast; even though 
data were filtered for steady marine directional flow, the mast is only 10km from a 
coastline to the west compared with FINO1 which is located 40km north of the 
nearest coast. The difference in coastal direction and proximity is significant as low 
pressure weather systems in the North Sea primarily approach from the west, 
causing them to be filtered out of the Humber Gateway datasets whilst included in 
the FINO1 sets. It is also notable that the neutral stability events cluster at roughly 5% 
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𝑇𝐼 and between 0.2 and 0.3 ∝, although using 𝜃𝑣 shifts it towards lower values of ∝ 
in Case A. It should also be noted that Case E shows consistency with [74] in that 
the 50m ambient offshore turbulence is typically between 6% and 8% although at 
locations close to shore such as Middelgrunden, average 𝑇𝐼 values are around 13% 
[33]. 
 
A similar plot was made by [75] when analysing wind measurements from the U.S. 
Great Plains. Rather than filter the data by stability as in Figure 3.6, they filtered by 
day and night, which considering the large influence of short term solar radiation in 
continental locations, can be approximated to unstable and stable conditions 
respectively. They found two distinct clusters with the day (unstable) events grouping 
below ∝= 0.1 and above 𝑇𝐼 = 7% while night (stable) events clustered between 𝑇𝐼 
values of 2 and 8% with shear exponent values between 0.1 and 0.5. Both the North 
Sea masts show lower variability in 𝑇𝐼 and also less extreme shear exponent values 
than at the onshore location analysed by [75] while the FINO1 events seamlessly 
merge unstable with stable, however, both the onshore mast and Humber Gateway 
mast exhibit two clear clusters of events. These differences between mast results 
are assumed to be the result of high marine thermal capacity, with the Humber 
Gateway mast in coastal waters only partially experiencing this dampening effect on 
the daily cycle. 
 
Since offshore wind farms are devoid of any external complicating flow effects such 
as difficult terrain or forest canopies, their overall power output is primarily 
dependent on the effects of atmospheric stability on each turbine wake throughout 
the farm. Therefore, using only one parameter (𝐿) to describe the governing relation 
between 𝑇𝐼  and ∝  is not sufficient, as shown in Figure 3.6. Therefore, as [75] 
showed clear distinctions between night and day (stable and unstable) for an 
onshore location, this suggests that one should let offshore stability be defined, not 
as a function of 𝐿, but as a function of 𝑇𝐼 and ∝. Using evidence based empirical 
judgement with Figure 3.6 and the work by [75], the atmospheric stability is 
categorised according to  
Table 3.5 and visualised in Figure 3.7 below. 
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Table 3.5 Atmospheric stability defined by 𝑻𝑰 and ∝ 
Stability 
Category 
Parameter Range Colour Code in 
Figure 3.7 𝑻𝑰 ∝ 
Stable <6% >0.1 Cyan 
Unstable >6% <0.1 Yellow 
Other (Neutral) 
>6% >0.1 
White 
<6% <0.1 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7 Correlations between 𝑻𝑰, ∝ and 𝑳 with new stability regions highlighted 
Whilst Figure 3.7 shows the majority of events where |𝐿| > 500  occur within the 
stable region (cyan), Figure 3.8 shows the new proportional distributions for each 
case study are more heavily weighted stable than in Figure 3.2 using the traditional 
seven category method. Significantly, Figure 3.8 shows the incorporation of 
alternative thermal parameters does not change the stability distribution as 
temperature is not considered in the calculation; allowing future met masts with 
restrictive recording limitations to focus on wind measurements at multiple heights 
rather than measuring multiple parameters at each height. Therefore this technique 
may be used to assess potential wake losses without the required measurements for 
calculating 𝑅𝑖𝐺, making it ideal for datasets collected via remote sensing instruments 
such as LiDAR. Since the critical values of 𝑇𝐼 and ∝ were chosen empirically (𝑇𝐼𝐶 
and ∝𝐶 respectively), there is scope to alter them based on further study of other 
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mast data or to align the distribution in Figure 3.8 with those in Figure 3.1 or Figure 
3.2. For example, if 𝑇𝐼𝐶  was decreased to 5%, a significant number of currently 
stable events would be reclassified as neutral whilst a smaller number of currently 
neutral events would be reclassified as unstable, thus making a location’s stability 
distribution appear increasingly neutral. 
 
 
Figure 3.8 Frequency distribution of atmospheric stability split by defining parameters in  
Table 3.5 
For the purposes of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling input conditions, 
it is suggested the three regimes be represented by the parameters in Table 3.6 and 
shown in Figure 3.9 as these are not only key locations based on 𝑇𝐼𝐶, ∝𝐶 and data 
clustering, but are also representative of values reported by [73] and [75]. Whilst the 
values of these suggested input parameters stay constant in Figure 3.9, their 
suitability to describe each dataset once again strongly depends on the 
measurement height. For example, they are more representative of the measured 
data in the cases where 𝑇𝐼  and ∝ are calculated for measured data above 50m 
(Cases A to D), further evidence that the height of atmospheric measurement is key 
to its value within the industry. 
Table 3.6 Suggested input parameters for simulations 
Stability Category 𝑻𝑰 Value ∝ Value 
Stable 5% 0.2 
Neutral 6% 0.1 
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Unstable 7% 0.05 
 
 
Figure 3.9 Locations of suggested simulation values in Table 3.6 with measured events. 
3.7 Study Conclusions 
Using the gradient method of calculating 𝐿, data from two offshore met masts in the 
North Sea have been used to assess two different methods of classifying 
atmospheric stability between five and seven classes. Whilst neither method filtered 
the datasets to remove events where |𝑅𝑖𝐺| > 𝑅𝑖𝐺𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 , the seven classification 
distribution method filtered them indirectly by not including events where −50𝑚 <
𝐿 < 10𝑚. Without filtering for events where |𝑅𝑖𝐺| > 0.2, graphs comparing average 
shear against 𝐿  indicate relations too complex for simple modelling assumptions 
beyond “increased levels of stability generally increases average wind shear”. 
Similarly, just comparing 𝑇𝐼  against 𝐿  revealed little use as 𝑇𝐼  decreased with 
increasing 𝐿 at the FINO1 mast whilst decreasing with increasing 1 𝐿⁄  at the Humber 
Gateway mast. Therefore, as no conclusive correlation with 𝐿 was revealed from 
either 𝑇𝐼 or wind shear alone, and only limited regions of discrete clustering formed 
when comparing 𝐿  against both 𝑇𝐼  and shear, it is concluded that in situations 
without thermal measurements, atmospheric conditions should be described by the 
arbitrary values selected through empirical research. For use with offshore wind farm 
resource analysis, further research should be conducted to determine whether the 
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shear and background 𝑇𝐼 are solely responsible for variations in wake behaviour, or 
if thermal buoyancy effects are significant enough to warrant the extra expense 
required to measure them.  
 
 
Who spits against the wind spits in his own face. 
- French Proverb 
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Chapter 4. Benchmarking CFD Models 
of Large Wind Farms in the Neutrally 
Stratified Offshore Atmosphere 
4.1 Introduction 
Developing an offshore wind farm is expensive, often requiring co-operation between 
multiple large utilities or financiers to manage the upfront costs and share any 
potential risk. To convince potential investors that the planned farm is a financially 
sound project with attractive returns, computer models at many scales [76] are used 
to simulate likely wind conditions the farm will experience and thus calculate the 
expected power losses due to turbine wakes (depending on turbine spacing 5%-25% 
[69] [77]) and thus the overall asset value. In addition to predicting the expected 
generation levels of the final design, models of various complexities are used 
iteratively throughout the design process. First, an initial resource assessment is 
conducted using any of the eight methods described by [78] depending on available 
data. Then specialised models for the optimization of turbine layout such as 
described by [79] or [80] are run before fast linear models based on [81] such as 
WAsP [82] or WindFarmer [83] are run for a general overview of expected farm 
performance given any wind speed and direction. Output from the linear models also 
highlight areas requiring further investigation such as regions of flow separation in 
complex terrain or specific flow scenarios with significant wake losses (especially for 
offshore farms) where more powerful models are required to reduce investment risks. 
These are typically computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models for example [84] [85]; 
as they utilise detailed flow models including complex turbulence closure equations 
or very high resolution meshes, CFD models are very time consuming and therefore 
are only run for a few key scenarios where accuracy is paramount. Since for large 
offshore farms, it is well known that turbine wakes are the prominent source of power 
loss, specialist offshore models may have to be developed to cope with lower 
ambient turbulence or wakes from other farms [86]. 
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4.2 Wake Modelling Review 
Every simulation ever made, no matter what the field of interest, requires 
assumptions which allow it to operate within its limitations. Most commonly in the 
wind industry, the restricting limitation is a lack of sufficient computational resources. 
Despite ever more powerful computers, it remains unlikely that science will ever 
produce a completely accurate computer model capable of matching the exact 
variations in the micro-scale, random turbulence characteristic of the ABL, 
particularly over the vast volumes which modern offshore farms occupy. Therefore, 
each modelling technique has its own definition of accuracy and the term “good 
enough”. Often this is determined by the five limitations: the affordable calculation 
window, the available computational resources, the maximum scale and resolutions 
of the intended simulation and the number of simulated scenarios required.  
 
Early approaches to wake modelling focused on co-flowing jets, symmetric regions 
of low momentum with constant expansion and decay expressions behind a single 
turbine [87] calibrated against measurements from wind tunnels [88] or turbines [89] 
[90] and the theoretical effects of their superposition within a farm [91] [92]. However, 
linear superposition of wakes can lead to the amusing but unhelpful prediction of 
negative velocities when simulating very large farms; [90] attempted to avoid this by 
assuming wake superposition based on a power law of flow deficits which gave 
smaller cumulative wakes than the linear alternative and thus a more accurate 
prediction. In general, any system for calculating farm deficits based solely on single 
wake multiplications will fail as the rate at which each wake dissipates is a function of 
the surrounding atmosphere which in turn is affected by the wakes of upstream 
turbines and therefore will not be constant throughout the farm. This was 
experimentally shown by [93] when the velocity deficit from a downstream turbine 
recovered faster than the upstream turbine’s wake at the same relative distance 
behind the rotor. Analysis of wind tunnel results [94] and farms [69] [95] suggest 
there may be an equilibrium value for generated wake turbulence levels and thus 
wake deficit, dependent on turbine spacing and thrust for any particular wind speed 
although this does not account for observed deep-array effects [96]. The inclusion of 
ground effects causes further problems for kinematic models, especially for large 
wind farm arrays when assuming axial symmetry. Whilst [91] observed the ground 
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reflection could be treated as a symmetrical boundary between two adjacent turbines, 
this does not appreciate drag losses caused by friction, thus [97] concludes the only 
proper treatment of ground effects are to use 3D models.  
 
An alternative approach was developed for large farms where models assume 
infinite arrays of turbines behave as regions with higher surface roughness values, 
thus modifying the ambient atmospheric flow [98] [99]. Whilst producing satisfactory 
results [100], these boundary layer models do not explicitly simulate the turbine or 
wakes, and their wind profiles tend to result in smooth logarithmic functions rather 
than regions of rapid shear and high turbulence through the rotor height. To counter 
this [101] developed a model with one logarithmic wind profile beneath and a 
separate profile above hub height, thus whilst acknowledging the deviation from a 
non-wake profile, the model effectively consigns the wake to an infinitely thin layer 
between the two profiles and ignores lateral variation. Such roughness length 
models are shown by [102] to be all based on two common equations whilst the 
additional assumptions made to close these equations can produce significantly 
different results. A comprehensive review of these early techniques and their 
validation with wind tunnel data is given by [103]. The continuous advancement of 
available computational power has now led to more complex models for risk 
assessments of large projects, especially as the more simplistic models which 
consider the spatially averaged effects of increased surface roughness, struggle to 
portray atmospheric stability or the near wake [104]. They could be useful however, 
as modules within large climatic models observing the alterations caused by modern 
offshore farms at lower resolutions [105]. 
 
Modern computer models of wind farms attempt to solve the differential equations 
governing the flow, allowing the components associated with ambient stability to be 
more accurately considered [106]. Their varying levels of accuracy are often linked to 
their resolution and choice of turbulence modelling closures such as 𝑘-𝜀 (described 
in section  4.3 below). Prominent pioneers with these techniques include [88] [107] 
[108] and their models have been the basis of many such as FLaP [109], EVFARM 
[110] and UPMWAKE [111] which has recently received major upgrades to its 
turbulence resolution [112]. CFD models can be categorised by three main types 
(often with many sub-categories) based primarily on their mesh resolution of 
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calculation points. Generally, a higher mesh resolution leads to a greater accuracy of 
turbulence calculations but also greater requirements of computational resources, so 
the choice of grid design is often based on user experience, cost requirements and 
computational availability. There are three main types, the coarsest of which are 
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) models which utilise time averaged 
variables and is chosen when the mean flow velocities are the simulation priority with 
turbulence acting as a modifying factor. This is useful when calculating long-term 
expected farm outputs but less so when analysing how events develop through time, 
particularly the turbulence within the near-wake region [113]. Direct numerical 
simulation (DNS) by comparison fully resolves the mean flow and all its turbulent 
fluctuations through time. The high mesh resolution is sufficiently fine that the 
unsteady Navier-Stokes equations are resolved down to the scale of energy 
dissipation, the Kolmogorov length. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is a cross-breed 
method between RANS and DNS which uses space filtering processes to track and 
directly resolve the largest eddies whilst applying RANS-type averaging to the 
smallest, enabling higher resolution and greater accuracy than RANS whist 
remaining more economical than DNS. 
 
On account of its extreme computational requirements for even a basic flow, DNS is 
currently only used for small simulation domains containing flows of low Reynolds 
numbers around arrays of simple objects [114]. It is currently not logistical to model a 
whole turbine at rated wind speed, let alone a whole farm. Currently, the only use for 
DNS to wind resource assessment is to investigate and calibrate the assumptions 
required by LES models [115], although wind tunnels are often capable of this in a 
fraction of the time. Likewise, because LES models require fine meshes to resolve 
the larger eddies, they are more expensive than RANS and so uneconomical to 
simulate whole wind farms, although the use of sub-grid scale models for features 
smaller than the controllable grid scale (about 10m [116]) and variable mesh 
resolutions throughout the domain reduces complexity [117] enabling domains to 
contain around 5 turbines [118]. As such, large farms can only be simulated at 
reasonable costs via the use of periodic domain boundaries [119] although recent 
simulations are getting bigger [120]. Therefore, LES simulations tend to focus on 
investigating the generation, transportation and dissipation of turbulence behind 
individual turbines [112] since [97] highlights lesser models are unable to deal with 
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the non-isotropic ambient turbulence integrated with wake turbulence. Other uses 
include simulating the higher resolution flow patterns around each turbine [121] to 
control the wake direction and maximise farm output [122] or investigating 
assumptions such as the actuator disc (AD) method described in section  4.3.1 [123] 
[120] – work which would otherwise be restricted to models in wind tunnels [124] 
[125] with complex scale conversions. Although wake meandering from large eddies 
has been approximated by previous models [126]; LES models produce time-
variable results, which can be used to directly observe the effects of wake 
meandering [123]. These observations can then be applied as averages in RANS 
models or provide statistics on likelihood of damaging gusts from large eddy 
superposition under different stability conditions.  
 
Currently, whilst ‘industry standard’ wake models are typically eddy viscosity models 
named after their pioneer as ‘Ainslie’ type designs [88] such as those within 
Windfarmer, the optimum method for modelling whole offshore farms in detail is via 
RANS CFD. The sheer scale of these wind farms renders the detailed results of LES 
too expensive. Whilst fast ‘Ainslie’ models are able to assess many scenarios and 
provide good comparison with measured power data [109] [127], they are unable to 
provide detail about the flow characteristics and often require empirical corrections or 
user experience to cope with larger arrays or neighbouring farms [86] [128] [129]. It 
is the CFD capability to calculate turbulence (either with model closure equations or 
modelled directly) that enables it to forego such tuning requirements. After the 
incident wind speed defining the turbine thrust coefficient and so initial wake strength, 
the secondary factor controlling wake behaviour is the level of ambient turbulence 
[65] which, offshore, is strongly linked to both atmospheric stability and wind speed 
[96] [73]. Thus, for a CFD simulation to be worth the extra cost to run, it needs a 
reliable turbulence closure scheme which responds to changes in speed and stability, 
particularly for offshore farms where mechanical terrain generated turbulence is 
relatively low. This is highlighted by the “Deep Array Effect” characterised by larger 
than expected wake losses from turbines located far from the free stream 
atmospheric flow and thus are subjected to flow conditions generated within the wind 
farm itself and are significantly different from ambient conditions. Current difficulties 
in validating offshore models stem from relatively few quality datasets and most are 
compared to data from either Horns Rev or Nysted farms [69] however, as more 
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farms come online and their developers become willing to share data, problems such 
as inhomogeneous fetch conditions [38] will be better understood. Although normally 
still classed as a ‘research’ tool, CFD is gaining popularity and there are a range of 
available options such as WAKEFARM, NTUA, RGU [100], PHOENICS [130] and 
Ansys CFX/Fluent/Windmodeller [131].  
 
As the main problem with CFD models is the computational time required even when 
using RANS, assumptions and approximations are made to either simplify the flow or 
the structures within the domain. A common example of this is the AD concept which 
acts as a momentum sink averaged across the turbine rotor plane rather than 
requiring the vast number of extra computational cells to accurately simulate the 
rotor area [117]. Whilst this saves considerable time for large farm simulations and 
detailed turbine geometry often is not available, the compromise is a loss of wake 
rotation and misrepresentation of turbulence from tip-vortices [132] which, combined 
with the assumption of a homogeneous inflow, could impact on the very reason to 
use CFD detailed wake loss calculations. However, [133] reports AD methods give 
reliable wake descriptions when further than three diameter lengths downstream – 
the distance shown by [124] as where differences between wakes behind porous 
disks and rotating models are indistinguishable as wake rotation and tip vortex 
structure had ceased effectively to exist and AD methods appear acceptable even in 
conditions with low ambient turbulence. Therefore, whilst fully resolved turbine 
models may be required when developing new blades, modelling at farm scale, 
where the main attention is on wake models and turbines are far enough apart that 
they only ever experience the far-wake of other turbines, the AD method is used to 
save cost without loss of significant accuracy. However, despite [84] using a three 
dimensional AD method to demonstrate the existence of positive interference 
between turbines (venturi effects), [117] urges caution when implementing standard 
AD methods within RANS models utilising the standard 𝑘-𝜀 turbulence model [134] 
as other authors have shown it to under-predict near-wake effects [135] [104]. 
According to [136], this exaggerated wake dissipation is a result of different 
turbulence scales relative to individual disks and blades. Since the dissipation rate is 
largely empirical and often based on constants proposed by [108] suitable for the 
neutral ABL, applying further empirical modifications often yields greater results [85]. 
Alternatives to the AD concept include the actuator line (AL) concept where the 
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turbine blades are each represented by a line rotating around the hub and interacting 
with the flow [137]. Since these ‘blades’ require the higher resolution of LES and fail 
to significantly improve on near-wake results from rotating AD methods [118] they 
are seldom used for simulating whole farms. As turbine rotor diameters continue to 
increase however, [138] notes the IEC standard of one point measurement will no 
longer be representative across the whole blades, particularly in high shear 
conditions and AL may need to be embraced as standard by modelling software with 
detailed research models based on full rotor computations [139], assuming 
continued growth in computational processing power. 
 
In Chapter 2, it was described how atmospheric stability can impact the productivity 
of a large wind farm by either prolonging or dispersing turbine wakes and so 
reducing or enhancing the wind resource respectively. Therefore, any simulation 
involving turbines, particularly offshore, where farms are large and wake losses 
significant, should include such stability effects. For LES, [140] shows the model 
coefficients to be highly sensitive to atmospheric stability whilst the averaging 
aspects of RANS simulations make them more forgiving [67]. Based on a scale of 
1/𝐿, the median atmospheric condition is neutral, although after applying the filters 
required to account for the assumptions made by MOST, offshore conditions appear 
more frequently unstable. It has become common practice to assume neutral 
atmospheric conditions for CFD simulations as this gives the simplest velocity profile 
and as the median it is often assumed most suitable when simulations are limited to 
a single run. An alternative reason is that wind turbines are rated at higher than 
average wind speeds, where the stability tends to neutrality (see equations 2.13, 
2.14) and so making this assumption gives a more consistent assessment. Although 
[36] points out that stability conditions have greatest effect on wind speeds and thus 
are most important between typical cut-in and rated wind speeds, and since wake 
assessments often simulate speeds where the turbine thrust coefficient is at its 
maximum, stability should be included in resource assessment simulations. Past 
experiments have been conducted using AD and AL techniques to model the effects 
of atmospheric stability on a single turbine wake both with RANS and LES [67] [141]. 
Until recently, there has been little research into modelling the whole farm in non-
neutral conditions.  
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Finally, there is the problem of direction bin size. Ideally, there would be sufficient 
data from numerous offshore farms to investigate flow from any direction at any 
speed and stability. However, as there are only a few large operational farms willing 
to share data, and they have only been running a few years, after filtering for 
erroneous and missing data, there are very few data left (if any) for every scenario. 
To cope with this, events with similar incident wind directions are often banded 
together in ‘direction bins’ whilst wind speeds are often grouped to an accuracy of 
±0.5ms-1 or lower. Stability events are grouped most loosely as described in Chapter 
2. Naturally the bin sizes impact the accuracy of any subsequent results, for example, 
the more wind speeds that are grouped together, the more variation there will be in 
respect to each turbine thrust and so wake development. The direction bin size is 
even more important since not only is stability often related to direction [66], a wind 
direction ‘down the line’ of turbines will result in each turbine being subject to the 
wakes of upwind turbines, whilst depending on turbine spacing as the wind direction 
moves further from ‘down the line’, the second turbine will become more subject to 
free stream flow or even some venturi effects as shown by [68]. It is possible that 
deep-array effects may be a consequence of direction bin size and turbine spacing, 
although there are not enough large farms to validate this idea. As the power output 
of a large farm is dependent on wind direction, it should be incorporated accordingly 
in any simulation. Models such as WAsP operate with wide direction bins (30°) whilst 
for CFD models, each simulation is an individual direction and matching 
measurement bin sizes requires multiple simulations and thus a considerable cost 
increase. Results from [67] indicate that generally CFD models over-predict wake 
losses in the narrow sectors, while non-CFD models tend to under-predict wake 
losses unless their coefficients are adjusted to match the observations.  
4.3 An Overview of CFD 
CFD is a virtual research tool, comparable to physical tools such as wind tunnels. As 
with all experimental practises, CFD simulations are subject to a range of 
assumptions and compromises that allow complex real-world events to be assessed 
at different temporal or physical scales before full-scale production on site. This is 
particularly valuable for large offshore wind farms, where any construction requires 
hiring expensive equipment (such as jack-up vessels) and calm weather (in locations 
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selected for their regularly high wind speeds). Simulations consider fluid-flows to be 
a continuum and only analyse the macro-scale events, ignoring individual molecular 
structure or motions. Whilst this reduces the required processing power, it maintains 
the ability to solve the flow governing equations anywhere within the domain. Thus, 
unprecedented quantities of detailed output data are obtainable without risk of 
altering the flow patterns, which might occur when simultaneously using multiple hot-
wire anemometers in a wind tunnel scale model. Although the virtual environment 
does not need specialised hardware to be built and calibrated for each simulation, 
suitably powerful computers and a limited supply of experienced engineers cause 
alternative resource limitations. To help mitigate this, commercial CFD packages can 
be run with parallel processing units with the software split into three user-friendly 
components: a pre-processor, a solver and a post-processor.  
 
The pre-processor uses clear graphical interfaces such as drop-down menus and 3D 
viewers to define: 
 The domain: the region of simulation including scale, boundary conditions and 
the locations of physical structures such as turbines or masts. 
 The mesh: the multiple, non-overlapping, sub-domains dividing the domain 
into smaller control volumes, also called cells. 
 The fluid properties: the physical and thermal characteristics prompting the 
simulation to be conducted. 
 
The solver uses numerical algorithms to calculate the flow solution corresponding to 
the defined input data from the pre-processor and sends it to the post-processor. 
Assuming the well-established “finite volume method” is applied, the governing fluid 
equations are integrated across every cell in the domain, converted into a system of 
algebraic equations and then solved via an iterative process. 
 
The post-processor uses appropriate display features such as graphs, tables and 3D 
viewers to interpret the simulation results. Whilst this is often semi-automated to 
provide faster access to commonly required features, such as turbine power outputs 
or wind speed at mast locations, additional manual, fully-customisable features such 
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as colour surface plots and particle tracking, provide further analysis of the 
simulation results. 
 
According to [142], more than half of the time spent conducting industrial CFD 
research is allocated to the definition of domain and grid generation, although this 
statistic is probably biased by work with complex objects such as vehicle engines or 
aerodynamics. Domains for simulating large offshore wind farms by comparison, are 
devoid of complex geometry, with shorelines often beyond the domain boundary, 
waves consolidated into the value of 𝑧0  and turbine structures either ignored or 
simplified. This, combined with a non-uniform mesh (coarser further away from the 
sea surface) and options for automated mesh refinement around areas of rapid flow 
variations (such as wind turbines), significantly reduces simulation cost, for both 
individual solution calculation and operator training times. However, the solution 
accuracy is strongly governed by the size and number of cells throughout the domain, 
with smaller cells leading to greater accuracy. Since there is no way to assess the 
suitability of complex physics models within a CFD code, other than to compare 
simulation results against multiple real-world events, the operator must always judge 
whether the results are ‘good enough’ or if the solution must be recalculated with 
alterations to either flow boundary conditions or mesh resolution. For reference, in 
this work the solver was considered to have iteratively converged on an acceptable 
solution when the momentum, mass and turbulence residuals (normalised by the 
residual value at their respective first iterations) of said iteration process were below 
0.00001. Lesser levels of convergence can be considered acceptable with suitable 
operational experience of similar simulations. 
 
The CFD governing equations which determine the simulation results are built upon 
the three physical laws of conservation: the conservation of fluid mass, the 
conservation of momentum (Newton’s second law of motion) and the conservation of 
energy (the first law of thermodynamics). This means the conservation of a flow 
variable, such as a velocity component, within each cell is expressed mathematically 
through a combination of convection, diffusion and creation. For example, adopting 
the common Cartesian co-ordinate conventions, if a cubic volume of fluid has sides 
of lengths 𝛿𝑥, 𝛿𝑦 and 𝛿𝑧, then the flow of an incompressible liquid (or air at low wind 
speeds) through the volume can be described by the equation below. 
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𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕𝑣
𝜕𝑦
+
𝜕𝑤
𝜕𝑧
= 0 
 
4.1
This can be extrapolated for any parameter, for example, below is a function 
describing the total rate of work done on a fluid particle by surface stresses: 
 
[
𝜕(𝑢𝜏𝑥𝑥) + 𝜕(𝑣𝜏𝑥𝑦) + 𝜕(𝑤𝜏𝑥𝑧)
𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕(𝑢𝜏𝑦𝑥) + 𝜕(𝑣𝜏𝑦𝑦) + 𝜕(𝑤𝜏𝑦𝑧)
𝜕𝑦
+
𝜕(𝑢𝜏𝑧𝑥) + 𝜕(𝑣𝜏𝑧𝑦) + 𝜕(𝑤𝜏𝑧𝑧)
𝜕𝑧
] − [
𝜕(𝑢𝑃)
𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕(𝑣𝑃)
𝜕𝑦
+
𝜕(𝑤𝑃)
𝜕𝑧
] 
 
4.2
Where 𝜏 is the shear stress on the surface of the cell with the associated suffix 
notation indicating the stress direction. The field can be solved with approximation to 
mass conservation and momentum equations only. If the simulation involves heat 
transfer, such as non-neutral atmospheric stability, then the Ideal Gas Law and 
energy equation (below) also need to be solved. 
 
𝜌
𝐷𝐸
𝐷𝑡
= [
𝜕(𝑢𝜏𝑥𝑥) + 𝜕(𝑣𝜏𝑥𝑦) + 𝜕(𝑤𝜏𝑥𝑧)
𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕(𝑢𝜏𝑦𝑥) + 𝜕(𝑣𝜏𝑦𝑦) + 𝜕(𝑤𝜏𝑦𝑧)
𝜕𝑦
+
𝜕(𝑢𝜏𝑧𝑥) + 𝜕(𝑣𝜏𝑧𝑦) + 𝜕(𝑤𝜏𝑧𝑧)
𝜕𝑧
] − [
𝜕(𝑢𝑃)
𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕(𝑣𝑃)
𝜕𝑦
+
𝜕(𝑤𝑃)
𝜕𝑧
]
− [
𝜕𝑞𝑥
𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕𝑞𝑦
𝜕𝑦
+
𝜕𝑞𝑧
𝜕𝑧
] + 𝑆𝐸 
 
4.3
 
Where 𝐸  is the sum of thermal (internal) and kinetic energy, 𝑆𝐸  is defined as a 
source of energy per unit volume per unit time, while 𝑞𝑥, 𝑞𝑦 and 𝑞𝑧 are directional 
components of heat flux vector 𝒒. 
 
As this section is presented as an overview of general CFD techniques; the 
considerable algebra required to convert the above theory into the well-known 
Navier-Stokes equations (below) is not explored in detail. For a more in-depth 
description of the algebra, descriptions of symbols and the process of converting 
them into solvable computer expressions, the author recommends reference [142]. 
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Continuity 
𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡
+ div(𝜌𝒖) = 0 4.4 
x-momentum 
𝜕(𝜌𝑢)
𝜕𝑡
+ div(𝜌𝑢𝒖) = −
𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑥
+ div(𝜇 grad 𝑢) + 𝑆𝑀𝑥 4.5 
y-momentum 
𝜕(𝜌𝑣)
𝜕𝑡
+ div(𝜌𝑣𝒖) = −
𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑦
+ div(𝜇 grad 𝑣) + 𝑆𝑀𝑦 4.6 
z-momentum 
𝜕(𝜌𝑤)
𝜕𝑡
+ div(𝜌𝑤𝒖) = −
𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑧
+ div(𝜇 grad 𝑤) + 𝑆𝑀𝑧 4.7 
Energy 
𝜕(𝜌𝑖)
𝜕𝑡
+ div(𝜌𝑖𝒖) = −𝑃 div 𝑢 + div(𝑘 grad 𝑇) + 𝜙 + 𝑆𝑖 4.8 
Equations of State 
𝑃 = 𝜌𝑅𝑇  4.9 
𝑖 = 𝐶𝑣𝑇 4.10 
 
Where 𝑆𝑀𝑋, 𝑆𝑀𝑌 and 𝑆𝑀𝑍 are momentum sources in the three respective Cartesian 
directions, 𝜇 is the dynamic viscosity, 𝜙 is the dissipation function, 𝑖 is the specific 
internal (thermal) energy and 𝑆𝑖 is its source term. 
4.3.1 Actuator Disc Theory 
As briefly mentioned in section  4.2, the Actuator Disc Theory is a means of 
approximating the effects of a wind turbine on the atmospheric flow. Flow effects 
around the turbine nacelle and tower structure are assumed to be negligible in 
comparison to those through the blade swept area, and are therefore ignored. The 
AD is considered a flat circular disc, perpendicular to the flow of an incompressible 
fluid, and acts as a momentum sink. As the mass of air does not change as it passes 
though the disc, its velocity must decrease. It follows that on account of the air parcel 
behaving as an incompressible fluid, it must expand radially and occupy a 
hypothetical cylinder with a larger diameter than the disc itself. This can be described 
by the equation below: 
 
𝜌𝑎𝑈𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑢𝑈𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚 = 𝜌𝑎𝐴𝐷𝑢𝐴𝐷 = 𝜌𝑎𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑢𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚 
 
4.11
Where 𝑎𝑈𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚  and 𝑢𝑈𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚  are the circular cross-sectional area and 
perpendicular velocity respectively of the cylindrical parcel of air upstream of the disc, 
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whilst 𝑎𝐴𝐷  and 𝑢𝐴𝐷 are the respective values at the disc and 𝑎𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚  and 
𝑢𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚  are the respective parameters downstream of the AD. The combined 
effect of induced radial motion and decrease in streamwise velocity relative to 
neighbouring air parcels, is the generation of turbulence at the wake edge. Assuming 
the effects of the turbine blades are spread evenly across the swept out area, the 
energy extracted by a wind turbine in a unit of time can be simplified as the force 
acting to retard the flow multiplied by the incident velocity. Since the incompressible 
fluid parcel must always maintain some velocity, the AD will never extract all the 
available power in the wind passing through 𝑎, described below: 
 
𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 =
1
2
𝜌𝑎𝑢3 
 
4.12
If 𝑢𝑎  is defined as an axial flow induction factor, the power extracted by a wind 
turbine, assuming AD theory, is: 
 
𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 2𝜌𝑎𝑢3𝑢𝑎(1 − 𝑢𝑎)
2 
 
4.13
Naturally, the accuracy of representing a wind turbine in simulations as an AD is 
subject to the suitability of each assumption required by the theory. A problematic 
assumption required by AD theory relates to levels of wind shear. Originally 
conceived for rotors with small diameters in a uniform flow; the incident velocity at 
the centre of the disc was representative of the whole flow. However, modern wind 
turbines span much larger areas and are placed in flow regimes with significant 
vertical shear, as well as having potential for significant horizontal or directional 
shear across the largest machines. It is reasonable to assume that for a large AD 
located in a non-uniform flow, equation 4.13 will not perfectly simulate the 
productivity of each turbine, especially since the reference value of 𝑢  used in 
equation 4.13 is taken at the disc’s centre and is thus likely to be the mean value. 
Equation 4.12 shows there is significantly more power available in regions of higher 
flow, thus the mean value of potential power is located above the location of mean 
wind speed. This may affect how efficiently an AD is able to represent an operating 
turbine when considering atmospheric stability as wind shear increases in a non-
linear manner with 1 𝐿⁄  (see section  3.4). Through experimental comparison between 
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detailed wind tunnel investigations and CFD models utilising LES techniques, it has 
been shown [118] that the AD wind turbine approximation produces reasonable 
results in the far wake. However, in the near wake region, the central wake velocity 
is higher and blade tip turbulence lower, than wind tunnel measurements report. To 
obtain greater accuracy in the near wake region, [118] recommends using the AL 
method, although this can reasonably be approximated (to reduce computational 
requirements) by an AD that incorporates a source of rotational momentum. 
4.3.2 Introduction to Windmodeller 
There is now a wide selection of computational models used to conduct wind 
resource assessment and wake effects in the literature. As offshore wind farms get 
larger and more susceptible to significant wake losses, the costs involved with CFD 
become more acceptable when balanced against the potential savings from wake 
mitigation, both in power generation output as well as fatigue management relating 
to turbulence prediction. Whilst numerous CFD models have been developed, most 
are still research grade tools used by universities or independent consultancy 
organisations. If such models are going to become widespread throughout the wind 
industry, they need to be convenient to learn and quick to use. Therefore, a 
commercially available set of tools, Windmodeller, which drive the Ansys CFD 
software [131] has been chosen as an acceptable base to develop. 
 
Rather than the basic cuboidal domain used by most other CFD software, 
Windmodeller generates a standard cylindrical domain divided into a 5-block 
hexahedral mesh topology with a horizontally homogeneous square centre mesh 
block from which a ring of four trapezoid mesh blocks extend with curved outer 
edges to form a circle. An optional extra four mesh blocks may then be included 
beyond this inner ring as shown in Figure 4.1 for assistance with smoothing 
boundary conditions over complex terrain features. The circular shape allows various 
flow directions to be modelled using the same mesh without need to rotate the 
locations of terrain, obstacles or proposed turbine layout. For simulations of offshore 
farms where the terrain is flat with constant surface roughness and no vegetation, 
cost savings are made by excluding the mesh extension. Further savings are made 
via mesh horizontal expansion with distance from the centre block and a vertical 
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mesh expansion away from the surface. Wind turbines are simulated via the AD 
method which unless specified, automatically orientate perpendicular to the flow and 
utilises adaptive meshing [131] (see Appendix B for examples) to ensure both disc 
and wakes are well resolved. 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Mesh geometry showing both inner and outer mesh blocks 
Windmodeller uses the Ansys CFX solver to close the Navier-Stokes equations 
assuming air is an incompressible fluid and a process known as Reynolds Averaging 
which splits each of the flow variables into a temporal mean (bar) and instantaneous 
fluctuation (prime) as indicated below: 
 
𝛾 = ?̅? + 𝛾′ 
 
4.14
This reduces the governing equations 4.4 – 4.10 into the RANS equations below: 
 
Continuity div ?̅? = 0 4.15 
x-momentum 
𝜕?̅?
𝜕𝑡
+ div(?̅??̅?) = −
1
𝜌
𝜕?̅?
𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑣 div(grad ?̅?) − div(𝑢′𝒖′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) 4.16 
y-momentum 
𝜕?̅?
𝜕𝑡
+ div(?̅?𝐮) = −
1
𝜌
𝜕?̅?
𝜕𝑦
+ 𝑣 div(grad ?̅?) − div(𝑣′𝒖′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) 4.17 
z-momentum 
𝜕?̅?
𝜕𝑡
+ div(?̅??̅?) = −
1
𝜌
𝜕?̅?
𝜕𝑧
+ 𝑣 div(grad ?̅?) − div(𝑤′𝒖′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) 4.18 
 
By time-averaging the Navier-Stokes equations, additional stress terms appear in the 
three momentum equations (4.16 to 4.18) known as Reynolds stresses and must be 
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modelled with additional equation sets known as turbulence models. For 
Windmodeller, the default option is the Shear Stress Transport (SST) model [143] 
which benefits from the best of the standard 𝑘-𝜔 model near flow boundaries and 
areas of adverse pressure gradients, switching to the 𝑘-𝜀 model in the free-stream 
where the 𝜔-equation becomes highly sensitive [144]. Whilst twenty years old and 
primarily intended for aeronautic design [145], the SST model is now finding new life 
with flow modelling through wind farms, particularly those in or near forestry [146]. 
Alternatively, Windmodeller can be run with just the 𝑘-𝜀 turbulence model as widely 
used by other CFD models. Although it may suffer in the very near wake as 
mentioned previously, offshore turbines are generally widely spaced and thus 
simulations of whole farms are primarily interested in the far wake, where the 𝑘-𝜀 
performs well. The 𝑘-𝜀 model’s lower accuracy in the near wake region may result in 
less accurate simulations of turbine wake generation in non-neutral stability 
conditions as properties of the far wake are dependent on their generation and 
propagation within the near wake region. Its two equations, used to solve the 
additional stresses in the RANS equations are shown below: 
 
𝑘 =
𝑢∗
2
𝐶𝜇
1 2⁄
 
 
4.19
𝜀 =
𝑢∗
3
Ƙ𝑧
 
 
4.20
Where 𝑘 is the turbulent kinetic energy, 𝐶𝜇  is a constant of the turbulence model 
(typically 0.09 [142]) and 𝜀 is the rate of dissipation of 𝑘 per unit mass, also known as 
the eddy dissipation rate. Both assume an isotropic turbulent viscosity, i.e. the ratio 
between the Reynolds stress terms and the rate of deformation is the same in all 
three Cartesian directions. This assumption is acceptable for many simulated flow 
scenarios, but may fail under more stable atmospheric conditions where vertical 
movement is suppressed.  
 
As Windmodeller simulates high Reynolds number scenarios, where flows are 
turbulent and dominated by inertia rather than viscous forces, it is unnecessary to 
fully integrate the model equations against the sea surface. Instead, simulation cost 
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savings are made by applying universal near-wall approximated conditions, giving 
the flow a logarithmic profile representative of a neutral ABL with a constant shear 
stress as appropriate for MOST and are described by equation 2.5. Simulations are 
implemented in standard Ansys CFX Expression Language with pre-processing data 
passed to the model via ASCII files (.csv format) and the solution phase is fully 
parallelised to run on multi-core and clustered systems for more economical 
modelling. 
4.4 Benchmarking Windmodeller 
As with any new simulation, results must be validated against actual real life 
measurements and before progress in applying atmospheric stability can be 
accurately confirmed, a set of standard results from current or previous methods 
must be compared. Since CFD is not yet ‘industry standard’ and production data 
suitable for validation are highly commercially sensitive, there are few peer-reviewed 
articles for cross reference, and what little exists in conference papers [131] [147] 
[148] supply graphs of insufficient resolution to be accurate sources. Therefore, the 
remainder of this chapter shall be given over to testing and benchmarking four 
different Windmodeller options. The domain and mesh will not be changed between 
simulations, ensuring an effective blind test. Results will be compared against 
production data from the Danish farms Horns Rev and Nysted and against the British 
farms Robin Rigg and Scroby Sands whose locations are shown below. 
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Figure 4.2 Locations offshore wind farms which supplied production data for this work. A=Horns Rev, 
B=Nysted, C=Scroby Sands, D=Robin Rigg. 
Every farm location has a different environment. Despite 𝑧0  effectively remaining 
constant between offshore locations, conditions on the sea bed, local marine 
activities, distance from shore as well as conditions of the coastal area where the 
export cables make landfall can all play a part in dictating farm layout. This can be 
seen clearest in Figure 4.3 with the Scroby Sands layout, where gaps and extra 
turbines in an otherwise regular pattern of three columns of turbines betray locations 
of sea bed unsuitable for turbine foundations. The Robin Rigg layout by comparison 
was constrained by shipping lanes and water depth. The Danish farms are regular in 
a parallelogram layout but with different orientation and separations. On account of 
each farm having differing layouts, conducting typical ‘down the line’ assessments 
are not always possible. This can be viewed as a problem for simulation validation 
as cross-farm comparison is harder, but it can also be viewed positively since Figure 
4.3 shows offshore farms are not always in regular arrays and averaging power 
production across numerous turbines may hide unusual or unexpected events. 
Within these four farms there are three types of turbine design with varying rotor 
diameters and thrust curves. This further complicates analysis which can no longer 
be based on turbine spacing and meteorological conditions alone. As ever, there is 
always a need for more farms to contribute data towards model validation.  
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Figure 4.3 Layout of turbines (red dots) and meteorological masts/LiDAR (green dots) at each of the four 
offshore‎wind‎farms‎which‎supplied‎production‎data‎for‎this‎work.‎The‎‘key‎turbine’‎used‎as‎a‎reference‎
for free-stream wind direction and speed is highlighted by a blue circle. All dots are the same size and do 
not represent the scale of object they symbolise. Objects are located at the centre of a dot and distances 
between objects are indicated by the scale (in km) on the diagram edges. In all four plots, North is to the 
top of the image. 
Each of the four farms shown above has at least one location where meteorological 
measurements are taken. Information about what is measured at each location is 
shown below in Table 4.1. Note that not all of the met masts were fully maintained 
after farm construction was complete and therefore there are often periods of 
missing or erroneous data. 
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Table 4.1. Comparison of met masts associated with wind farms and their installed instrumentation. 
Additional instruments (such as rain gauges) are present at some masts, although these have been left 
out of this table as their measurements were not used as part of this work. 
 
Horns Rev 
Scroby 
Sands 
Robin Rigg 
LiDAR 
Platform 
M2 M6 M7 
Nationality Danish British British 
Water Body North Sea North Sea Irish Sea 
Mast Height (m) 62 70 70 51 10 (platform) 
Heights (m) of Cup 
Anemometers 
15, 30 
45, 72 
20, 30, 
40, 50, 
60, 70 
20, 30, 
40, 50, 
60, 70 
33, 51 
10, 14, 58, 102, 
114 (LiDAR) 
Heights (m) of Wind 
Vanes 
28, 
43, 60 
28, 68 28, 68 33, 51 
10, 14, 58, 102, 
114 (LiDAR) 
Heights (m) of 
Thermometers 
13, 55 16, 64 16, 64 19, 47 10 (platform) 
Heights (m) of 
Hygrometers 
13 N/A N/A N/A 10 (platform) 
Heights (m) of 
Barometers 
55 N/A N/A 14 10 (platform) 
Depth (m) of Sea 
Thermometer 
4 4 4 N/A N/A 
 
 
Nysted 
Mast1 Mast2 Mast3 Mast4 Mast5 
Nationality Danish 
Water Body Baltic Sea 
Mast Height (m) 68 68 68 68 25 
Heights (m) of Cup Anemometers 
10, 25, 
40, 55, 
65, 68 
10, 25, 
40, 55, 
65, 68 
10, 25, 
40, 55, 
65, 68 
10, 25, 
40, 55, 
68 
10, 25 
Heights (m) of Wind Vanes 68 68 68 68 N/A 
Heights (m) of Thermometers 10, 65 10, 65 10, 65 10 10 
Heights (m) of Hygrometers 10 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Heights (m) of Barometers 10 10 10 N/A 10 
Depth (m) of Sea Thermometer N/A 2 2 N/A N/A 
 
In addition to each wind farm being unique in its turbine layout, the actual turbines 
installed are different in each farm as well. This is mainly due to the variations in 
farm age, although local planning regulations also play a part. This can be seen in 
Table 4.2 and Figure 4.4 below by comparing the Horns Rev and Scroby Sands 
farms where both use the same turbine model although the British farm has a lower 
hub height to reduce visibility from shore. The Robin Rigg farm by comparison, is 
made up from a more recent and thus larger model designed by the same company. 
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Table 4.2. Comparison of wind turbines installed at each of the four offshore wind farms. 
 Horns Rev Nysted Scroby Sands Robin Rigg 
Model Vestas V80 Bonus 2.3 Vestas V80 Vestas V90 
Rated Power 2MW 2.3MW 2MW 3MW 
Hub Height 70m 68.8m 60m 80m 
Diameter 80m 82.4m 80m 90m 
Cut-in Wind Speed 4ms-1 3ms-1 4ms-1 3.5m-1 
Cut-out Wind Speed 25ms-1 25ms-1 25ms-1 25ms-1 
No. of Turbines 80 72 30 60 
 
 
Figure 4.4. Plots of wind turbine power curves (blue) and their corresponding thrust coefficients (green) 
according to wind speed. Since Windmodeller struggled to converge any simulation using the sharp 
variations in thrust coefficient for turbines at the Nysted wind farm, so an alternative, smoothed curve 
(red dots) was used as an acceptable substitute. 
As large offshore wind farms by definition have many components that may require 
maintenance at any particular time, causing an individual or group of turbines to 
remain stationary, it is a rare event where all turbines are fully operational whilst the 
atmospheric conditions are also within boundaries set by a case study. Therefore, at 
the three largest farms, measured values from each turbine were only considered 
when every machine along that line of turbines was fully operational. Then these 
filtered values were averaged across turbine lines so that each of the free-stream 
turbine outputs were averaged together, all the output values from the second 
turbines in line were averaged together, and so on. Whilst this means stationary 
turbines in neighbouring lines may not be contributing to losses from horizontal wake 
expansion, the number of suitable validation events was significantly increased. To 
assist with clarity for the staggered Robin Rigg layout, Figure 4.5 below shows how 
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the definition of each turbine position in a line is calculated for this work. As each 
individual wind turbine has a blocking effect on wind flow and air at low speeds may 
be considered incompressible, regions between turbines often report flow velocity 
increases above the free-stream value, known as the venturi effect. The inclusion of 
some venturi effected turbines within the free-stream category should not bias the 
work significantly as they are not directly within the wake of another turbine and are 
consistent for both simulation and validation datasets. They may however be a topic 
for future investigation, to discover whether such venturi effects alter the rate of wake 
dissipation within large offshore farms and whether such findings can be used to 
develop more productive wind farms. 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Layout of turbines at the Robin Rigg offshore wind farm. Highlighted (black) are the turbines 
B2 and C3 which had significantly fewer events suitable for validation purposes and so were excluded 
from the analysis along with the turbines downstream of them. Highlighted (blue) are the free-stream 
turbines for case studies with wind direction 249° (indicated by arrow) showing that whilst they are not 
directly in the wake of an upstream machine, at least three  turbines are likely to be effected by venturi 
processes as air flows between two other turbines. There are also five turbines which may be partially 
affected in this way as they are located diagonally behind at least one other machine. 
A major assumption of this work is that any CFD model suitable for mass 
deployment throughout the wind industry must combine both the flexibility to adjust 
simulation parameters by experienced users and give acceptable results when used 
as a ‘black box’ technique by less experienced users or developers without time to 
conduct calibration tests. For example the mesh resolution affects both the 
simulation accuracy and the computational cost. Windmodeller’s default setting 
(before automated mesh refinement takes place) is for a 100m horizontal mesh 
within the centre block and an average vertical resolution of 80m throughout a 2km 
deep domain. Although this seems large, each mesh layer is defaulted to 15% 
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deeper than the one below it. Therefore, at an 80m hub height this would result in 
mesh roughly 16m deep. After automated re-meshing takes place, the resolution 
around each turbine is considerably finer enabling it to model the blockage effect and 
shear generated  turbulence generated by the disc. The sensitivity study conducted 
by [149] systematically varied mesh input parameters in isolation of others; finding 
solution accuracy and cost were most sensitive to horizontal resolution and the 
domain radius, although trends were dependent on wind direction relative to the 
mesh angle. Their recommendations for domain depth were just less than 1km with 
initial horizontal and average vertical mesh resolutions of 0.4 and 0.35 times the 
rotor diameter (D) respectively, although having only conducted tests on one farm it 
is uncertain whether these are site specific, if the scales depend on the size of D or 
are general RANS rules of thumb. When comparing four CFD models, [150] states 
that spatial resolution must be roughly 50m or better which roughly correlates to that 
suggested by [149]. 
 
Each of the benchmark simulations were conducted using the same initial mesh 
geometries although the automated process of re-meshing around turbines and the 
ADs positioned facing the flow may cause each individual case study to have slightly 
different mesh qualities. However, they are all initiated as a 1km deep cylinder with a 
10km radius. Horizontal resolution was set at a generic 50m while average vertical 
resolution measured 45m. To account for variability in production data wind direction, 
a bin size of five degrees was allotted to each case, with the modelled production 
being the average of three runs, one in the centre and one at each direction extreme. 
Table 4.3 below lists the seven case studies along with the colour plotted in the 
figures. 
Table 4.3 List of seven validation case studies for benchmarking 
Wind Farm Wind Direction Case Name Colour 
Horns Rev 270±2.5° HR270 Red 
Nysted 180±2.5° N180 Blue 
Nysted 278±2.5° N278 Red 
Scroby Sands 77±2.5° SS77 Blue 
Scroby Sands 90±2.5° SS90 Red 
Robin Rigg 204±2.5° RR204 Red 
Robin Rigg 249±2.5° RR249 Blue 
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Figure 4.6 Plots showing measured power generated by each turbine normalised by the power generated 
by a turbine in the free-stream. Top left shows production data averaged across turbines in the six 
central rows at Horns Rev for case HR270 with the position number referring‎to‎each‎turbine’s‎position‎in‎
the‎‘down‎the‎line’‎row‎with‎position‎one‎being‎the‎free-stream turbine, Top right shows production data 
from Nysted case N180 in blue and N278 in red. Bottom left shown production data from Scroby Sands 
case SS77 in blue and SS90 in red. Bottom right shows production data from Robin Rigg case RR204 in 
red and RR249 in blue. 
Figure 4.6 above shows the measured production levels for individual turbines to be 
used as validation data for each case study, except for the top left plot corresponding 
to HR270, where each point represents the average measured production of the 
central six rows unaffected by the farm edge. Relating each turbine number in the 
figure above to its position in the farm according to Figure 4.3 is not immediately 
clear, especially for the farms Nysted and Robin Rigg, which would also benefit from 
similar treatment to help display their wake-losses as a function of turbine position 
within a row. However, displaying each turbine separately reveals some interesting 
phenomena such as the ‘power cascade’ in case N278; indicating whilst each 
column deeper in the farm generates less power than the previous column 
(sometimes referred to as the deep-array effect), not all turbines in the column 
generate the same amount of power, despite the column being orientated 
perpendicular to the wind direction. Indeed, there appears to be a clear north-south 
gradient where turbines closer to the north farm edge generate more power than 
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those closer to the south in the same column, and often generate more than those 
close to the south edge of the previous column as well. Since the wind direction is 
assumed to be uniformly distributed with the average in this case study being 278°, it 
must be concluded the northern turbines were not overly benefiting from biased 
event frequencies within the directional bin any more than the southern turbines. It is 
possible that since the northern turbines are closer to shore roughly 10km away, 
they may be benefitting from higher levels of background turbulence and thus faster 
wake dissipation rates. However, since there is some evidence of a similar cascade 
effect in the eastern turbines for case N180, coastal proximity may not be the only 
cause, with Coriolis turning possibly also being significant across the length scales of 
an offshore wind farm. 
 
From the numbering system used for Robin Rigg in Figure 4.6 it is difficult to observe 
any patterns as a result of ‘down the line’ sampling. However there is a general trend 
for both RR204 and RR249 that turbines located towards the backs of rows, so for 
these examples located to the north-east with lower turbine numbers, generate less 
power than those towards the front of rows, as would be expected. Due to missing 
data or turbine downtime, there were no suitable generation events for either turbine 
B2 or C3 (numbered 4 and 10 on Figure 4.6). Therefore their points and the turbines 
directly behind them (turbines A1 numbered 1 for case RR204 and turbines A2 and 
B3 numbered 2 and 5 for case RR249) are shown as zero and will not be included in 
the analysis. 
 
Scroby Sands is a relatively small farm with only thirty turbines (confusingly 
numbered from one to thirty-eight), which are not in strict lines characterised by the 
other three farms. Therefore, turbines will not be averaged together as for the other 
farms in Figure 4.7, rather the accuracy of modelling Scroby Sands will be 
considered at a farm level, whilst ignoring turbines 6, 10 and 21 as outliers resulting 
from a very small data sample and turbine downtime. However, production from the 
downstream turbines 5 and 9 are not ignored as they do not appear to be affected 
and it is therefore assumed the problems with turbines 6 and 10 are related to data 
collection rather than turbine downtime. Turbine 21 consistently registered SCADA 
data wind speeds and directions significantly different to other turbines and so was 
ignored with assumed data collection errors. 
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Figure 4.7 Plots of averaged power ratios through the farm. Edge effects are assumed to be negligible, 
considering the 5° direction bin and it dramatically simplifies calculations for Robin Rigg with its non-
parallelogram‎boundary‎and‎two‎erroneous‎turbines.‎Position‎number‎referring‎to‎each‎turbine’s‎position‎
in‎the‎‘down‎the‎line’‎row‎with‎position‎one‎being‎the‎free-stream turbine. Due to farm layout, free-stream 
turbines for RR249 may experience some venturi effects as suggested in Figure 4.5. 
Having plotted the turbine power output as averaged by its position in line, four out of 
five large-farm case studies imply some level of deep-array effects. Case N180 is the 
exception, showing varying levels of generalised wake recovery between turbines; 
other than after the first and fourth turbine, each machine generates more power 
than the machine upstream of it. This is possibly a result of relatively close turbine 
proximity (5.8D separation), combined with a complex relationship between inlet 
wind speed and the thrust coefficient curve indicated by Figure 4.4. Case N278 
shows the same turbines, for the same incident wind speed but different direction, 
generate more electricity per turbine when arranged with a larger distance between 
them (10.5D). However, the difference in generation between comparable turbine 
position numbers decreases further into the farm. This relation between turbine 
separation and productivity is again seen with the Robin Rigg data, although to a 
lesser degree. Case RR204 (separation 5.3D) has less initial wake loss than case 
RR249 (separation 4.3D), although the difference in turbine separation distance is 
less relevant further into the farm. Taken together, this suggests future farms may 
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benefit from layouts with turbines separated by variable amounts depending on 
distance between turbine and the prevailing free-stream farm edge. 
4.4.1 SST RANS 
As described in section  4.3, SST is the default turbulence closure scheme for 
Windmodeller. Figure 4.8 shows four plots comparing power generated at each wind 
farm against model output. Production data has not been filtered by stability category 
to help test the common assumption that simulations representing neutral stability 
are representative of average conditions. Incident hub height inflow is 8ms-1 at the 
key turbine (as indicated in Figure 4.3) and modelled generated power has been 
normalised against measured power generated by said key turbine. 
 
 
Figure 4.8 Results‎from‎SST‎simulations‎of‎the‎four‎farms‎marked‎as‎“+”‎symbols‎while‎dots‎denote‎the‎
measured values for each farm. Top left shows Horns Rev for case HR270, top right shows Nysted case 
N180 in blue and N278 in red, bottom left shown Scroby Sands case SS77 in blue and SS90 in red and 
bottom right shows Robin Rigg case RR204 in red and RR249 in blue. 
With exception of N180, each plot in Figure 4.8 shows a slight over prediction of 
power generation for any turbine in the free-stream, while they all over estimate 
wake losses in downstream turbines. For both Horns Rev and Nysted, Windmodeller 
predicts a large initial drop in production between the first and second turbine with 
little additional loss through the farm. However, for Robin Rigg, Windmodeller 
predicts lower initial losses with a sharp decline in generation with depth into the 
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farm before levelling out to a near constant wake loss. Whilst the predicted wake 
loss in the top two graphs follow similar patterns, the difference in simulation results 
for the Robin Rigg farm may partially be a factor of turbine size; 50% more rated 
power than either of the Danish farms, leads to different levels of thrust and incident 
wake effects associated with each AD. Although a wind direction of 77° at Scroby 
Sands results in some wake losses (quite accurately modelled), the initial free-
stream generation is systematically over predicted. This over prediction is worse for 
case SS90, with modelled free-stream generation roughly 50% larger than measured. 
The modelled wake affected generation by contrast is nearly 50% than measured 
values, so whilst the predicted overall farm generation may be close to reality, 
modelling of wakes and individual turbine behaviour is far from it. 
4.4.2 k-ε RANS 
As an alternative to the default SST model, Windmodeller can run simulations using 
the 𝑘-𝜀 model as utilised by many other CFD models such as [151]. Although it has 
been shown to be lacking in the near wake [104], where the AD theory also struggles, 
the minimum separation within the four farms is greater than three diameters, the 
key distance indicated by [124] and [133]. Figure 4.9 below shows the results of 
benchmarking simulations identical to those used to create Figure 4.8 except with 
the use of the 𝑘-𝜀 turbulence model. 
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Figure 4.9 Results from initial 𝒌-𝜺 simulations‎of‎the‎four‎farms‎marked‎as‎“+”‎symbols‎while‎dots‎denote‎
the measured values for each farm. Top left shows Horns Rev for case HR270, top right shows Nysted 
case N180 in blue and N278 in red, bottom left shown Scroby Sands case SS77 in blue and SS90 in red 
and bottom right shows Robin Rigg case RR204 in red and RR249 in blue. 
As for the SST results, for each simulation except N180, production at the free-
stream turbine has been over predicted, most significantly for SS90. With the Horns 
Rev and Nysted simulations, the 𝑘-𝜀 turbulence model results fit the validation data 
better than the SST option, although it significantly under predicts the wake losses at 
Robin Rigg. Whilst the 𝑘-𝜀 model maintains reasonable accuracy for the first few 
wake affected turbines in the top two farms, it appears not to match the deep-array 
effects seen clearest in case N278. Prediction of further additional wake losses with 
depth into the farm does not occur, causing a plateau appearance whilst measured 
generation continues to drop for all three large farms. The variation in measured 
generation for case N180 implies a potential recovery from maximum wake losses 
whilst the simulation predicts a general plateau. Overall, modelled output using the 
𝑘-𝜀 turbulence model appears greater than that of the SST model as the power ratio 
values are larger, yet the over prediction at free-stream and deep-array turbines 
suggest the 𝑘-𝜀 model is less accurate near flow boundaries and regions of strong 
adverse pressure gradients such as ADs. As indicated by [145] these boundary 
problems were the reason for the original development of the SST model, although it 
is not clear if the SST model is better at modelling the deep array effect than the 𝑘-𝜀. 
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4.4.3 Modified k-ε RANS 
The third Windmodeller turbulence model to benchmark is a modified version of the 
𝑘-𝜀 where the constant 𝐶𝜇 from equation 4.19 is altered from 0.09 to 0.03. Originally 
performed by [147], this resulted in modelled power ratios comparable to those 
measured at the Horns Rev and North Hoyle farms, though the near-wake recovery 
process was suspected of being too fast, leading to the over prediction of generated 
power at farms with closely spaced turbines. Figure 4.10 below shows the results of 
benchmarking simulations identical to those used to create Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 
except with the use of the Modified 𝑘-𝜀 turbulence model. 
 
 
Figure 4.10 Results from the Modified 𝒌-𝜺 simulations‎ of‎ the‎ four‎ farms‎marked‎ as‎ “+”‎ symbols‎while‎
dots denote the measured values for each farm. Top left shows Horns Rev for case HR270, top right 
shows Nysted case N180 in blue and N278 in red, bottom left shown Scroby Sands case SS77 in blue and 
SS90 in red and bottom right shows Robin Rigg case RR204 in red and RR249 in blue. 
By comparing Figure 4.9 with Figure 4.10 it can be seen that modifying the 𝐶𝜇 
constant results in dramatically better wake loss predictions for Robin Rigg with case 
simulation RR249 almost perfect except for a systematic power overestimation at 
every turbine. Measured production at position six is suspected of being abnormally 
low however, as it does not fit the smooth curve formed by either the other validation 
data points or the curve of simulation results. For case RR204, the Modified 𝑘-𝜀 
turbulence model provides fair prediction throughout the early farm although fails to 
replicate the deep-array affect indiscernible for RR249 on account of farm design 
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and performs better than both SST and the normal 𝑘-𝜀 model at this farm. There is 
little significant improvement from modifying 𝐶𝜇 for either the Horns Rev or Nysted 
farms. Neither of the 𝑘-𝜀 models capture the deep-array affect for HR270 and just 
predict an effective wake-loss limit, although Modified 𝑘-𝜀 returns higher total yield 
predictions than the basic 𝑘 -𝜀  model, and both predict greater yields than SST. 
Results from both simulations SS77 and SS90 give a better fit to the data for wake 
affected turbines with the Modified 𝑘-𝜀 model while N278 and N180 are inconclusive. 
4.4.4 URANS 
The fourth model to benchmark is significantly different from the others in that the 
previous three were all RANS model runs computed in steady-state with a disregard 
for thermal variations based on the neutral atmospheric assumption. The URANS 
model (Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes) by comparison is not run in 
steady-state and is therefore more computationally expensive than RANS, although 
unlike LES, URANS still uses the cost saving averaging of turbulence values across 
all scales. Whilst there is additional cost to be paid in terms of computational time 
required for each simulation compared to basic RANS models, URANS benefits from 
the inclusion of a prognostic equation for potential temperature based on [152]. 
Although the ABL is often assumed to exhibit neutral stability, as indicated in Figure 
2.2, above ZABL  there is a steady increase in 𝜃𝑣  with height, resulting in a stably 
stratified layer. With the inclusion of the prognostic equation for potential temperature 
in URANS, it is possible to incorporate a layer at the top of the domain which varies 
in 𝜃 with height. Thus, if a simulated air parcel moves into this region, its expansion 
and resultant cooling due to the lower pressure will force it to sink again, effectively 
‘capping’ the simulation and helping to prevent uncontrolled model divergence. The 
strength and height at which this simulated free atmosphere region begins may be 
significant as it likely effects the expansion (and thus diffusion) of wakes behind each 
AD. Since ZABL is known to vary significantly under different stability conditions, the 
height and strength of the marine free atmosphere’s thermal inversion should be the 
subject of future field investigation and is outside the scope of this work. For the 
purpose of URANS simulations which incorporate a free atmosphere thermal 
gradient, we shall assume it matches the dry adiabatic lapse rate and begins at a 
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height determined by a variation of equation 2.4 approximated using work by [153], 
whilst the simulated ABL itself remains neutrally stratified. 
 
A further benefit of a transient simulation is it allows for the inclusion of the Coriolis 
effect which not only controls the Ekman spiral [149] but may also produce 
significant farm edge effects over the large areas proposed for development in the 
North Sea [154]. The inclusion of the Coriolis effect does change the model set-up 
process however. For a RANS model, the required wind speed and direction are 
specified for a specific reference height and equation 2.5 ensures a suitable profile is 
generated across the domain inlet. Simulations which include the Coriolis effect 
generate the inlet wind profile using a user-defined free-stream (geostrophic) flow 
speed above the ABL (and subsequently above the Ekman spiral), from which 
Windmodeller then computes the wind speeds down to 𝑧0 using the geostrophic drag 
law, equation 2.1. The flow direction undergoes a similar process to ensure the 
Ekman spiral is accurately modelled based on the user-defined geostrophic flow 
direction. This can significantly increase cost as a process of trial and error must be 
carried out to obtain the correct meteorological conditions at hub height. 
 
In order to observe the effects of the URANS components, results from four URANS 
simulations of case N278, described in Table 4.4, are shown below. 
Table 4.4 List of four URANS configuration options 
Option Name Coriolis Parameter 
Free Atmosphere 
Thermal Gradient 
Colour 
Option 1 Off Off Blue 
Option 2 Off On Green 
Option 3 On Off Orange 
Option 4 On On Red 
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Figure 4.11 Results from the different options for URANS model simulations of case N278 (“+”‎symbols)‎
using the colours described in Table 4.4. Measured values from the Nysted wind farm are shown as black 
dots. For comparison, the results from the standard 𝒌-𝜺 RANS simulations from section 4.4.2 are also 
displayed‎(black‎“+”‎symbols). 
The results in Figure 4.11 above show significant variation in simulated power ratios 
at each turbine location within case N278 dependent on which aspects of the full 
URANS model are included. For example, Option 3 and Option 4, which both include 
the Coriolis parameter, return significantly higher power ratios at the second turbine 
position, making their results closer to the measured values. Higher power ratios are 
recorded throughout the farm for models including the Coriolis parameter compared 
to models without the parameter, suggesting the wakes are being at least partially 
directed away from downstream ADs. In addition, the application of a non-neutral 
thermal gradient representing the free atmosphere in the upper domain appears to 
affect the wake recovery process despite starting hundreds of metres above the 
turbines, with results from Option 4 displaying a much greater deep-array effect than 
an otherwise identical Option 3. It is also noted that whilst the inclusion of a thermal 
gradient in a Coriolis effected simulation appears to strengthen the deep array effect, 
its inclusion in a model which excludes the Coriolis parameter appears to weaken it 
and even aid wake recovery. These results indicate that both the Coriolis parameter 
and a non-neutral thermal gradient in the free atmosphere should be incorporated in 
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URANS models. Therefore, any subsequent mention to the URANS turbulence 
model throughout this work will refer to Option 4. However, caution should be applied 
during the set-up and interpretation of URANS simulation results. For example, since 
the Coriolis parameter changes with global location, simulations of wind farms in 
equatorial regions may suffer from inaccurate wind speed profiles as a function of 
equation 2.1. Whilst comparisons of results from Options 3 and 4 above in Figure 
4.11 imply the inclusion of a simulated stable free atmosphere may influence 
modelled deep array effects, its height is based on the assumption of neutral stability 
conditions in the ABL. More fieldwork needs to be conducted to determine its exact 
height under various conditions and how its fluctuations influence the wake losses in 
large farms. 
 
 
Figure 4.12 Results‎ from‎ the‎URANS‎simulations‎of‎ the‎ four‎ farms‎marked‎as‎“+”‎symbols‎while‎dots‎
denote the measured values for each farm. Top left shows Horns Rev for case HR270, top right shows 
Nysted case N180 in blue and N278 in red, bottom left shown Scroby Sands case SS77 in blue and SS90 
in red and bottom right shows Robin Rigg case RR204 in red and RR249 in blue. 
Results from the URANS simulations show clear improvements over other models 
for the Robin Rigg simulations. However, there is little other improvement with 
URANS obtaining similar or worse results than the Modified 𝑘-𝜀 turbulence model. 
For the Horns Rev farm, the shape of the graph is similar to that of the Modified 𝑘-𝜀, 
but with the exception of the free-stream turbine, the URANS predictions are 
constantly about 0.05 higher than reality. The same can be said of N278 while 
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URANS predicts a slight deep-array effect rather than the gentle recovery seen in 
N180. Observing the Scroby Sands graph suggests slightly worse power predictions 
than the Modified 𝑘 -𝜀  results for wake-effected turbines although each individual 
machine is modelled well. Across all seven case studies, URANS predicts lower 
power generation for turbines in the free-stream than any of the other three models 
with N180, RR204 and RR249 all under-performing the measured data. Combining 
the decrease in free-stream production with the increase in wake-effected production 
for URANS suggests the Coriolis force plays a significant role in farm efficiency. 
Whilst maintaining a constant hub height wind speed for each key turbine, the 
Coriolis caused Ekman spiral will alter the vertical wind speed shear over each AD. 
While the increase in production deep into N278 and RR204 could be attributed to 
farm edge effects with changing wind directions, this explanation is shown to be false 
by HR270 where data from turbines on the farm sides were discarded both in 
measured data and simulations. 
4.4.5 Comparison of Models 
As can be seen from the figures in the previous sections that there are considerable 
differences between predicted generated electricity modelled for the four benchmark 
options. It is also clear that new models need to be verified against a greater number 
of farms than previously available. For example, while the 𝑘-𝜀 model performed well 
with the Horns Rev and Nysted farms, it did less well with the Robin Rigg farm. This 
may be a due to differences in wind farm layout, turbine size or even the technique 
used to measure meteorological conditions, variables which are hard to investigate 
using field data from just the two Danish farms and particularly flow directions 270 
degrees and 278 degrees respectively. Similarly, there was variation in accuracy for 
each model within each farm, specifically Scroby Sands where all four models were 
more accurate at predicting SS77 than SS90. To help assess the results, Figure 4.13 
and Figure 4.14 show the Root Mean Squared (RMS) errors and the standard 
deviation (σ) of prediction accuracy for each of the seven case studies. Case RR249 
provided an unusual comparison as turbines from this direction are staggered and so 
spaced roughly one diameter further apart downstream than case 204, with turbines 
located in the gap between previous turbines in neighbouring rows (see Figure 4.5). 
This allows the turbine rows to be considered in numerous ways, yet since both 
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measured and predicted generation data were averaged using the same method, 
simulations produced results directly comparable with reality, with the URANS model 
the most accurate. 
 
 
Figure 4.13 Root Mean Squared (RMS) error for each of the seven cases in Figure 4.8 to Figure 4.12 
 
 
Figure 4.14 Standard‎Deviation‎(σ)‎for‎each‎of‎the‎seven‎cases‎in‎Figure 4.8 to Figure 4.12 
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Despite being Windmodeller’s default turbulence closure for wake modelling, the two 
figures above show the SST option as the least accurate overall, as well as having 
the most variability within individual farms. There is little separating the other three 
models for greatest RMS accuracy if only the usual industry test cases are 
considered, (HR270 and N180) however, the URANS runs resulted in greatest 
accuracy in five of the seven case studies with similar RMS values to the most 
accurate model for the other two cases. URANS also achieved lowest σ values in 
three cases, only being surpassed by the Modified 𝑘-𝜀 model which achieved the 
lowest σ values in four cases (where the URANS values for σ were very similar). 
 
It should be reiterated here that because Scroby Sands only contains 30 turbines in 
a non-regular layout, results from individual turbines at this farm were not averaged 
together based on their position in a line. It is therefore reasonable to expect higher 
RMS error values as shown by Figure 4.13 for SS90 and SS77 than the other case 
studies. However, attention is drawn to SS77 where the SST model not only 
performs best out of the four (lowest RMS error with near identical σ values), but 
also is more accurate here than in any other case study. The reason for this success 
is not clear, as for the other case at that farm, case SS90, the SST model is again 
the worst performing and its large σ value showing variability even within itself. 
4.4.6 Comparison using Neutral Stability Filtered Data 
So far in this chapter atmospheric stability has been ignored. All four models assume 
neutral stability in the ABL (although the URANS model includes a stably stratified 
layer at the top of the domain representing the free atmosphere above the ABL), and 
production data were filtered based on wind speed and direction only. These could 
be considered fair assumptions, especially as not every development monitors 
suitable meteorological conditions required to calculate stability via any of the 
favoured methods in Chapter 2. For example, at the Robin Rigg farm a met mast 
was erected for preconstruction resource assessment but was since removed and 
replaced with a Doppler LiDAR. Similarly, the Scroby Sands mast was retired after 
farm construction and there are very few simultaneous measurements of power 
generated and meteorological conditions. Horns Rev however, has since 
construction been further instrumented for scientific research. Therefore production 
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data from the Danish farm has been filtered by 𝐿 , calculated using the Bulk 
Richardson number (equation 2.13) at mast M6 (provided by the UpWind project 
[51]). On account of diminishing sample sizes, the direction bin has been extended 
from ±2.5° to ±5°. 
 
 
Figure 4.15 Comparison of the four models against Horns Rev production data both unfiltered and 
filtered for neutral stability. Unfiltered measurements are represented by black dots whilst measurements 
filtered‎to‎ensure‎neutral‎stability‎are‎shown‎as‎black‎‘X’‎symbols.‎Model‎results‎are‎represented‎by‎‘+’‎
symbols, SST in red, 𝒌-𝜺 in green, Modified 𝒌-𝜺 in blue and URANS in magenta. 
Figure 4.15 above shows a poor fit for either Horns Rev data set using the SST 
model. The 𝑘-𝜀 model does well deep within the farm against the unfiltered data as 
seen before in Figure 4.9. However, both the Modified 𝑘-𝜀 model and URANS predict 
the filtered production data better than the unfiltered data. On this basis, combined 
with the benefit of the URANS model already incorporating a potential temperature 
variable, it is this model which will be considered for development in future chapters 
to incorporate atmospheric stability rather than being forced to assume neutral 
conditions. 
 
 
One cannot fight against the wind. 
- Hungarian Proverb 
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Chapter 5. Modelling of Large 
Offshore Wind Farms under Various 
Stability Conditions 
5.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, four separate CFD models were compared against 
measured power generated at four offshore wind farms. Building on the previous 
conclusion that the URANS model was consistently the most accurate, with its more 
complete representation of governing equations (such as the inclusion of the Coriolis 
Effect and an approximation for potential temperature), it lends itself towards the 
modelling of non-neutral atmospheric conditions. URANS is therefore the basis for 
simulations in section  5.3 which aim to predict farm productivity whilst replicating 
atmospheric stability via parameter 𝐿  in addition to the required wind speed and 
directions. Whereas in section  5.4, the basic 𝑘 -𝜀  RANS model is developed for 
modelling wind farm productivity under different atmospheric stability conditions with 
reference to 𝑇𝐼 and wind shear rather than to 𝐿. 
5.2 Review 
Whilst it is still standard practice for the industry to assume neutral conditions when 
conducting resource assessment, popular linearised models such as WAsP are 
capable of incorporating atmospheric stability with variations in the vertical wind 
speed profile [23]. This is particularly relevant at sites far from shore where there are 
no trees or relief to degrade linear solutions by generating flow separation and 
stability is a more significant factor in wake-loss calculations. Despite its popularity, 
WAsP’s limitations for calculating wake losses both on- and off-shore are reflected in 
the number of CFD models being showcased at each European annual conference 
[147] [155] [156].  
 
When models such as WAsP were first created in the late ‘80s, the average wind 
turbine was a lot smaller, with hub heights typically around 30m. This was well within 
expected onshore SL depths and so using MOST to define stability conditions was 
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considered appropriate. Modern offshore turbines on the other hand, with their hub 
heights approaching 100m and locations far from shore where the MABL is 
shallower, are unlikely to be fully submerged within the SL. Since one of MOST’s 
assumptions is that its measurements and height transformations occur within the 
surface layer, its use is not technically valid in many offshore resource assessment 
simulations. Despite this, it continues to form the basis of our knowledge of the 
MABL and is often assumed to be applicable for regions in which turbines operate. 
Therefore, the ability of MOST to replicate stability conditions within CFD simulations 
is an important assumption which is investigated below, while alternative methods of 
incorporating stability into CFD similar to those used for linear models are 
investigated in section  5.4. 
5.3 Modelling Using Variable Values of 𝑳 
Despite studies analysing the offshore environment showing the MOST assumptions 
result in the theory only being relevant for less than 20% of the time [52] and its 
dubious applicability at modern turbine heights, it remains the popular method to 
describe atmospheric stability. Therefore, since the URANS model includes a 
parameter for potential temperature, allowing 𝐿 to be calculated at any point in the 
domain, MOST appears the logical way to model the effects of stability on wake 
losses in large offshore farms. 
 
In chapter 4 the URANS model required model calibration runs to ensure the correct 
free-stream wind speed and direction at key locations. Stipulating specific values of 𝐿 
increases the boundary condition complexity by increasing the number of variables 
being tuned during calibration. Put plainly, including stability in URANS simulations 
increases the cost of modelling each case study. This is because Windmodeller’s 
URANS model is transient in nature with wind and thermal profiles developing with 
time through the modelled domain. Each parameter interacts with and is dependent 
on the others. For example, incorporating a surface heat flux changes the local air 
density and fluid viscosity and thus the simulated wind speeds, leading to different 
turbulent mixing rates, which in turn effect how quickly the surface heat flux 
influences different levels in the domain. Thus by requiring specific 𝐿 and therefore 
thermal values at specific locations, the initial model inlet conditions have to be 
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obtained via a process of trial and error. Through experience, a user can minimise 
this process by setting inlet conditions similar to previous simulations, though each 
domain set-up (mesh and turbine characteristics) and meteorological scenario 
(stability, wind speed and direction) will require individual calibration. Multiple 
simulations are run for each case study with identical mesh and turbine layouts but 
with small perturbations to the inlet conditions until modelled output at the required 
locations match the measured meteorological data for each case study. This is a 
costly process and if adopted by developers, the creation of a reference table listing 
input and output conditions is advisable to reduce costs of future studies. 
5.3.1 Validation Data 
In order to validate results from models simulating specific values of 𝐿, the relevant 
field data must include measurements of not only wind speed, direction and turbine 
power generation, but also the thermal atmospheric conditions. Since it is not 
possible to calculate 𝑤′𝑇′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  from standard mast records, absolute temperature 
measurements at multiple heights are the basic minimum requirements. 
Measurements of sea surface temperature are also required for use of the bulk 
method (equations 2.13, 2.14). In addition, measurements of atmospheric pressure 
and humidity allow for calculations including 𝜃, 𝑇𝑣 or 𝜃𝑣, providing greater detail and 
are thus desirable. Ideally, these extra measurements are made at the same heights 
as the absolute temperature measurements (see Chapter 2). Out of the four 
available wind farms simulated in Chapter 4, only the two Danish farms provide 
concurrent atmospheric data suitable for MOST calculations alongside power 
generation. The Scroby Sands farm stopped collecting meteorological data after the 
farm was commissioned whilst the Robin Rigg farm measures wind speed and 
direction via a LiDAR system, thus lacking the required thermal data. A further 
validation constraint is the limited data from the Horns Rev farm, as this dataset was 
made available as part of the IEA Wind Task 31 “Wakebench” program and has 
been externally processed using the Bulk stability calculation method. It should 
therefore be used with caution for validation of alternative calculation methods. By 
contrast, the Nysted farm is well instrumented with five met masts and therefore 
provides the majority of subsequent validation data. This is unfortunate as Chapter 2 
suggested too much reliance on data from just Horns Rev and Nysted may result in 
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models becoming unwittingly tailored to their specifications and thus less able to 
cope with non-regular arrays such as the Scroby Sands farm design.  
 
As the data from Horns Rev were externally processed, they define the values of 𝐿 to 
be modelled. Events were placed in three groups by combining ranges used in the 
asymmetric seven category system in Table 2.2 as shown below in Table 5.1. 
Similar to how variations in measured wind directions were accounted for in Chapter 
4, in this chapter, each non-neutral category is simulated for three values of 𝐿 and 
results averaged before being validated against measured field data. Since the 
Neutral category is open-ended and discontinuous, four representative values of 𝐿 
are modelled and their results combined. 
 
Table 5.1 Range and representative Obukhov lengths of stability groups for simulation 
Stability Category Range of 𝑳 (m) Modelled Values of 𝑳 (m) 
Stable 10 < 𝐿 < 200 10, 105, 200 
Neutral |𝐿| > 200 ±200, ±1000  
Unstable −200 < 𝐿 < −50 -200, -125, -50 
 
A summary of case studies simulated using 𝐿 to describe atmospheric stability is 
shown below in Table 5.2. Whereas the events used for validation in Chapter 4 were 
not filtered for stability, the events used for the validation processes in this chapter 
are. As a consequence, each case study contains fewer corresponding events, and 
so the directional bin size has been increased from 5° to 10° to help ensure 
significant sample sizes. However, increasing the bin width also decreases the 
significance of wake losses as events not strictly ‘down the line’ are included in the 
samples. Therefore, whilst three simulations were run with their results averaged for 
each case study in Chapter 4, each simulation in this chapter shall be run for five 
individual wind directions (the listed simulation direction as well as ±2.5° and ±5°) 
with the results averaged for comparison against the field data. 
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Table 5.2 List of nine case studies for comparison 
Wind Farm Wind Direction Stability Condition Case Name Colour 
Horns Rev 270±5° Stable HR270S Red 
Horns Rev 270±5° Neutral HR270N Green 
Horns Rev 270±5° Unstable HR270U Blue 
Nysted 278±5° Stable N278S Red 
Nysted 278±5° Neutral N278N Green 
Nysted 278±5° Unstable N278U Blue 
Nysted 180±5° Stable N180S Red 
Nysted 180±5° Neutral N180N Green 
Nysted 180±5° Unstable N180U Blue 
 
Atmospheric stability at the Horns Rev farm was calculated at met mast M7 located 
6km east of the farm using wind speed measured at 20m, absolute temperature at 
16m and the sea water temperature as described in [157]. Whilst M7 is directly 
downstream of the farm, the free-stream mast, M2, has only been in partial operation 
after completion of farm installation. Data from M7 is assumed to be a more 
appropriate approximation for the free-stream conditions than those from mast M6 
which is only 2km downstream and thus more heavily affected by turbine wakes.  
 
Meteorological data were available from all five met masts at the Nysted farm with 
varying parameters measured at each mast (see Table 4.1). A simple comparison 
between the frequencies at which the three stability categories in Table 5.1 occur is 
conducted below. 
 
The bulk method for calculating 𝐿 is analysed first in Figure 5.1 using wind speed 
and air temperature from 10m above sea level combined with sea temperature 
measured at 2m below the surface from met masts 2 and 3. Sea temperature is 
assumed to be equivalent to the surface temperature despite [61] indicating it is not. 
The comparison between masts shows little difference between stability distributions 
measured using data from masts upstream or downstream of a wind farm (direction 
278±5°). Southern sector results from mast 3 show a similar distribution to that of the 
western sector, whilst those from mast 2 report a complete lack of Neutral events 
and a much greater frequency of Stable events than for the other three cases. 
Therefore, the required measurements for calculating 𝐿 via the bulk method at the 
Nysted farm should come from met mast 3, enabling simulation case N180N a 
chance to be validated against production data. This maintains consistency with both 
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the Horns Rev farm, where meteorological measurements were taken downstream 
of the farm, and within the Nysted validation datasets as case studies from both flow 
directions can be compared against data from the same mast.  
 
 
Figure 5.1 Comparison of bulk stability calculated at masts 2 and 3 at the Nysted farm 
However, low availability of sea temperature measurements combined with filtering 
by wind directions and 𝐿 result in very small atmospheric stability datasets, such that 
Figure 5.1 shows only 472 events in its most populous column (Mast 2 direction 
278±5°) and 54 in its least (Mast 3 direction 180±5°). With such small sample sizes, 
it is perhaps surprising that Figure 5.1 displays consistent stability distributions 
across three columns. By comparison, stability distributions from the gradient 
method are displayed below in Figure 5.2 using data from heights 10m to 65m at met 
masts 1 and 2. The mast selection has been changed to ensure stability is calculated 
in the free-stream flow, before it interacts with the farm, as the gradient method 
required hub height measurements and therefore would risk significant wake effects 
at downstream locations. It was not possible to calculate stability at mast 1 via the 
bulk method as sea temperature measurements do not exist at that location. 
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of gradient stability calculated at masts 1 and 2 at the Nysted farm 
Stability distributions resulting from the gradient method of calculation, shown in 
Figure 5.2, contrast greatly with those from the bulk method in Figure 5.1. Primarily, 
the gradient method reports significantly greater proportions of Neutral and Unstable 
events than the bulk method which could be a result of ignoring the cold Baltic 
waters. It is, however, unlikely to have resulted from using measurements higher up 
each mast as [52] and [26] both show stability increases with height, nor can 
turbulence from turbine wakes be blamed as both masts 1 and 2 are upstream of the 
farm for both wind directions. 
 
Using the gradient method, there is a greater variety in distributions between masts 
and wind directions than shown with the bulk method. Whilst the proportion of stable 
events is considerably reduced compared to Figure 5.1, each bar is overall more 
populous and so contains a greater number of Stable events. It follows that a greater 
number of Neutral and Unstable events also result from the gradient method. 
Therefore, the calculation of 𝐿 in this chapter’s model validations for the Nysted farm 
is calculated using the gradient method, differing from the analysis at the Horns Rev 
farm which uses the bulk method. Whilst this may produce some discrepancy, it is 
considered preferable to extending the directional bin size to achieve significant 
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dataset sample sizes. The closer proximity of mast 1 to the farm makes its 
measurements more relevant and shall provide stability information in the following 
sections. 
5.3.2 Production Variability due to Stability 
In Chapter 2, the effects of atmospheric stability on wind farm productivity were 
detailed in reference to other studies with the corresponding theory explained. In 
Chapter 4, results from numerous CFD simulations were compared against 
production data irrespective of concurrent stability conditions. Therefore, before the 
results of simulations incorporating stability are explored, Figure 5.3 displays the 
variability of electrical generation at the two Danish farms corresponding to changing 
stability conditions. The free-stream inlet speed remains unchanged from Chapter 4 
at 8±0.5ms-1.  
 
Figure 5.3 Plots of averaged power ratios through the farms, similar to those in Chapter 4. Production 
from turbines on the farm edges have been ignored to remove edge effects. Turbine position number 
refers‎to‎the‎location‎of‎each‎turbine‎in‎the‎‘down‎the‎line’‎row‎with‎position‎one‎being‎the‎free-stream 
turbine. There is no plot of N278S as there were no events coinciding within the set limits of incident 
wind speed, direction and stability without occurrences of individual turbine downtime. 
From the three graphs above it is clear that a stably stratified atmosphere decreases 
overall power production, whilst an unstable atmosphere may slightly increase it, 
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relative to production levels in neutral conditions. The similarity between production 
levels during unstable and neutral events, combined with the stability distributions 
shown in Figure 5.2 suggest there may not be much reason to include stability in 
CFD simulations, but these are just power expectations and do not include the 
added operation and maintenance costs involved. Regions where stable events are 
more dominant would clearly benefit from stability modelling however, as shown by 
the large difference in wake losses for case N180S and HR270S by the end of the 
farm.  
 
Figure 5.3 shows turbine wakes in stable events take longer to dissipate and in large 
farms, accumulate to cause higher wake losses than with other stabilities. By 
comparison, the initial wake effect between turbine 1 and 2 for cases HR270U and 
N278U are less than those experienced in neutral conditions, implying a higher 
measure of wake recovery already occurs before the second turbine in more 
unstable conditions. This is not shown for case N180U however, suggesting the 
closer proximity between turbines negates the benefits of the more unstable 
atmosphere. Deep array effects are seen with varying severity for all three stability 
categories at the Horns Rev farm and the majority of the westerly events for the 
Nysted farm, with some possible wake recovery at the last turbine. They are not 
observable however for any of the case studies with a southerly wind direction at the 
Nysted farm. This is hypothesized to be a result of the Nysted turbines being of two-
speed design and therefore capable of a higher power generation at lower wind 
speeds. Thus the data referring to the southerly events may depict the changing of 
turbine rotation speeds rather than true wake recovery. The dual-speed turbine may 
also be the reason behind apparent wake recovery deep in the array in cases N278N 
and N278U when combined wakes from upstream turbines have reduced the 
resource enough for the end turbines to operate with different gear ratios. The 
smaller distances between turbine rows than columns cause this dual-speed effect to 
manifest sooner into the farm for southerly winds than westerly winds at identical 
inlet speeds. It is therefore important for simulations to be able to accurately 
reproduce where this change in gear ratio will happen within a large farm to 
accurately predict whole farm generation levels, and therefore financial investment 
risk. 
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5.3.3 Modelling Stability via Domain Surface Parameters 
Despite being a transient model rather than a time averaged simulation, URANS 
does not have sufficient time resolution to calculate 𝑤′𝑇′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  at any location in the 
domain. However, the model may be initiated with a constant heat flux value as a 
boundary condition across the domain base. This, combined with a variant of 
equation 2.11 shown below as equation 5.1, enables an approximate calculation of 𝐿 
via the flux method using the bulk Richardson number. Whilst calculating 𝐿 using a 
heat flux instead of the Richardson number is more representative of the original 
MOST format, describing the kinetic and potential atmospheric energy balance in 
terms of thermal fluxes and mechanical forcings [158], this cross-breed of techniques 
may not be too useful since surface fluxes are not standard offshore measurements. 
 
𝐻𝑠 = 𝑐𝑝𝜌𝑤′𝜃𝑣′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ = 𝑐𝑝𝜌𝑢(𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑎 − 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟) 
 
5.1
Whilst the equation above is convenient for converting between heat flux and bulk 
methods, it requires some additional assumptions. For example, it is assumed that 
the bulk sea temperature (𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑎) inevitably measured two metres below the surface, is 
an acceptable approximation of the surface temperature. Similarly, wind speeds are 
normally assumed to equal zero at rough flow boundaries, which according to 
equation 5.1 would result in a zero heat flux. Therefore, the air speed and 
temperature (𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 ) are measured at the common meteorological height of 10m. 
Conveniently, this matches the measurement heights used at the Horns Rev farm. 
 
The calculation of 𝑅𝑖𝐵  as shown in equation 2.13 requires a single wind speed 
measurement and two thermal measurements, one of the air and one of the sea 
surface. As described in Chapter 4 URANS defines the velocity profile based on an 
initial free-atmosphere input value above the Ekman Spiral, which controls the wind’s 
velocity at lower heights via the geostrophic drag law (equation 2.1). This means the 
inlet parameters can only be tuned to specify a wind speed at one height per 
simulation, with other heights conforming to the drag law to ensure smooth profiles 
meeting the condition of 0ms-1 at 𝑧0. As such, it is unlikely that wind speeds of events 
measured at the relevant mast heights at the Danish farms, filtered by the required 
hub height speed (8±0.5ms-1), will match those at equivalent heights within each 
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simulation. It follows therefore, that as the measured and modelled velocities are not 
identical, in order to simulate specific values of 𝐿, the required simulated thermal 
gradient value, ∆𝑇, will also be different to those measured by the met masts. 
 
By default, URANS includes a thermal profile with a constant potential temperature 
throughout the ABL and a constant stable gradient with height above. There is no 
default value for the sea surface temperature as Windmodeller simulations typically 
only interact with the domain base through mechanical forcings such as the surface 
roughness value. However, an appropriate value can be incorporated, calculated by 
rearranging equations 2.13 and 2.14 and substituting wind and air temperature 
values produced as by-products from URANS simulations in Chapter 4. Owing to 
feedback effects between thermal and mechanical processes, a further process of 
trial and error is required with all input variables to ensure the correct meteorological 
conditions are simulated. This adds further cost to those already mentioned in 
previous chapters. Results from using 𝑅𝑖𝐵 to calculate 𝐿 via both the surface heat 
flux and sea temperature method are shown in the following subsections  5.3.3.1 
and  5.3.3.2 respectively. 
5.3.3.1 Surface Heat Flux 
Although the URANS model is a transient simulation and therefore theoretically 
capable of producing a value of 𝐿  using the flux method (equation 2.12), the 
resolution required to obtain suitable values of 𝑤′𝑇′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  would compromise the cost 
savings of RANS-based simulations and approach LES complexity, thus making it 
unsuitable for simulating large wind farms with currently available resources. It is 
possible however, to define a constant heat flux through the bottom of the domain 
(here representing the sea surface) and substituting values in equation 2.11 to 
calculate 𝐿 near the sea surface. Although the validity of this method deteriorates 
further from the surface and has little connection to flow speed, it could be useful for 
simulating offshore sites without met masts. Figure 5.4 below compares measured 
production data against simulation results using a surface heat flux to control the 
value of 𝐿 at the relevant met mast location. 
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Figure 5.4 Comparison of measured production data against with simulations using a surface heat flux to 
generate three Obukhov lengths for the Stable (red, 𝑳 = 105m), Neutral (green, 𝑳 = ±1000m) and Unstable 
(blue, 𝑳 = -125m) atmospheres as measured at the relevant mast locations. 
Results from the heat flux simulations show small variations in production levels 
relative to 𝐿. It is hypothesized that this difference is only small because the heat flux 
calculation of 𝐿 is not directly inclusive of wind speed, favouring instead the friction 
velocity. It is clear the variations between stability categories are caused by 
variations in 𝐿 however, as the incident hub height wind speeds are the same for 
each flow direction. This is supported by all three Unstable cases being more 
productive than the three Neutral cases, which in turn are more productive than the 
three Stable simulations.  
 
The general accuracy of each simulation result shown in Figure 5.4 is dependent on 
the accurate capture of the initial wake loss experienced by the second row turbine. 
This is shown for cases HR270N and HR270U which both capture the first wake and 
then closely match subsequent losses. Cases N278N and N278U both under-predict 
the initial wake loss, but then capture subsequent additional losses, thus 
systematically under-predicting the total wake losses across the farm. Whilst the 
simulation of case HR270S reflects both the initial wake loss and subsequent losses 
in the farm front half, it fails to display the deep array effect shown by the later 
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turbines and instead follows the loss curve from the other two case studies. As there 
were no suitable field data for comparison with N278S, no conclusive statements can 
be made, other than the simulation has predicted a lower farm output than for the 
other stability cases on that graph. For all three westerly stability categories at 
Nysted, there is some indication of wake recovery rather than deep array effects at 
the later turbines; however, this may result from the previously mentioned issue of 
turbines with dual-speed gearing or unusually wide turbine spacing. Results from 
southerly flow simulations are less accurate than other case studies, symptomatic of 
a poor analysis of initial wake losses. In this case, all three models assuming higher 
flow speeds penetrating through the farm than reality and thus over-predicting 
subsequent turbine generation and failing to capture the features of dual-speed 
gearing at low incident wind speeds. This is likely to be a combined result of closer 
turbine spacing and model assumptions of the near wake region caused by using the 
actuator disc approach. 
5.3.3.2 Sea Surface Temperature 
In the previous section, stability was inferred by a domain boundary condition flux. In 
reality, however, this flux is inferred by the thermal difference between two touching 
bodies. Therefore, in this section, results from simulations are discussed with 𝐿 
defined via 𝑅𝑖𝐵, created by replacing the surface heat flux from the previous section 
with a suitable constant temperature across the domain bottom, representing the sea 
surface temperature. This should create a more realistic simulation, although a 
number of additional assumptions are required. For example, it is assumed that the 
thermal capacity of a significant water body is great enough that the surface will 
remain at a constant temperature across the whole domain, whereas in reality, the 
skin temperature will converge with the air temperature directly above it [61]. 
Furthermore, as the air inlet potential temperature throughout the boundary layer is 
modelled as a constant value independent of height, separate to the value assigned 
to sea surface temperature, this method implies the advection of air from a location 
just beyond the domain with a different surface temperature rather than a very long 
marine fetch, else the surface air temperature could be expected to match the sea 
temperature. As the simulated atmospheric thermal profile will develop through the 
domain in response to the defined constant sea temperature, it is also assumed that 
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the flow will have developed a realistic and steady temperature profile before 
reaching the simulated turbines. For reference, Figure 5.5 below shows the 
difference between air and sea temperatures at the Nysted meteorological mast 2, 
for the different stability categories in Table 5.1, calculated using 𝑅𝑖𝐵 (left) and 𝑅𝑖𝐺 
(right), filtered for relevant wind speed and directions to this study.  
 
 
Figure 5.5 Temperature profiles at the Nysted met mast 2 showing non-linearity between air temperature 
(measured at 10m and 65m) and sea temperature (measured at -2m). Left shows profiles with 𝑳 calculated 
via the Bulk method whilst Right shows profiles with 𝑳 calculated via the Gradient method. Event profiles 
have been filtered to include only wind directions 180±5° and 278±5° with hub height wind speeds 
8±0.5ms
-1
 and are displayed according to their values of 𝑳 . Red=Stable (𝑳 = 𝟏𝟎𝟓𝒎 ), Green=Neutral 
(𝑳 = ±𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝒎) Blue=Unstable (𝑳 = −𝟏𝟐𝟓𝒎). Note, there were no Unstable events with required wind 
speed and directions using the Bulk method. 
Figure 5.5 shows non-linear profiles of temperature from air to sea with either rapid 
change in the lowest atmospheric 10m or highest marine 2m, particularly for stable 
conditions. Both calculation methods show air absolute temperature slightly 
increases near the surface in neutral conditions, despite a cooler water surface. 
Whilst Unstable events calculated using the gradient method show equality between 
sea temperature and lower air temperatures. It is of note that despite a 2°C 
difference in sea temperature, the averaged values for Stable and Unstable air 
temperature at 65m height are the same, suggesting the thermal effects of variable 
surface forcings do not penetrate far through the atmosphere, although further 
temperature measurement heights would be required to confirm this. Figure 5.5 
suggests that above the surface layer, the horizontal advection of air masses from 
one regime to another are a more significant driver of atmospheric stability 
conditions than differences between surface and atmospheric temperatures. 
Alternately, Figure 5.5 suggests that a relatively warm sea results in an equally warm 
layer of air above it, whilst a relatively cold sea only partially cools the air above it. 
This was also observed in the URANS simulations using sea surface temperature to 
determine stability via 𝑅𝑖𝐵: simulated air temperature was insensitive towards colder 
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sea temperatures, resulting in 𝐿 = 10𝑚 from a 8°C surface temperature, whilst the 
simulated air temperature would rise significantly with warmer sea temperatures. As 
such, it was not possible to simulate the most extreme cases where 𝐿 = −50𝑚 
without stipulating sea temperatures in excess of 50°C, clearly an unrealistic value of 
sea temperature anywhere. Therefore, for simulations using the bulk method to 
calculate stability, Unstable events are represented by only the central value of 𝐿 
shown in Table 5.1, which is 𝐿 = −125𝑚. 
 
 
Figure 5.6 Results from simulations using a sea surface temperature to replicate Obukhov lengths for the 
Stable (red, 𝑳 = 105m), Neutral (green, 𝑳 = ±1000m) and Unstable (blue, 𝑳  = -125m) atmospheres as 
measured at the relevant mast locations. 
Despite all simulations being initiated so that the free-stream turbines are exposed to 
hub height wind speeds of 8ms-1, Figure 5.6 clearly shows how variations in stability 
affect the significance of wake losses, even by the second turbine. For example, in 
each of the three graphs above, the simulated results for Unstable conditions show 
significantly greater farm output than for Neutral conditions. This suggests the 
warmer sea, and hence warmer atmosphere, result in greater levels of turbulence 
which dilute the wake effects with faster moving flow from either above or below rotor 
height. With the domain base providing a continuous source of thermal energy 
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available for assisting wake recovery, simulated wake effects deep in each farm are 
less than those measured in real life, and even include suggestions of significant 
wake recovery such as deep in case N180U. 
 
Unsurprisingly, the small variation in sea temperature from the input air temperature 
required to simulate all four neutral values of 𝐿 result in little difference between 
neutral simulation outputs using sea temperatures or surface fluxes as in 
section  5.3.3.1. Using cool sea temperatures to define Stable events, however, has 
resulted in greater initial wake loss than defining stability via heat fluxes. For case 
HR270S, this has resulted in the under-prediction of generated power in the front 
half of the farm, although as each subsequent wake effect between turbines is 
under-predicted, by the second half of the farm, cumulative simulated wake losses 
are less than in reality. Thus, whilst the simulation of overall farm production in 
Stable events is closer to reality using sea temperatures than heat fluxes, the model 
has deteriorated in its capture of the wake effect. Whilst there are no Stable 
measurements to compare case N278S against, the simulated results show lower 
power generation across the farm than in Neutral events. Interestingly, case N278S 
does well at matching the measured results for the Unstable events, though this is 
purely coincidental. In a similar manner, the simulation of case N180S predicts less 
generated power than N180N, although all three simulations from this direction fail to 
capture the dramatic wake losses between the free-stream and subsequent turbines. 
Beyond the initial wake effect, the simulations for case N180S suggest small further 
wake losses between each turbine. Therefore, simulation production values neither 
reflect the actual values from the corresponding real turbine or appropriate individual 
wake losses between turbines within the farm. It is again suggested this is a result of 
using actuator discs in close proximity, possibly within the near wake region. 
5.3.4 Modelling via Gradient Richardson Numbers 
Previously, in section  5.3.3, atmospheric stability was included in wind farm 
simulations by defining suitable parameters across the bottom of the simulation 
domain. However, this method results in neutral atmospheric inlet conditions with 
stability expected to develop throughout the domain, culminating in the desired value 
of 𝐿 at the key mast location. Thus for cases with more extreme values of 1/𝐿, larger 
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stability gradients are created horizontally across the domain (∆𝐿 ∆𝑥⁄  or ∆𝐿 ∆𝑦⁄ ), 
such that the horizontally homogeneously stratified assumption of MOST will not be 
met as theoretical values of 𝐿 at mast locations will vary from that at the turbine 
locations. Whilst it is likely in the real world that 𝐿 will vary laterally across large wind 
farms, a simulated domain where stability conditions vary from Neutral at the inlet to 
either Very Stable or Very Unstable at mast locations are not supported by Figure 
5.1 and Figure 5.2 which suggest little variation in atmospheric stability across such 
distances. It was also previously noted that the advection of different air masses 
from other thermal regimes (particularly near the coast) likely plays a significant role 
in defining the Obukhov length for particular location. Therefore, in this section, 
results are discussed from simulations of the Horns Rev and Nysted farms where 
simulation inlet conditions define a non-constant thermal profile in the boundary layer, 
building on the work of [159]. Thus, this section analyses simulated stability using 
𝑅𝑖𝐺.  
 
As the gradient method of calculating stability requires wind speed and temperature 
measurements at two heights, the validation data used in previous sections for the 
Nysted farm is appropriate for use here. The data from Horns Rev however, was 
analysed externally for use with bulk method simulations. Therefore, two heights 
located at the simulated Horns Rev mast M7 were selected from which modelled 
values of 𝐿 correspond with those measured at the farm; heights 15.7m and 25m 
result in a value of 𝑧′ equal to that representative of the bulk method data used to 
validate results. As temperatures at only two heights are required to calculate 𝐿 via 
𝑅𝑖𝐺, there are no other thermal requirements the simulations must include within the 
SL. Thus for simplicity, the simulated boundary layer, normally at constant 
temperature with height, is split into two sub layers, each with a constant inlet 
temperature with height as shown in Figure 5.7. The upper sub-layer (𝜃𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟) retains 
its thermal inlet value of 288K (15°C), whilst the inlet temperature of the lower sub-
layer (𝜃𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 ) is varied to control the simulated stability value. As the simulation 
progresses, the two sub-layers interact and the discreet inlet profile develops into a 
gentler gradient before the flow reaches either the simulated turbines or mast, more 
akin to field measurements. To prevent the temperature gradient dissipating too 
rapidly, the sea temperature is defined as a constant value equal to the inlet value of 
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𝜃𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟, despite Figure 5.5 showing significant differences between temperatures of 
the sea and lower SL for both Stable and Neutral stability events. This method of 
controlling the atmospheric stability by varying input temperatures of the lower SL is 
supported by the findings in [26] which suggests a narrow sub-layer next to the sea 
surface acts to dampen any surface forcing causing the air above to be less 
susceptible to strong gradients of 𝜃. 
 
 
Figure 5.7 Illustration of the thermal inlet profile for a default URANS simulation (left) and the modified 
profile for simulations using the gradient method of calculating 𝑳 (centre) where a constant value of 𝜽 is 
defined in the 𝜽𝒖𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒓 region above a separate constant value of 𝜽 defined in the 𝜽𝒍𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓 region. As the 
simulated flow progresses through the domain, the different values of 𝜽 in the two sub-layers interact 
and merge into smooth gradients (right) before reaching the mast where stability is classified. The 
vertical axis is not to scale. 
Similar to the bulk methods in the previous section, each simulation using the 
gradient method required a number of calibration runs in order to obtain the desired 
values of 𝐿 at mast locations whilst maintaining the correct values of wind speed and 
direction at the key turbines. During these calibration runs, it was noticed that the 
values of 𝐿 at each mast were highly sensitive to the input temperature value of the 
𝜃𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 sub-layer, particularly for modelling stable conditions. This suggests there was 
more turbulence with greater mixing between sub-layers for unstable events whilst 
the colder 𝜃𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 sub-layer in stable events suppressed turbulence, reducing mixing 
and thus becoming self-propagating through the domain. It can be concluded that by 
extrapolating this process through the rest of the SL, the higher turbulence caused 
by warmer air near the sea surface results in a greater mixing of air throughout the 
height of a wind turbine, not only decreasing wind shear but also increasing wake 
recovery behind each turbine as faster moving air is mixed into the slower wake 
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region. However, the results shown below in Figure 5.8 only partially support this 
idea. 
 
Figure 5.8 Results from simulations using variations in air inlet temperatures to generate three Obukhov 
lengths for the Stable (red, 𝑳  = 105m), Neutral (green, 𝑳  = ±1000m) and Unstable (blue, 𝑳  = -125m) 
atmospheres. 
Results from the Horns Rev simulations show no statistically significant difference 
between each stability category. Each modelled turbine generates less power than 
the turbine before it, although with smaller losses amongst the later turbines and no 
real evidence for significant deep-array affects. A similar result is shown for westerly 
flow simulations of the Nysted farm, although there are clear differences in wake 
losses towards the front of the farm with case N278U generating more than case 
N278N which in turn generates more than case N278S. Both Unstable and Neutral 
simulations predict a greater power output than actually measured at the farm. As 
with the other methods of simulating atmospheric stability, the gradient method 
simulations of southerly flow through the Nysted farm dramatically under-predict the 
wake losses after the first turbine and thus any comparison further into the farm is 
irrelevant. Although, it is useful to note that simulation N180U predicts lower power 
losses than N180N or N180S near the front of the farm whilst at the back, all three 
simulations predict similar values of power generation. This suggests that whilst the 
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problems with actuator disks producing accurate near wake effects prevent accurate 
production simulations for narrow distributions between turbines, there are still some 
visible effects of atmospheric stability on the strength of turbine wakes. 
5.3.5 Comparison of Richardson Number Methods 
Having simulated active wind farms using three separate methods of incorporating 
atmospheric stability, a visual comparison of model accuracy is given below in Figure 
5.9 where the overall accuracy of each method of incorporating stability is calculated 
using equation 5.2. 
 
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
 
 
5.2
 
Figure 5.9 Combined results from the three Richardson Number simulation techniques showing the 
accuracy as a function of measured power generation at each farm using equation 5.2. Note there are no 
error statistics for case N278S as there were no measured events suitable for comparison. 
The comparison of results shown in Figure 5.9 show mixed results. Whilst all three 
stability methods show high levels of simulation error with both stable and unstable 
events for southerly flow at the Nysted farm, there is little difference in the accuracy 
of their relevant neutral simulations. This is partially unsurprising as the simulations 
of neutral stability are each very similar to the default URANS model which assumes 
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neutral conditions. It does follow however, that if simulation accuracy problems with 
cases N180U and N180S stem from the close proximity of turbines (as suggested 
previously), then there should be high Simulation Error in all three stability categories. 
This apparent inconsistency is a direct consequence of the results shown in the 
three Figure 5.4, Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.8 having been normalised by the 
production of the free-stream turbine whilst data used in Figure 5.9 are not 
normalised. From this, it appears that although Windmodeller, using all three stability 
calculation methods, struggles to replicate initial wake losses between narrowly 
spaced turbines, the overall greater measured production in Neutral events result in 
significantly less Simulation Error.  
 
Simulations of the Nysted farm with westerly flow are more accurate than for 
southerly flow. This is primarily assumed to be a result of greater turbine spacing, 
and whilst there are no available measured data from Stable events, both the Neutral 
and Unstable simulations show more relative variability between stability calculation 
techniques. For example, the method outlined in section  5.3.3.2 using sea 
temperatures to control atmospheric stability is clearly the least accurate method, 
with Simulation Error more than twice that of the others. There is little separating the 
Heat Flux and Gradient methods for Neutral events whilst the Gradient simulation of 
Unstable conditions is less accurate than the Heat Flux version. 
 
Simulations of the Horns Rev farm show mixed levels of accuracy across the three 
methods. For example, Figure 5.9 shows while the Sea Temperature method is 
clearly the best at simulating the Stable events, it is also clearly the worst at 
simulating the Unstable events (as with the Nysted case studies). Simulations of the 
Neutral events suggest the Gradient method is most accurate, although the range 
between results is small. Similarly, whilst the Gradient method returns the smallest 
errors for simulations of Unstable events, there is only marginal improvement on the 
Heat Flux method. 
 
The variation shown here could be a result of how turbulence is formed and works to 
mix the air across different layers in the atmosphere. Stable atmospheric stability is 
characterised by low levels of turbulence, causing little mixing with height, and a 
strong thermal gradient near the surface. Thus it is unsurprising that the Sea 
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Temperature method produced more accurate Stable simulations than the Heat Flux 
method, as a flux by definition requires vertical mixing to transport a characteristic 
whilst a cold surface temperature just saps the thermal energy from the lowest 
regions without relying on kinetic processes. This, however, does not explain why 
the result from the Gradient Stable simulation is comparably poor as it too uses a 
sea temperature and even accelerates the cooling affect with a layer of cool air. The 
reverse is beneficial for the simulating the Unstable cases. It was found that using a 
warm sea temperature resulted in the lower SL warming very quickly with distance 
into the domain, such that excessive sea temperatures were required in order to 
ensure the correct temperature gradient existed at the mast location. Use of such 
high temperature values are unrealistic of real sea measurements in Northern 
Europe, yet could not be avoided on account of fixed velocity requirements at hub 
height and a lack of control over the wind profile. 
 
The results from the Horns Rev Gradient method simulations are much closer to the 
Heat Flux method than the Sea Temperature method, with Stable simulations 
returning with the highest errors and Unstable simulations the lowest. The relative 
amount of simulation error for each stability category is also very similar. To help 
determine which is more helpful for resource assessment and farm planning, Figure 
5.10 below shows the standard deviations of simulation error at each individual 
turbine in the farm. 
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Figure 5.10 Combined results from the three Richardson Number simulation techniques showing the 
total standard deviation between the simulated and measured power generated by each turbine. Note 
there are no statistics for case N278S as there were no measured events available for comparison. 
The standard deviations of modelling error shown above indicate a significant 
difference in confidence between modelling the Nysted and Horns Rev farms. This is 
particularly shown for westerly flow where the average Horns Rev value is between 
10-15kW whilst the average for the Nysted farm is more than double at around 40kW. 
Whilst the graph showing results from the Nysted farm with southerly flow have been 
included for completeness; the quantity of Simulation Error shown before in Figure 
5.9 mean the individual values for Stable and Unstable stability conditions are of little 
interest. However, it is worth noting that despite the Neutral simulation events 
returning similar levels of Simulation Error to some westerly flow simulations, the 
standard deviation of error for case N180N is much higher than most of the westerly 
flow scenarios. The difference in absolute values for westerly flow between the two 
farms is likely to be a result of the difference in turbine used as the turbines are 
located closer together at Horns Rev then at Nysted for these flow directions (turbine 
separations of 560m and 857m respectively). Windmodeller struggled to simulate the 
more complex thrust curve required by the Nysted turbines, particularly as the low 
free-stream hub height speed of 8ms-1 is inconveniently located in the thrust curve 
such that downstream actuator discs are required to manage the rapid changes in 
thrust co-efficient. 
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In the same way that Figure 5.9 showed the Heat Flux method to be better than the 
Sea Temperature method as a way to define the stability conditions within a 
simulation, Figure 5.10 reinforces this as the standard deviation of error is lower in 
simulations of Stable conditions for the Sea Temperature method, but lower in 
Unstable conditions for the Heat Flux method. Unlike results with the Simulation 
Error, however, the Gradient method results in the highest standard deviation of 
accuracy for Stable simulations and no significant improvement on the Heat Flux 
method for either Neutral or Unstable events. Therefore it is unclear which of the 
three ways of simulating atmospheric stability is best without suitable validation data 
from other offshore wind farms. 
5.3.6 Comparison of Model Accuracy With and Without Stability 
At the end of Chapter 4, simulated power ratios from the four turbulence model 
options were compared against two measurement sets from the Horns Rev wind 
farm, one filtered for neutral stability and one not. It is now appropriate to compare 
whether the inclusion of stability in the simulations has had a significant impact on 
model accuracy. For this, it is important to understand the differences in assumptions 
required between the two simulation categories. Of primary importance is the 
difference in directional bin sizes, which were twice as wide for simulations including 
stability than simulations assuming neutral conditions. Whilst this succeeded in 
increasing the number of events available for model validation, thus making time-
averaged simulations more comparable, it degraded the quality of wake 
measurements associated with studies of flow along a line of turbines. In addition, 
each CFD run simulated a single wind speed and direction case rather than the 
range of values used by the validation data. Whilst this was partially accounted for by 
averaging the results from multiple simulations across the directional gate range, no 
attempt was made to reproduce the variability of measured free-stream wind speeds, 
±0.5ms-1. 
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5.3.6.1 Possible Over Stipulation of Meteorological Conditions within 
Case Study Validation Data 
With every meteorological requirement of the validation data, be it the primary 
concerns of wind speed and direction or secondary issues such as atmospheric 
stability or background levels of 𝑇𝐼, the resulting filtering process inevitably leads to a 
smaller dataset suitable for model validation. The graphs below show the importance 
of comparing a CFD simulation reporting time averaged results against validation 
data averaged across a significant number of events. The graph on the left of Figure 
5.11, reporting production values from a single line of turbines, shows significant 
variation in power ratio between individual turbines along the row for both measured 
events. Whilst the right-hand graph of Figure 5.11 displaying the average power ratio 
values across multiple rows of turbines within the farm, indicates a steady decline 
with depth into the farm. This is because despite both graphs displaying the same 
two ten-minute events, averaging across each line of turbines in the farm effectively 
multiplies the number of events, whilst maintaining very similar meteorological inflow 
conditions. Validation data from a single line of turbines during an individual event 
will be subject to the effects of turbulent eddies moving through the farm during the 
event. Although the other turbine rows may also experience the same or other 
eddies, over a sufficient number of rows, or with sufficient separation between rows, 
the effects of eddies on turbine wakes average out similarly to when production data 
is averaged across several individual events. 
 
Table 5.3 Details of two ten-minute mesured events, randomly selected from the Nysted validation data 
used in previous sections, displayed in Figure 5.11 below. 
Event 
Hub  Height 
Wind Speed 
Hub  Height 
Wind Direction 
Obukhov 
Length 
No. of fully operational 
non-edge rows of turbines 
Event 1 8.0ms-1 277° -352m 3 out of a possible 7 
Event 2 8.1ms-1 281° -127m 5 out of a possible 7 
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Figure 5.11 Power ratios measured at the Nysted wind farm during each of the ten-minute stability case 
study events with a wind direction of 278±5°. The graph on the left shows measurements from row 5 (the 
centre of the farm) whilst the right graph shows power ratios averaged across all fully operational turbine 
rows‎ (excluding‎ the‎ turbines‎ on‎ the‎ farm’s‎ edges‎ parallel‎ to‎ the‎wind‎ direction) during the same two 
events. 
Excluding the turbines on the farm edges parallel to wind direction, only three rows 
of turbines were fully operational during Event 1 and five fully operational during 
Event 2 for the two events used in Figure 5.11. Although the variation in magnitude 
between turbine power ratios decreases when values are averaged across multiple 
rows, there are still some fluctuations which may in previous sections have been 
suggestive of wake recovery or variations in turbine thrust curves. Based on the 
comparison between the graphs in Figure 5.11, this is more likely to be due to an 
insufficient quantity of events being combined to eliminate the effects of prominent 
eddies. (There is likely no clear definition of what classifies as a sufficient quantity 
which could be transferred from one large wind farm to another, though strong 
relations to turbine size, lateral separation and meteorological conditions are 
possible.) By comparison, results from time-averaged based simulations such as 
URANS, do not exhibit any fluctuation in power generation resulting from eddies in 
the atmospheric flow. This is highlighted in the figure below where the production 
data from the previous figure has been shown alongside output from simulations 
using the gradient method approach in previous sections, with useful simulation 
information shown in Table 5.4. The left graph only displays simulated results from 
the farm’s central turbine row, the row used for the measured data, while the right 
graph displays the average across all seven internal turbine rows, as is consistent 
with the power ratio graphs in previous sections. By comparing the two graphs in 
Figure 5.12, it is clear that for this example there are no significant differences in 
time averaged simulation results between one row and the average of internal rows 
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of turbines. This strengthens the suggestion that the differences between the graphs 
in Figure 5.11 may be the result of eddies moving through the farm and the spatial 
aggregation of such effects across multiple rows of turbines, rather than fluctuations 
in wake generation and recovery related to the complex nature of the turbines’ thrust 
coefficient profile. Hypothetically, it might therefore be possible to use this aspect of 
temporally averaged modelling to simulate very large farms with only a few rows of 
ADs, so long as the number of turbines in each row is maintained. This would reduce 
the number of required mesh cells and thus the simulation computational time. 
However, this is not advised as such methods may result in errors from insufficient 
flow blockage effects and wake interactions, particularly in stable conditions where 
the wakes are forced to expand horizontally by strong vertical buoyancy gradients. 
Nor would such a simulation reflect the subtle variation in meteorological inlet 
conditions likely across the scale of such farms. 
Table 5.4 Details of the two simulations compared below. 
Event Hub  Height Wind Speed Hub  Height Wind Direction Obukhov Length 
Event 1 8.0ms-1 278° -254m 
Event 2 8.0ms-1 281° -141m 
 
  
 
Figure 5.12 Simulated power ratios (blue) for the Nysted wind farm for both of the ten-minute stability 
case study events. The graph on the left shows results from row 5 (the centre of the farm) whilst the right 
graph shows results averaged across the rows used to calculate the corresponding validation data 
(black). 
The modelled results in the right hand graph of Figure 5.12 show a much better fit to 
the validation data than in previous sections, particularly in the later regions of the 
farm. This factor is attributed to matching the simulation boundary conditions to a 
single event (with averages taken across the farm to reduce effects from eddies) 
rather than comparing a large range of events to a few simulations with 
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representative conditions. This suggests assessments of wake losses at future wind 
farms using CFD would need to incorporate a much greater number of stability 
scenarios than just “Stable”, “Neutral” and “Unstable”, each with a much narrower 
range of 𝐿 and would therefore be subject to greater time costs.  
 
Although the measured incident hub height wind speeds and directions for both 
events are reproduced appropriately by the simulations, the values for 𝐿  differ 
between simulation and reality. To investigate this further, Figure 5.13 below  
compares the profiles of wind speed and temperature as measured and simulated at 
Nysted met mast M1 located in the free-stream flow nearby (see Figure 4.3). It is 
clear that for both events, the measured profiles differ from their simulated 
equivalents, although there is very little difference between the two events 
themselves. Despite the simulated wind speeds at turbine hub height being 8ms-1, at 
the location of met mast M1 it is only 7.7ms-1, whilst the measured speeds at hub 
height for each event are 8ms-1 at both mast and turbines. The standard deviations 
of measurements however are sufficient to suggest that there is no statistical 
difference between measured and simulated values over the 10 minute period of 
each event. Further down the mast, however, there is divergence between the 
profiles, with both the measured events showing a relatively constant rate of shear 
across the mast heights whilst both simulations return a more logarithmic profile. 
This results in statistically significant differences in wind speeds between the 
measurements and simulations at 10m, which is important as the 10m wind speed is 
used in the gradient method calculation of the Richardson number. As the URANS 
model operates by defining an inlet wind speed for the free atmosphere and a 
boundary condition of 0ms-1 at height 𝑧0 with speeds at intermediate heights defined 
according to the geostrophic drag law, the shape of a URANS speed profile in the 
MABL does not fluctuate as much as those measured by offshore met masts. As 
described earlier, this requires the simulated thermal gradient to also differ from 
measured values in order to maintain the required ratio of buoyancy to mechanical 
mixing processes known as the Richardson number.  
 
Figure 5.13 also shows the thermal profiles at the met mast location revealing that 
although the simulations utilise temperatures roughly 10° warmer than those 
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measured, the difference in the change in temperature with height is small. 
Statistically, the two measured wind speed profiles are the same (ignoring the 
measurement at 55m); however, the variance in air temperature during each of the 
events is small enough that the average values are statistically different from each 
other. As there is less than half a degree difference over 55m between the two rates 
of temperature change with height, it is possible that the difference in 𝐿 is defined 
more by the temperature gradient with respect to 𝑇𝑜 than by the actual temperature 
gradient itself. This would also explain why the two simulations result in significantly 
different values of 𝐿 despite portraying identical wind speed profiles and temperature 
gradients separated by less than 0.1° over 55m. Put another way, with reference to 
equation 2.15; the URANS model results in a value of ∆𝑢 ∆𝑧⁄  that is smaller than the 
field measurements, so (𝑔 𝑇0⁄ ) ∗ (∆𝑇 ∆𝑧⁄ ) must also be smaller in order to maintain 
the same ratio. Since the simulated values of 𝑇𝑜 are significantly greater than the 
measured values, the simulated values of ∆𝑇 ∆𝑧⁄  can be very small and still result in 
the desired stability classification. Therefore, for simulations using the URANS model, 
it is possible to suggest that since variations in temperature between the two 
simulations of less than a tenth of a degree have here altered the value of 𝐿 by over 
100m, resulting in a difference in stability classification, further study should be 
conducted into how temperature gradients interact and change through a wind farm. 
Conversely, since this high sensitivity to temperature gradients directly results from 
the inflexibility of the simulated free-stream wind speed profile, future effort should be 
directed towards ensuring the simulated wind profiles more accurately represent field 
measurements. It is also worth comparing the two measured temperature profiles 
below against the Unstable and Neutral profiles shown in the left graph of Figure 5.5 
which also uses the gradient method to calculate 𝐿. As Events 1 and 2 are both 
colder than the local average, the difference between measured temperatures and 
the default simulated temperature will normally be smaller than shown those below. 
However for events where the difference between the default simulation temperature 
(15°C) and measured validation data is smaller; in order to generate the correct 𝑅𝑖 
value, the simulation will be highly sensitive to the value of ∆𝑇 ∆𝑧⁄  potentially 
resulting in a long and frustrating trial-and-error process to simulate the desired 
value of 𝐿. 
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Figure 5.13 Comparison of measured (black) and simulated (blue) wind speed (top) and temperature 
(bottom) profiles for both events. The standard deviations of measurements taken during the ten minute 
intervals are also shown for reference, although the variance in temperature is small. Note that the 55m 
wind speed measurement for event 2 was 0.3ms
-1
 with a variance of 0ms
-1
, suggesting a fault with the 
instrument. 
Having seen that there is little difference between the simulated profiles for both 
events despite a difference in 𝐿 of over 100m, a comparison shall now be made 
between these simulations and the turbulence models used in Chapter 4. As a note 
of caution however, both the values of 𝐿 for Events 1 and 2 are negative and thus in 
a region of the stability distribution normally associated with low levels of shear. As it 
is not currently possible to control the simulated wind speed profile below hub height, 
simulations of more stable conditions are likely to result in greater discrepancies 
between measured and simulated profiles thus further increasing the sensitivity of 
simulated 𝐿 values to variations in ∆𝑇 ∆𝑧⁄  and 𝑇0. 
 
As discussed earlier, directly comparing results from only one ten-minute event 
against time-averaged simulation results is not appropriate on account of eddies 
moving through the farm, even with the strict filtering required by MOST to ensure 
atmospheric homogeneity. As eddies are not associated with a homogeneous 
atmosphere, it is hypothesised that for use with large offshore farms the number of 
ten-minute events from which meteorological parameters are analysed during 
homogeneous testing should be related to the size of the farm. Typically, averaged 
parameters from each ten-minute event are compared against those from the 
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previous two events and the one immediately following it, resulting in a rolling period 
of 40 minutes where atmospheric conditions are relatively constant, although no 
consideration is made to the variance within each ten-minute period which may 
result in the differences between graphs in Figure 5.11. In addition to this, it 
theoretically takes an air parcel travelling at 8ms-1, 12.5 minutes to cover the 6km 
between the first and last turbine in a row at the Nysted offshore farm, meaning not 
all the turbines will be subject to the same air parcel during the ten-minute period. In 
reality as the parcel encounters each turbine’s wake it will be temporarily slowed, 
resulting in it taking longer to reach the last turbine while the distance between the 
met mast and free-stream turbine will add further travel time. Ideally time-averaged 
simulations of the Nysted farm would be validated against the average of a large 
number of ten-minute events with very similar meteorological conditions. However, 
despite the available production data set spanning 16 months, after filtering for 
quality control, wind speed, direction and atmospheric homogeneity, there were very 
few ten-minute periods remaining and none with comparable values of 𝐿. Therefore 
the simulation results shown below are each only compared against a single ten-
minute period and assume the atmospheric conditions before and after the period 
are constant. 
 
 
Figure 5.14 Comparison of measured power ratios (black filled squares) against five different simulation 
configerations:‎ the‎ ‘URANS‎ gradient’‎ simulation‎ (black‎ open‎ circles)‎ are‎ the‎ same‎ simulations‎ used‎
earlier this saection using the gradient method of calculating 𝑳, the other simulation results (various 
coloured plus symbols) show results from models used in Chapter 4 with assumed neutral stability. 
Simulation results have been filtered to only include the rows of ADs which represent the opporational 
turbine fows in the farm during each ten-minute period. 
Although the measured values in Figure 5.14 are not reliable as long-term averages, 
they have been included as a reference to suggest where the average values may 
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occur. It is clear from the Event 1 graph (left) that the SST model consistently 
predicts significantly greater wake losses than the other models, a result also found 
in Chapter 3 and repeated to a lesser extent above in the graph for Event 2 (right). 
Each of the other models by comparison appears to be within a power ratio of about 
0.1 of the other three. There does appear to be some differences between results 
from the URANS model between when neutral stability is assumed and when the 
gradient method is used to replicate stability conditions. Significantly this is more 
apparent for Event 2 than Event 1 (Unstable/Very Unstable and Neutral/Unstable 
conditions respectively, according to the 7 and 5 stability class systems), although 
whether the differences are significant and which model is closer to replicating the 
reality of a long-term average is unclear. The most notable outcome from the three 
RANS models is the different patterns in where the losses occur; with Event 1, all 
three models report decreasing power ratios from the initial turbine before a plateau 
appears deeper in the farm. This differs from Event 2 which displays an apparent 
plateau for turbines 2-4 before the power ratios decline in accordance to the deep-
array effect. This is likely a result of wind direction relative to the turbine layout. The 
turbine rows at the Nysted farm are positioned such that the ‘down the line’ wind 
direction from west to east is 278°, so the measured conditions for Event 1 are only 
one degree off this whilst Event 2 is three degrees off in a clockwise direction. 
Although this difference does not seem significant, it is enough to change which 
simulation results are the most relevant to display in Figure 5.14: the left graph used 
results from simulations configured for 278° flow whilst for the right graph, the 
simulations with 280° were a closer comparison. Although this may result in reduced 
wake losses in the earlier part of the farm, turbines deeper in the farm are more likely 
to encounter interference from wakes relating to other rows of turbines. 
 
The limited number of ten-minute time periods suitable for validation purposes could 
be considered a good thing as it means the Nysted wind farm was constructed in a 
manner which minimises the frequency of these worst-case scenario ‘down the line’ 
events. However, the lack of suitable validation data is also strongly linked to the 
classification of what is and is not suitable in terms of the requirements for MOST 
and the variability of 𝐿. Whilst useful for offshore farms with a regular layout, the 
approach used here of artificially multiplying event frequencies by averaging power 
ratios across multiple rows of turbines will not be suitable for farms with inconsistent 
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distances between turbines, such as with the Scroby Sands offshore farm. Since the 
main purpose of using CFD to simulate an offshore wind farm is to assess the 
turbine wakes and associated generation losses, it makes more sense to simulate 
frequently occurring events where wake losses and structure fatigue cumulated 
across the multiple events are a greater financial risk than more severe events which 
may only happen once a year. Furthermore, since Figure 5.14 suggests there is only 
a small difference between the output from models which include atmospheric 
stability via thermal gradients compared to those which just assume neutral stability, 
at least with negative values of 𝐿, the extra time required to calibrate the very small 
variations in thermal conditions shown in Figure 5.13 appears to yield little benefit. It 
is therefore suggested that an alternative to MOST, one which considers a much 
larger proportion of all possible meteorological conditions, should be used to 
describe atmospheric conditions, specifically the characteristics of the wind flow at 
the locations of planned offshore wind farms. 
 
Using the mean and standard deviation of hub height measurements from the 
meteorological mast M1 at the Nysted farm, a Weibull distribution of long-term 
expected wind speeds suggests roughly 8.4% of events should have hub-height 
wind speeds in the range used in this work for validation, 8±0.5ms-1. Combining this 
with the theoretical number of ten-minute events within the observed period and 
assuming an evenly distributed wind rose (divided into regular directional bins of 5° 
to correspond with the validation data from Chapter 4); there should theoretically be 
64 validation events for each direction. Naturally, for a directional bin size of 10° as 
used in earlier sections of this chapter, the expected number of validation events 
would double to 128, although this is then subdivided according to atmospheric 
stability distributions. According to the stability distributions in Figure 5.2, this should 
result in 47, 73 and 6 events for westerly flow and 34, 76 and 18 events for southerly 
flow under Unstable, Neutral and Stable atmospheric stabilities conditions 
respectively. It can therefore be suggested that the significant differences between 
these expected quantities of events and those measured suitable for validating this 
work is a combined result of the filtering required by MOST and periods of turbine 
down-time. Although the even distribution of wind directions simplifies the calculation, 
the wind rose reported by [96] suggests a higher frequency of events from the 
westerly direction and a lower frequency from the south. This may partially explain 
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why there are fewer suitable measured events with southerly flow than expected, 
though it further emphasises the amount of valuable data removed by the MOST 
filtering requirements as it is reasonable to assume turbine downtime is not 
expressly linked to wind direction. 
5.3.6.2 Model Results Comparison 
The simulations replicating atmospheric stability conditions so far throughout this 
chapter have all been variations on the URANS model from Chapter 4, with all the 
additional calibration complexities and filtering requirements for validation described 
in the previous section. So has simulating offshore events according to their stability 
categories individually increased or decreased the accuracy of the results? By not 
filtering according to Obukhov Length, there are a theoretically greater number of 
events contributing to the validation process of each individual simulation, allowing 
the width of each direction bin to be narrower. However, this also means there is a 
greater variability in stability conditions within the validation data, leading to greater 
variation in turbine wake behaviour. By comparison, filtering on atmospheric stability 
helps focus on specific wake behaviour patterns, although the low frequencies of 
such events results in the requirement for wider directional bins in order to 
incorporate events with suitable stability conditions, and this changes the multiple 
wake interaction patterns. There may be occurrences where theoretically desired 
validation measurements do not exist as in the case for Stable conditions under 
westerly flow at the Nysted farm, while scenarios with insufficient validation 
measured events can lead to misleading long-term expectations. Dividing the 
simulation analysis by atmospheric stability also increases the amount of time 
required to calibrate each model whilst reducing the occurrence frequency of events 
for which the results are relevant, effectively increasing the cost whilst reducing the 
general usability of simulation results. However, while CFD remains a research tool, 
primarily used for investigating worst-case scenarios rather than providing a 
generalised resource estimate like other methods described in section  4.2, the 
increased cost of simulating a specific stability event may be financially acceptable if 
it reduces the perceived risk surrounding worst-case conditions. Therefore, power 
ratios from the URANS model in Chapter 4 (assuming neutral stability) and its 
variations earlier this chapter (modelling stability via the gradient method) are now 
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plotted together below. For reference purposes, the appropriate validation 
measurements are also shown. 
 
 
Figure 5.15 Three graphs showing the power ratio results of the URANS model from Chapter 4 alongside 
the stability simulations from earlier in this chapter utilising the gradient approach. The relevant 
validation data for each simulation are also plotted for reference. Anticlockwise from top: westerly flow at 
the Horns Rev offshore wind farm, westerly flow at the Nysted offshore wind farm, southerly flow at the 
Nysted offshore wind farm.  
The differences between the results from each at individual AD positions shown 
above are often small. Therefore, the table below displays the overall error levels of 
each model, defined as the average difference between measured and simulated 
power ratio and displayed as a percentage of the relevant power generation from the 
free-stream turbine. The average overall error across the stability categories 
simulated using the gradient method has also been included, suggesting that the 
simulations which include atmospheric stability are less accurate than the basic 
URANS model from Chapter 4, although they are being compared against different 
subsets of validation data. For clarity on where the most significant of these 
simulation errors occur within the lines of turbines, Figure 5.6 plots the differences 
between measured and simulated values at each individual turbine position. 
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Table 5.5 Comparison‎of‎simulation‎accuracy‎defined‎as:‎the‎average‎of‎each‎turbine‎position’s‎
measured power ratio minus its simulated power ratio. Thus a positive value means the simulation over 
predicted‎the‎farm’s‎output‎whilst‎a‎negative‎value‎shows‎an‎over‎prediction‎of‎wake‎losses. 
 
Results from using the gradient method in Chapter 4 Chapter 3 
Neutral 
Stability 
Stable 
Stability 
Unstable 
Stability 
Average URANS 
HR270 -0.40% -5.54% 0.97% -1.65% -1.37% 
N278 -11.04%  -10.69% -10.87% 1.38% 
N180 -14.13% -28.20% -16.80% -19.71% -9.16% 
 
Table 5.5 shows for each direction for the Nysted farm, the most accurate 
simulations are those from Chapter 4 which assume neutral stability rather than 
attempt to model it. The Horns Rev results by comparison show that incorporating 
atmospheric stability into the simulations via the gradient method increase accuracy 
for the neutral and unstable events. However, the lower simulation accuracy when 
modelling the stable event category is sufficient for the more basic simulations from 
Chapter 4 to be more accurate on average. The superior accuracy of the models 
which do not include stability may be in part down to the distribution of stability 
events at each wind farm. For example, [66] shows that stable events occur roughly 
a quarter of the time for westerly winds at the Horns Rev farm whilst the average 
error value for the farm in Table 5.5 assumes their frequency is a third. If the average 
error value is recalculated with the percentage bias reported by [66], the resulting 
average error for simulations including atmospheric stability reduces to only -1.05%, 
which is smaller than the basic URANS error from Chapter 4. The same technique 
does not, however, help improve the results from the Nysted farm simulations. 
Calculating the weighted average for southerly flow at the Nysted farm, using 
stability distribution data from Figure 5.2 results in an average simulation error of -
16.79%, which although smaller than the unweighted average, is still larger than the 
error from the basic URANS model. The lack of suitable validation data for westerly 
stable conditions at the Nysted wind farm prevent the calculation of a similar 
weighted average; although the relatively large errors from Neutral and Unstable 
simulations in comparison to those from the Chapter 4 simulation, suggest it is 
unlikely that the inclusion of atmospheric stability via the gradient method has led to 
a more accurate modelling solution. 
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Figure 5.16 To increase clarity, these three graphs show the difference in power ratios between simulated 
events and their corresponding validation data where positive values indicate the simulation predicted 
greater than measured wake losses while negative values indicate where the simulation under predicted 
the wake losses. Anticlockwise from top: westerly flow at the Horns Rev offshore wind farm, westerly 
flow at the Nysted offshore wind farm, southerly flow at the Nysted offshore wind farm. 
It is unclear according to Figure 5.16, whether a turbine’s position within a row is 
related to the level of accuracy to which its power production can be simulated. It can 
be hypothesised that each turbine should be harder to simulate than the machine 
immediately upstream, simply on account of the existence of an additional wake 
interacting with previous wakes and background conditions. This idea is supported 
by the results for the Horns Rev farm where the Stable stability simulation results 
(red) and those from the basic URANS model (black), both show deterioration in 
accuracy with depth into the farm. The results relating to southerly flow at the Nysted 
farm contrast with this however, as the basic URANS model generally increases in 
accuracy with depth into the farm while the simulation of Stable conditions shows 
initial improvement with depth but plateaus out half way through the farm. By 
comparing the general patterns in data points between Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16, 
it is clear that this improvement with depth within the Nysted farm is a direct result of 
each simulation significantly under-predicting the initial wake losses at turbine 
position two. As each model reports greater wake losses with depth through the farm 
while measured values remain steady, the overall effect is that of improved accuracy 
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with depth. Across all three scenarios, there is generally a much smaller difference 
between the accuracy of results from Neutral and Unstable simulations and between 
the Stable simulations and any of the others. This is hypothesised to be caused by 
the lower variation in wind shear for negative values of 𝐿  compared to Stable 
atmospheric conditions, especially as the AD theory relies on non-sheared flow 
across the disc to calculate the expected generated power. It follows that the 
accuracy of the simulations assuming neutral conditions from Chapter 4 are similar 
to those of Neutral and Unstable conditions, as the average atmospheric conditions 
at the two farms are rarely Stable. The difference in power generation at the Horns 
Rev farm under Stable compared to both Neutral and Unstable conditions is large 
enough to have a significant impact on accuracy of the basic URANS model from 
Chapter 4. Similarly, for simulations of westerly flow at the Nysted farm where Figure 
5.2 shows Stable events are rare, the basic URANS model overestimates the wake 
losses in the front half of the farm. This suggests the fixed stability conditions used 
by the basic URANS model are ‘Neutral’ in the sense that ‘Neutral’ is the long-term 
average stability condition in a scale of 1 𝐿⁄ . Therefore, the basic URANS model may 
be sufficient for resource analysis at locations where the local stability is suitably 
distributed, but if the location being modelled has a significantly different long-term 
stability distribution, the basic URANS model will appear more erroneous and the 
inclusion of stability within the model more favourable. 
5.4 Modelling Atmospheric Stability Without Using 𝑳 
In section  5.3, atmospheric stability was simulated using three different techniques, 
each relying on the single parameter 𝐿  to define the state of the atmosphere. 
However, studies such as [26] show the value of 𝐿 measured at offshore locations is 
highly dependent on factors such as measurement height and [52] shows restrictions 
imposed by the availability of onsite temperature data greatly affect the value of 𝐿 for 
each event. Its usefulness for describing average wind shear and turbulence is also 
dependent on large amounts of data filtering and averaging over time. Therefore this 
section shall investigate ways of modelling the symptoms of different atmospheric 
stability conditions without relying on the Obukhov Length, and is based on the 
findings of Chapter 3. This freedom to model variations in atmospheric stability 
without using MOST also has a greater value to a wider range of heights. Whereas 
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[19] indicates MOST combined with SL scaling is only valid for the lowest 80m, and 
lower in more stable events, modelling stability based on measured values of shear 
and turbulence can be scaled to any height where measurements are available. Only 
preliminary results from simulations using RANS 𝑘 - 𝜀  models are available for 
comparison with field data at this time. Although the use of the URANS model, 
including the Coriolis force and thermal gradient effects may be investigated in future 
work, the RANS model with 𝑘-𝜀 turbulence closure requires less calibration and is 
therefore more appropriate for initial trials. 
5.4.1 Validation Data 
Unlike the previous stability simulations involving calculations of 𝐿 , validation 
datasets from wind farms in this section do not require the inclusion of thermal 
parameters. This means offshore farms which measure the wind resource with 
Doppler LiDAR, such as Robin Rigg, are suitable as model validation datasets, thus 
increasing and diversifying the case studies available whilst moving the industry 
away from dependence on the two classic Danish farms. However, as the data from 
the Horns Rev farm was externally processed and made available as part of an 
alternative project, it does not include the required information for this study. 
 
Following the work in Chapter 3, the simulations incorporating atmospheric stability 
in this section do so by varying the inlet flow conditions of mechanical processes 
only. Variations in wind profile are described by the shear factor: 
 
∝=
ln(𝑢𝑧1 𝑢𝑧2⁄ )
ln(𝑧1 𝑧2⁄ )
 
 
5.3
The steady state nature of a RANS simulation requires an approximation to the 
definition of 𝑇𝐼, shown below on the left side is the meteorological definition, whilst 
the definition used by CFD codes is on the right: 
 
𝜎𝑢
?̅?
= 𝑇𝐼 =
√(
2
3𝑘)
?̅?
 
 
5.4
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Where 𝜎𝑢 and ?̅? are respectively the standard deviation and mean of the wind speed 
during a set period of data collection. Suitable values of both ∝ and 𝑇𝐼  for three 
typical atmospheric events are shown in the table below: 
Table 5.6 Values of meteorological parameters defining the three stability categories (without using 𝑳 to 
define atmospheric conditions) and the range of values in measured field data they represent. 
Atmospheric 
Stability Category 
Simulation 
𝑻𝑰 Value 
Simulation 
∝ Value 
Field Data 𝑻𝑰 
Range 
Field Data ∝ 
Range 
Stable 5% 0.2 4%<𝑇𝐼<5.5% 0.125<∝0.275 
Neutral 6% 0.1 5.5%<𝑇𝐼<6.5% 0.075<∝0.125 
Unstable 7% 0.05 6.5%<𝑇𝐼<9% 0.025<∝0.075 
 
Where validation data have been collected from a met mast in the free-stream flow, 
(the Nysted wind farm), 𝑇𝐼 is calculated using wind speed measurements taken from 
hub height as this corresponds to the top of the mast. Likewise for ∝, 𝑧1 is the hub 
height whilst 𝑧2 is a suitable significant height, the height closest to the bottom of the 
rotor. At Nysted these wind measurement heights are 68.8m and 25m respectively 
and all meteorological measurements shall be sourced from meteorological mast M1 
as it is suitably close to the farm whilst remaining in a free-stream environment for 
both wind directions investigated.  
 
Where validation data have been collected from LiDAR measurements, (the Robin 
Rigg wind farm), atmospheric measurements directly at hub height (80m) were not 
available. However, measurements were available corresponding to heights of 58m 
and 102m. Using these heights for calculations of ∝, will evaluate the wind shear 
across the central half of the turbine rotor, and are comparable to more traditional 
point measurements on meteorological masts at the hub height. Values of 𝑇𝐼 are 
calculated at hub height via linear interpolation between measurements taken at 58m 
and 102m. Wind direction measurements are also linearly interpreted between 58m 
and 102m as the case study direction of 204° will not cause errors across the 360°/0° 
numerical discontinuation. Whilst in Chapter 3, events from the Robin Rigg wind farm 
were simulated for two wind directions using only data from the turbines, the farm 
LiDAR is located to the southeast of the farm, within the turbulent wake of multiple 
up-stream turbines for events with wind direction 249°. In addition, it is noted that as 
the location of the LiDAR is beside, rather than in front of the farm for the 204° flow 
direction, it may not be sufficiently separated from the farm to be considered as a 
source of free-stream measurements, especially when large directional bin sizes and 
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horizontal wake expansion are considered. However, owing to the farm’s location in 
the Solway Firth, there are no alternative directions where the LiDAR can safely be 
assumed to be measuring free-stream marine conditions. Thus it is assumed the 
LiDAR is outside the wake region for events with wind directions in the sector 204±5° 
in order that simulations of the farm may provide a comparative scenario alongside 
simulations of the Nysted wind farm in this experiment. 
 
A summary of case studies simulating atmospheric stability without reference to 𝐿 is 
shown below in Table 5.7. Similar to the events used for validation in section  5.3, the 
events used for the validation processes in this section incorporate a directional bin 
size of 10° to help ensure significant sample sizes.  
 
Table 5.7 List of nine case studies for comparison 
Wind Farm Wind Direction Stability Condition Case Name Colour 
Robin Rigg 204±5° Stable RR204S Red 
Robin Rigg 204±5° Neutral RR204N Green 
Robin Rigg 204±5° Unstable RR204U Blue 
Nysted 278±5° Stable N278S Red 
Nysted 278±5° Neutral N278N Green 
Nysted 278±5° Unstable N278U Blue 
Nysted 180±5° Stable N180S Red 
Nysted 180±5° Neutral N180N Green 
Nysted 180±5° Unstable N180U Blue 
5.4.2 Simulating Stability by Varying Only the Wind Shear 
The data analysis in Chapter 3 indicates a complex relationship between wind shear 
and 𝐿. However, using the three atmospheric stability categories described in Table 
5.6, the effects of wind shear on wind farm power yield are shown below, where 
Unstable events exhibit least wind shear across the turbine rotor, while Stable events 
exhibit the most. Since Windmodeller utilises the AD method described in 
section  4.3.1, varying the shear whilst maintaining the hub height velocity will not 
alter an individual simulated turbine’s power output, although it should change the 
wake dissipation rate downstream, thus effecting output from subsequent turbines. 
Figure 5.17 below shows measured productivity for each of the nine case studies 
when describing atmospheric stability by wind shear alone, averaged by turbine row 
position within the farm and neglecting turbines at the sides of the farms: 
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Figure 5.17 Normalised power production at the Robin Rigg and Nysted Wind farms, filtered by free-
stream wind shear as indicated by atmospheric stability category: Stable (red, ∝ = 0.2), Neutral (green, ∝ 
= 0.1) and Unstable (blue, ∝ = 0.05). 
Both the graphs showing production at the Nysted farm in Figure 5.17 show a clear 
relation between atmospheric stability (defined by wind shear) and farm yield. 
Unstable events, with low wind shear values, display higher farm productivity than 
either Neutral (medium shear) or Stable (high shear) events, despite all events 
experiencing a free-stream inflow at hub height of 8±0.5m/s. It is hypothesized that 
events with low shear are the result of high levels of ambient turbulence, resulting in 
increased wake dissipation rates while events with higher shear have less ambient 
vertical air movement and result in lower rates of wake dissipation. The higher rates 
of wake dissipation behind each turbine allow higher flow speeds to occur at 
subsequent turbines downstream.  
 
The difference in wind direction between the two Nysted graphs results in 
significantly different farm generation efficiencies. This is directly linked to the 
difference in turbine spacing, 10.5D vs. 5.8D for the westerly and southerly directions 
respectively. There is more time for wake recovery processes between turbines with 
westerly flow, hence their higher values of Power Ratio. There is some evidence for 
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deep array effects for westerly flow as each turbine generates less power than the 
turbine immediately upstream of it. However, there is no such evidence with 
southerly flow events. This is possibly a function of the turbines’ complex thrust 
curve at low speeds (see Figure 4.4), which despite complicating the Turbine 
Position Number to Power Ratio relation, does not hide the inverse relation between 
shear and power generation across the farm. 
 
The inconsistency in clarity between the Nysted results and those from Robin Rigg is 
likely to be caused by the less-regular shape of the Robin Rigg farm, and 
subsequent complexities with defining turbine position numbers. This is exaggerated 
by a relative lack of events at Robin Rigg with both suitable wind conditions and 
operating turbines. Although not as significant as for the Robin Rigg farm, there are 
also fewer events than desired for southerly flow at the Nysted farm. Westerly flow 
events however, are plentiful at the Nysted farm, for all three stability categories, 
which has resulted in a smooth distribution of data points, emphasising the need for 
field data sets which span long time frames of many years. 
 
Therefore, inspired by the work by [101], simulations were run with inlet wind profiles 
defined as separate logarithmic regions above and below the heights swept through 
by turbine rotors, with the required vertical wind shear connecting the two, 
maintaining the required 8ms-1 velocity at hub height. However, although it is 
possible with CFD models to define specific wind profiles at the domain’s inlet 
boundary, RANS simulations of high Reynolds Number flows are subject to the log-
law. This corresponds to equation 2.5 in real-world atmospheric flow. Therefore, 
between the inlet boundary and the simulated farm’s location, the turbulence 
characteristics within the flow acted to return the flow profile towards its logarithmic 
default profile described by equation 2.5, resulting in ∝ values around 0.08. Whilst it 
may be possible to define an inlet profile such that some of the required wind shear 
is achieved as the flow reaches the simulated met mast (or LiDAR), such profiles are 
unrealistic and therefore not suitable for simulation purposes. If CFD simulations are 
to match variable wind shear conditions, the vertical profile of turbulence is required 
to be changed such that it does not act to deteriorate said specified wind profile. 
Preliminary experiments exploring how to achieve this were unsuccessful. 
Experiments with variations in the 𝑘 and 𝜀 definitions (equations 4.19 and 4.20) to 
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make them variable with height as well as variations in default values of viscosity 
and constants 𝐶1𝜀 and 𝐶2𝜀 (which control the production and destruction of 𝑘 and 𝜀) 
have had little effect on the value of ∝ by the time the flow reaches the simulated 
farm. It is hypothesised that the inability to vary ∝ is a function of using RANS 
models to simulate atmospheric flow as the alternative definition of 𝑘 is: 
 
𝑘 =
1
2
(𝑢′2̅̅ ̅̅ + 𝑣′2̅̅ ̅̅ + 𝑤′2̅̅ ̅̅̅) 
 
5.5
In this definition, it is assumed that a third of 𝑘 is allocated to each of the normal 
stress components to ensure their sum has the physically correct value for 
Boussinesq’s proposal that the Reynolds stresses are proportional to the mean rate 
of flow deformation in an isothermal incompressible flow. Indeed, the RANS method 
of conducting simulations of flow fields is entirely focused on the mean flow, only 
considering turbulence by its effects on the mean flow properties. As such, RANS is 
deemed an insufficient technique for simulating atmospheric stability via variations in 
wind shear alone. It may be that URANS provides a suitable alternative, as 
variations in its customisable thermal profile as investigated in section  5.3, resulted 
in small perturbations in the respective wind speed profiles through changes in flow 
viscosity. Using a more expensive simulation method, such as LES, would allow for 
greater control over flow turbulence, such as biasing turbulence to favour horizontal 
flow perturbation and thus reducing vertical mixing and prolonging the non-
logarithmic inlet conditions. Such investigations have not been attempted in this 
study. 
5.4.3 Simulating Stability by Varying Only the 𝑻𝑰 
The case studies in Chapter 3 indicate a complex relationship between 𝑇𝐼  and 
atmospheric stability. According to the literature, there is a clear correlation between 
ambient 𝑇𝐼 and farm efficiency [96] as higher ambient turbulence acts to mix each 
turbine wake with the surrounding flow, reducing its significance on turbines 
downstream. This is not clear from the results below in Figure 5.18 which reveals its 
effects on wake losses as measured at the Robin Rigg and Nysted wind farms.  
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Figure 5.18 Normalised power production at the Robin Rigg and Nysted Wind farms, averaged by free-
stream turbulence intensity as indicated by atmospheric stability categories: Stable (red, 𝑻𝑰 = 𝟓% ), 
Neutral (green, 𝑻𝑰 = 𝟔%) and Unstable (blue, 𝑻𝑰 = 𝟕%). 
The graph showing Robin Rigg data is complicated by the turbine layout, and most 
of the available data events correspond to the rows of turbines far from the location 
of the LiDAR. There is some indication of varying 𝑇𝐼  levels effecting initial wake 
dissipation rates after the first turbine, but the differences may not be statistically 
significant and do not appear to continue as expected beyond the second turbine. 
Although these results do not support findings in the literature, there is a general 
consensus of deep-array effects across all three stability scenarios.  
 
The major differences between the graphs for westerly and southerly flow at the 
Nysted farm are caused by the difference in turbine separation. As the turbines are 
separated be nearly twice the distance for westerly flow, it is unsurprising that there 
are greater wake losses associated with the southerly direction. As each turbine in 
Unstable flow for the southerly direction reports higher Power Ratio than either the 
Neutral or Stable events, whilst only reporting average values for the westerly flow, 
we can hypothesise the strength of ambient 𝑇𝐼 is most significant in the near wake 
region – before much of the wake has dissipated into and increased the surrounding 
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turbulence. However, the levels of ambient 𝑇𝐼 for the wider spaced turbines in the 
westerly flow may act to control the levels of deep-array effect, in that the Unstable 
data points track the Stable data points until turbine position 5 before tracking the 
Neutral data points deeper within the farm and registering the highest power ratio 
(although not statistically different to the Neutral value) by the 8th turbine. This could 
be the reason for other studies claiming wind farms are more efficient in 
environments with higher turbulence [96]; although Figure 5.18 suggests high 𝑇𝐼 
may only be a significant factor in farm efficiency for offshore wind farms constructed 
with large numbers of turbines located far apart (to combat deep array effects) or 
close together (to reduce losses in the near wake). 
 
Windmodeller is capable of manipulating the inlet boundary conditions to specify a 
specific 𝑇𝐼 flow value whilst maintaining the standard mean flow logarithmic profile. 
This is done by imparting a step-change in 𝑧0 at the domain boundary similar to flow 
across a coastal boundary, so that within the domain 𝑧0, is representative of offshore 
conditions, whilst the flow retains the properties of the upstream flow regime. Whilst 
this means an internal boundary layer will develop through the simulation as 
described in section  2.3.2, the domain’s value of 𝑧0 is small enough that it develops 
very slowly and is unlikely to be significant at the farm’s location. However, the flow 
above the developing boundary layer, having been defined with a separate 𝑧0 value, 
has a slightly different logarithmic profile than normal offshore Windmodeller 
simulations. Whilst this results in different shear values and thus may indirectly affect 
the simulated wake losses, hub height wind speed is still 8ms-1 and considering 
there is insufficient raw data to authoritatively define a ‘correct’ offshore profile, this is 
acceptable. It is also worth considering that both farms are near the coast in certain 
directions and so a small step change in 𝑧0  at the domain boundary is fairly 
representative of reality. The results of the nine simulated scenarios using values of 
𝑇𝐼 as defined by Table 5.6 are shown below in Figure 5.19: 
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Figure 5.19 Normalised power production at the Robin Rigg and Nysted Wind farms, averaged by free-
stream turbulence intensity as indicated by atmospheric stability categories: Stable (red, 𝑻𝑰 = 𝟓% ), 
Neutral (green, 𝑻𝑰 = 𝟔%) and Unstable (blue, 𝑻𝑰 = 𝟕%). Results from 𝒌 − 𝜺 simulations are shown as plus 
(+) symbols whilst real-world measurements are shown as dots. 
Without defining the upstream 𝑇𝐼, a RANS 𝑘-𝜀 Windmodeller offshore simulation with 
hub height speed of 8ms-1 results in an ambient  𝑇𝐼 values of 4.5%, which is less 
than that used for stable conditions. Therefore, whilst Figure 5.19 shows a clear 
correlation between ambient 𝑇𝐼 and Power Ratio, each of the above results predicts 
higher levels of electrical generation than Windmodeller’s default setting. It is 
perhaps unsurprising (based on results from simulations in Chapter 4) therefore that 
every one of the nine scenarios investigated in this section over predicts the 
electricity production, although this is primarily a result of Windmodeller failing to fully 
capture the initial wake loss behind the free-stream turbine. 
 
After the second wind turbine at Nysted, there is little additional wake loss between 
subsequent turbines, and there is little to differentiate either between ambient 
atmospheric stability or wind direction. Therefore, based on this evidence, the 
spacing of turbines is of less consequence to an AD in a RANS simulation than to a 
real wind turbine in atmospheric flow. Results from the Robin Rigg simulations offer 
contrasting evidence, however, despite showing a simulated absolute difference in 
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Power Ratio at the second turbine of 0.12, whereas the difference between stability 
simulations at position nine is halved at 0.06. This suggests 𝑇𝐼  effects the wake 
behind an AD similarly to wake behind real turbines, although the underestimation of 
the initial wake loss, indicates that whilst the AD technique can cope and adjust to 
ambient turbulence, the technique may lack accuracy in the generation of turbulence 
behind the first turbine, supporting the findings of [160]. 
5.4.4 Combining Shear and 𝑻𝑰 Changes  
Analysis in Chapter 3 shows atmospheric stability is best described by a combination 
of shear and 𝑇𝐼 . Therefore it is desirable for CFD simulations to investigate the 
effects of stability by replicating both ∝ and 𝑇𝐼 values at the same time. However, as 
it was previously described that Windmodeller seems currently incapable of 
maintaining an altered parameter ∝  over required distances, it is not currently 
possible to simulate events with specified shear and turbulence in a RANS 𝑘 -𝜀 
environment. 
 
The modelling of wind shear is not the only barrier to modelling wind farm 
productivity in varying stability conditions. There is also very little data with which to 
validate models against. For example, after searching 2.5 years of measurements 
from the Robin Rigg farm, there were no events with operational turbines 
corresponding to LiDAR measurements with the wind parameters ∝ and 𝑇𝐼 matching 
those described in Table 5.6 along with the desired speed and direction. However, 
with just 1.5 years of measurements from the Nysted farm, there were some events 
suitable for model validation. The majority of qualifying events for both southerly and 
westerly flow measured at Nysted meteorological mast 1 were Stable with just two 
Neutral events for each wind direction and only one Unstable event for southerly flow. 
These events, whilst plotted below in Figure 5.20, should be treated with caution as 
their small sample size could bias findings and might be considered statistical 
outliers in a larger dataset. 
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Figure 5.20 Measurements of Power Ratio from the Nysted offshore wind farm where events are filtered 
by both ∝ and 𝑻𝑰 to generate the three stability categories according to Table 5.6. 
As previously shown in section  5.4.2, there is a significant difference in farm wake 
losses between Stable and Unstable events for westerly flow at Nysted. The plot of 
Neutral events is significantly different to both the other stability classes and the 
neutral events in Figure 5.17, with rapidly diminishing wake losses within the front of 
the farm. After closer inspection of this case study, it was found that this rapid 
recovery is a combined result of a very small data sample (two events), wide 
directional bins and distance from point of measurement. Whilst the parameters 
recorded at the met mast were within experimental limits, the SCADA data recorded 
by the free-stream turbine in each case shows a wind direction of 272°. Although 
only one degree beyond the bin limit, this shows how meteorological parameters 
vary perpendicularly to the mean flow (also shown by [95], [154]) and indicates how 
perception of farm wake loss patterns can be altered by choice of limits to directional 
bin size. Similar events may occur within the other case study datasets, although 
they are less significant in larger sample sizes.  
 
Analysis of these small dataset sample sizes adds little to our knowledge of farm 
efficiency under varying stability conditions. Although results from Chapter 3 
suggests both ∝ and 𝑇𝐼 are important factors in describing offshore flow conditions, it 
is impractical to filter field datasets to such a degree while also requiring large wind 
farms to be fully operational. The earlier results of various URANS model options in 
Figure 4.11 also suggest that factors above the ABL, such as a thermal capping 
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layer, may prove important for limiting wake dissipation and should be the subject of 
further investigation. Especially as smaller values of 𝑍𝐴𝐵𝐿 are often linked to Stable 
conditions, when wind shear is greatest. Figure 5.17 shows there is little to be gained 
from the resulting small samples, whilst the two filtered datasets of reasonable size 
show similar findings to Figure 5.17 which did not consider 𝑇𝐼. 
 
 
If a wind blows, ride it. 
- Arabic Proverb 
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Chapter 6. Summary and Conclusion 
6.1 Summary of Chapters 2 and 3 
For over a hundred years, people have been studying fluid flow near boundaries. 
Theoretical physicists and engineers refer to it as the ‘law of the wall’ while in the 
real world, meteorologists call it ‘boundary-layer meteorology’. Whatever its name, 
understanding of the SL is key for wind farm resource analysis. With ever growing 
turbine sizes and new farms located further from shore, how this region interacts with 
the lesser studied conditions directly above it, is also a rapidly growing field of study. 
However, it is generally assumed in CFD simulations (for historical and simplicity 
reasons) that the turbines reside well within the SL and in the absence of 
measurements, the wind profile can be approximated by equation 2.5. More detailed 
models require knowledge of the local balance between buoyancy and mechanical 
forcings, referred to as Monin-Obukhov Similarity Theory (MOST). Although since 
there is no standardised method of calculating 𝐿 or even an agreement as to which 
parameters are required for doing so, any hypothetical wind profile generated via 
equation 2.9 is subject to a number of simplifying assumptions. Filtering a 
measurement dataset to accommodate these assumptions, for the purposes of 
validating such a profile, often removes 80-90% of the original data. Thus it is 
reasonable to claim MOST does not describe the average offshore atmospheric 
conditions, rather, a simplified approximation based on idealised small scale fluid 
flow and field experiments at homogeneous onshore sites, such as south-western 
Kansas [18]. However, since it has long been established amongst meteorologists, 
the wind industry has adopted the theory and attempted to extend it to describe 
conditions at ever increasing heights above its strict limit of applicability.  
 
Seemingly unwilling to move on from describing wind conditions in terms of 𝐿, the 
wind industry now uses three main methods to calculate it. However, all require 
direct measurements of the wind speed at at least one height. Met masts are usually 
installed to provide these (and other) measurements on site, although having gone to 
the great expense of installing the mast, it appears financial concerns often limit the 
number of (comparatively inexpensive) instruments connected. While developers 
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often favour the Bulk Richardson method, thus making financial savings with fewer 
measurements on a shorter mast, academic researchers favour the Gradient 
Richardson method as a more complete description of the atmospheric conditions. 
Either way, the required wind profile is often interpolated between sparse 
measurement heights or extrapolated above the mast without information about 
features such as developing boundary layers in coastal waters or low level jets. With 
the high cost of installing masts far from shore, poor utilisation of their data collection 
opportunities and limited resolution of results, there is greater incentive to exploit 
newer technology such as LiDAR. Although unable to measure temperature, 
humidity or pressure remotely, measurements of wind speed and direction from a 
LiDAR, extending well above normal mast heights, are enough to calculate wind 
shear, turbulence intensity and the prevailing wind directions. Combined, these 
variables should be enough to calculate the available free-stream power potential 
and design a farm layout with minimum interaction between individual turbines and 
wakes from upstream machines for multiple wind directions. However, 
measurements of stability through buoyancy may be required to predict complex 
wake expansion patterns, and increased meteorological instrumentation from within 
large wind farms is always desirable for greater understanding of wake interaction. 
6.2 Summary of Chapter 4 
There is currently a wide range of models available to assess the productivity (and 
thus value) of a future wind farm. Ranging from kinematic simulations with 
assumptions designed to provide fast estimates of wake losses but struggle with the 
multiple wake interactions fundamental in large farms, to CFD using LES codes to 
individually resolve the larger turbulent flow eddies, requiring intensive computational 
resources. Although unable to cope with integrating non-isotropic ambient turbulence 
with turbine wakes or instantaneous snapshots of turbulence structure, less complex 
CFD methods such as RANS provide a higher standard of physical accuracy than 
eddy viscosity models while able to obtain time-averaged results at the farm scale 
within a reasonable time-frame. Whilst the growth of wind turbine blade lengths have 
pushed the AD theory in terms of the location of turbulence creation (the majority of 
which being at the blade tips rather than uniform across the disk), its low cost makes 
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it still the best way to represent wind turbines in large array simulations outside of the 
near-wake region. 
 
As offshore farm production data has a high commercial value, limited data were 
available from only four farms, with the Horns Rev wind farm only supplying pre-
processed production averaged statistics from event categories frequently discussed 
in the literature. By analysing data from the Nysted and Robin Rigg offshore wind 
farms in a similar fashion, evidence for deep array effects became clear in four out of 
five case studies, with turbine separation strongly influencing the rate of production 
loss. With its non-regular turbine array, it was not possible to use data from the 
Scroby Sands farm to conduct ‘down the line’ analysis of wake losses. However, 
using time-averaged production data from individual turbines revealed some venturi 
effects as turbines located in-between the wakes from two other turbines reported 
higher than expected free-stream values of electrical generation. 
 
Windmodeller’s default SST turbulence model over-predicts both free-stream 
production and wake losses, especially for the Scroby Sands farm. The difference in 
results for the turbines towards the front of the Robin Rigg farm is possibly due to the 
staggered farm layout causing an uneven flow across the free-stream turbines and 
those in staggered positions, with some effected by venturi effects. Substituting the 
𝑘-𝜀 turbulence model instead of the SST default, results in similar over-prediction of 
generation by free-stream turbines. However, the expected electrical generation from 
wake affected turbines is higher, which more accurately follows the measured 
production. The exception is the Robin Rigg farm where simulations significantly 
over-predict electrical generation at each turbine and fail to match the rate of 
increased loss with progression through the farm. By modifying the 𝐶𝜇 constant, the 
Modified 𝑘-𝜀 RANS turbulence model does little to change the absolute accuracy of 
simulated Power Ratio compared to measurements from the Danish farms, but does 
change the region where simulation accuracy is greatest. For example, whilst the 
standard 𝑘-𝜀 RANS turbulence model (using a value of 𝐶𝜇 = 0.09) predicts the later 
turbines at Horns Rev well, the modified version (using a value of 𝐶𝜇 = 0.03) has 
greater accuracy over the first half but fails to follow the deep-array effects. The 
simulation accuracy of westerly flow at the Nysted farm however is the opposite, with 
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the 𝑘-𝜀 model performing better towards the front of the farm while the Modified 𝑘-𝜀 
model gives lower predictions of Power Ratio for each turbine and so achieves 
greater accuracy deeper in the farm. This decreased Power Ratio result is also true 
for the Robin Rigg case studies; the Modified 𝑘-𝜀 model predicts greater wake losses 
between turbines than the conventional 𝑘-𝜀 model, thus achieving better accuracy for 
the early turbines. Finally, the URANS model, with its inclusion of the Coriolis Effect 
results in reduced production levels at the free-stream turbines compared to other 
models. Whilst there may be general improvements in absolute RMS error, it is the 
location of where these improvements are made that is important. For example, the 
𝑘-𝜀 RANS model achieves acceptable accuracy of the Horns Rev farm productivity 
but does not accurately show the progressively lower production at each turbine 
down a line, whereas the URANS model systematically matches it (with a small over-
prediction at each turbine) up to the seventh turbine. Much better simulation results 
are achieved for the Robin Rigg farm, where even the measured slight variations in 
the Power Ratio curve deeper in the array are modelled to some degree.  
 
Considering the results from simulating the two Danish wind farms, the SST model is 
the least accurate according to RMS errors while the other models produce similar 
levels of accuracy. However, results from the Robin Rigg simulations alone show the 
URANS model to be the most accurate, with RMS values half that of the nearest 
alternative. Since the standard deviation values add little information to separate the 
model outcomes, it was concluded that the URANS model is worth developing 
further, with a view to incorporate effects of non-neutral atmospheric stability. The 
unsteady aspect of the simulation in itself may not increase the accuracy of 
simulation results; however it does enable the inclusion of the Coriolis parameter 
which helps reproduce the measured wake asymmetry in large offshore farms [154]. 
The incorporation of a simulated thermal capping layer in the free atmosphere above 
the ABL was also shown to have a positive effect on model accuracy, particularly in 
replicating deep array effects. As many of the free-stream turbines are predicted to 
generate significantly more power than measured in reality despite consistent hub 
height wind speeds, the AD method of calculating productivity for large turbines 
when combined with the complexities of calculating a turbine power curve, may 
introduce a source of error. However it provides considerable cost savings, is a 
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constant assumption across the models and the literature has shown it results in 
acceptable wake patterns beyond the near-wake region. Therefore, whilst the AD 
method is not likely to cause of significant model error across these experiments, a 
suitable replacement should be found for future work with turbulence modelling in the 
near-wake region. 
6.3 Summary of Chapter 5 
Simulations of wind farm productivity under various atmospheric stability conditions 
were tested. First, the two Danish wind farms were modelled using the URANS 
technique using a varying Obukhov Length to describe atmospheric conditions in the 
surface layer, via three different methods. Validation was conducted against Bulk 
and Gradient Richardson filtered measurements from the Horns Rev and Nysted 
farms respectively with data showing both farms are most productive under Unstable 
stability conditions and least productive under Stable conditions, with deep-array 
effects visible for westerly flow events at both farms. It was observed that after 
filtering observed meteorological data appropriately for the homogeneous 
requirements of MOST, often removing the vast majority of events, the remaining 
corresponding production dataset is too small to suitably validate computational 
models that output time-averaged results, such as the URANS model. This is 
because the filtering process does not account for eddies in the atmospheric flow 
with lengths which fully pass the met mast within the ten-minute averaging period, 
yet the same eddies can be responsible for significant variations in the output  from 
individual turbines. The effects of these eddies are hidden when the validation 
dataset is large enough for long-term averages such as when atmospheric stability is 
not considered, but when stability is considered the resulting datasets are often too 
small to suitably validate time-averaged simulation results. Preliminary results were 
discussed from experiments using the 𝑘 -𝜀  RANS model with adjusted boundary 
conditions which attempted to model various atmospheric conditions assuming 
neutral buoyancy conditions. The validation data for these models came from the 
Nysted and Robin Rigg offshore wind farms. Whilst measurements from the Danish 
farm showed a clear link between wind shear and wake losses, its relation to 
turbulence intensity was less clear. By comparison, although the analysis from the 
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British farm was complicated by farm layout, LiDAR location and dataset size, there 
were indications of deep-array effects. 
 
Results from each of the heat flux simulations suggest a significant wake loss for the 
second turbine, followed by additional losses for subsequent turbines, each smaller 
than for the previous turbine. This pattern was not significantly different for changes 
in farm, wind direction or atmospheric stability. The only difference between results 
from each case study appeared to be the size of initial wake loss modelled at the 
second turbine in line, where there was significant variation between farm and flow 
direction and small variation according to 𝐿. The simulations incorporating the effect 
of sea surface temperature by comparison show clear variations in the level of wake 
losses between stability case studies. Using a constant sea temperature significantly 
higher than the atmospheric inflow value to create Unstable conditions results in very 
little additional production loss after the fourth turbine and some indication that 
electrical production rates may even start to recover in extreme cases. The 
differences between Neutral and Stably stratified simulations are more subtle, 
resulting from the lower difference in sea temperature required to vary 𝐿 towards 
more Stable values. Again though, the most significant difference between the three 
stability category models is the initial wake loss incurred by the second turbine, with 
southerly flow simulations of the Nysted wind farm significantly underestimating 
losses in all three case studies. Considering the results from using the Gradient 
method to simulate stability for the Horns Rev farm, both the Unstable and Neutral 
events appear to suggest using 𝑅𝑖𝐺  is an accurate technique to simulate 
atmospheric stability through large wind farms; however, the Stable simulation 
results for the same farm are not significantly different to the others, despite strong 
variation in measured generation. Similar results are seen to the Bulk method: 
values for initial wake loss at the second turbine in each of the Nysted farm 𝑅𝑖𝐺 case 
studies are underestimated, leading to systematic wake-loss errors along each row 
of turbines with differences between simulated and measured Power Ratio at each 
turbine.  
 
Comparisons between individual model Simulation Error for each case study show 
consistently accurate results for all simulations of Neutral stability whilst Stable and 
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Unstable events vary significantly between the different methods of simulating 
atmospheric stability. For westerly flow simulations of the Danish farms, the 
normalised difference between simulation and measurement is generally less than 
10% whilst the southerly flow varies between 10% and 80%. The associated 
standard deviation of error at individual turbines for each simulation appear closely 
related to the farm being modelled, in that the Horns Rev wind farm case studies all 
have significantly lower variability in accuracy than the Nysted wind farm case 
studies. This could imply a relation between the accuracy of a model and the 
complexity of a turbine thrust coefficient curve; the similar range of variance within 
simulations of the Nysted farm irrespective of direction suggest the turbine 
separation may be of lower importance. However, the measured Power Ratio plot 
from the Horns Rev farm has for a long time been the primary source of model 
validation data and the seminal work by which developments to each wake model 
are assessed to be improvements or not. Thus it is unsurprising that errors and 
variance are smallest for simulations of this farm as measurements from different 
farms will deviate from it in multiple ways, with each deviation requiring capture in 
the model, increasing the complexity of modelling that scenario. Whilst Windmodeller 
has not been deliberately tuned towards conditions at the Horns Rev site, lack of 
available offshore data suitable for providing a variety for validation case studies may 
have had an unintentional effect on model parameters. However, these differences 
are consistent between simulations, small and probably within the boundaries of 
experimental error. Alternative hypotheses for failing to capture the southerly flow 
patterns for the Nysted farm could be proposed, such as the separation between 
turbines may be too small, such that downstream ADs are each within the complex 
near-wake region of another AD, where modelled turbulence conditions are known to 
be less accurate. The values of 𝐿 may also vary across the domain; but without 
significant new measurement field campaigns, data from new farms being made 
available or high cost and large scale LES simulations, these theories are hard to 
test. 
 
Alternative methods of simulating atmospheric stability by varying the wind shear 
and levels of ambient turbulence according to work in Chapter 3 were tested using 
variations on the basic 𝑘-𝜀 RANS model. The ambient 𝑇𝐼 was controlled via defining 
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the inflow velocity profile with reference to a theoretical alternative value of 𝑧0 which 
although providing the 𝑇𝐼 value, also resulted in a developing boundary layer through 
the domain similar to those at a coastal location. Simulation results show clear 
differences in expected electrical generation between stability categories, with Stable 
events returning higher wake losses at each turbine than Neutral events, which in 
turn have higher losses than Unstable events. However, while the simulations 
indicate this basic relationship between 𝑇𝐼 and wake losses, its interaction between 
various ambient turbulent conditions and the wakes behind each AD are insufficiently 
represented by the 𝑘 - 𝜀  RANS model, leading to significant over-prediction of 
electrical power generation. Most significantly, there is a large difference between 
modelled and measured wake losses deep in the Robin Rigg array and the initial 
wake loss experienced by the second turbine for southerly flow at the Nysted farm. 
Despite significantly altering the inlet velocity profile as well as turbulence model 
parameters and constants, the basic 𝑘-𝜀 RANS model was unable to maintain the 
defined flow shear required at turbine heights to simulate stability conditions through 
variations in wind shear alone. This means there are no model results to compare 
against the validation data for either the wind shear method or the combined method, 
which was unfortunate as the validation data filtered for wind shear at the Nysted 
farm clearly shows its significance for variations in wake losses across large farms. 
 
Comparing the measured production data from the Danish wind farms used in 
chapter 5 (with the relevant graphs repeated below in Figure 6.1 for convenience); it 
can be hypothesised that for events with equivalent hub height wind speeds, the 
wind shear incident to the free-stream turbine is primarily responsible for the 
variation in its wake strength and behaviour. It follows that the thermal buoyancy 
component of atmospheric stability is then primarily responsible for the wake 
recovery time, since the initial flow shear structure has been compromised by the 
rotating turbine blades, and thus how significantly the combined wakes of multiple 
upstream turbines affect the turbines located further into the farm, the deep-array 
effect. This combination of effects from variations in both wind and thermal shear is 
why academic researchers favour the Gradient Richardson method of calculating 𝐿 
and leads to the recommendation that met masts should measure conditions well 
above the turbine hub height, preferably above the rotor top. Then simulations will 
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have suitable boundary conditions for initiation and would be able to replicate a 
deeper layer of the SL with appropriate thermal buoyancy. As it is, with 
measurements extending only to the turbine hub height, any simulation incorporating 
the Gradient method of calculating 𝐿 either has to estimate buoyancy conditions for 
the remainder of the ABL above this level or assume neutral conditions as in this 
work. Since in more stable conditions where the buoyancy limits the vertical wake 
expansion and dissipation, deep-array effects become more significant, if 𝐿 remains 
the basis of assessing atmospheric stability, the accuracy of future simulations may 
become dependent on the heights to which meteorological datasets extend.  
 
 
Figure 6.1 Comparison between stability classification techniques. The left graph shows measured 
Power Ratio for westerly flow at the Horns Rev wind farm with events filtered by 𝑳 as described in 
section ‎5.3.2. The right graph shows measured Power Ratio for westerly flow at the Nysted wind farm 
with events filtered by both ∝ and 𝑻𝑰 as described in section ‎5.4.2. 
6.4 Conclusion 
To simulate any flow accurately, of primary concern is to reproduce the effects of the 
flow boundary on the rest of the flow-field. In atmospheric simulations, this flow 
boundary is the planetary surface and whether land or sea, it exerts a retarding 
effect on the ABL. Even ignoring the effects of weather systems, planetary shape 
and rotation, creating an accurate model of how the wind in the lower atmosphere 
reduces to zero in proximity to the earth is a complex problem, made harder by the 
infrequency of measureable real world events which match particular conditions 
suitable for model validation such as hub height wind speed. This has historically 
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lead to atmospheric models being developed from scale experiments in laboratories 
relying on suitable approximations and assumptions before adjustments are made 
based on data from more expensive field experiments. As a result, many of the older 
descriptions of atmospheric conditions in the boundary layer are based on the 
assumption of neutral stability, i.e. that within the flow field, mechanically induced 
features are always more significant than those of a thermal buoyancy nature. It 
follows, therefore, that CFD models are now quite accurate at predicting wake losses 
experienced by large farms under the following conditions: the turbines are regularly 
spaced in rows, turbine output is averaged across turbines in similar row positions 
excluding those at the farm edge, the model assumes neutral stability conditions 
whilst site measurements are not filtered for stability and turbines are located beyond 
the region of near wake conditions created by upstream machines. Out of the four 
turbulence models compared under the assumption of neutral conditions, the three 
variants on the traditional 𝑘 -𝜀  turbulence model produced results of very similar 
accuracy levels, whilst the SST alternative model was significantly less accurate 
when modelling the Danish farms and four times less accurate in terms of the RMS 
error of Power Ratio than the most successful at simulating the Robin Rigg farm. 
This is believed to be a direct result of the assumptions made by each of the models 
as the process of Reynolds averaging the Navier-Stokes equations relies on the fluid 
being non-compressible and thus by continuity, the flow must be neutrally stratified 
and conforms to the standard velocity profile. The URANS model by comparison, 
whilst built on the RANS principles (and thus assumes flow incompressibility required 
for theories such as AD and Rossby-Montgomery), contains additional equations to 
represent the compressible nature of a non-isothermal flow but still generates only 
neutral stability wind profiles. 
 
Experiments using the URANS model to simulate non-neutral atmospheric flow 
through the Danish farms by varying the flow’s thermal properties near the domain 
bottom to match required values of 𝐿 resulted in small changes to the velocity profile. 
During the model calibration process, it was found that by maintaining a hub height 
speed of 8ms-1 and increasing the flow temperature below hub height, the SL wind 
profile became less sheared through the rotor heights whilst decreasing the inlet flow 
temperature below hub height increased vertical wind shear. This increased the time 
requirements for simulating each complete case study as a greater number of 
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calibration runs were required to obtain suitable boundary conditions. For the more 
extreme case studies, it also required modelled flow and boundary conditions 
unlikely to occur in reality, which combined with the scarcity of suitable offshore 
measurements of temperature at a suitable range of heights, introduces more flow 
assumptions into the model which are difficult to validate and justify. Furthermore, 
since the hub height velocity was a fixed requirement with no control over the rest of 
the flow profile, each simulation required thermal values inconsistent with those 
measured at the farms in order to maintain the correct ratio of influence between 
buoyancy and mechanical processes defined by 𝐿. As each method of calculating 𝐿 
required a different relationship, the levels of flow shear varied from simulation to 
simulation, despite identical values of 𝐿 . Since there were no changes in the 
definition of 𝑇𝐼 at the domain inlet, it is assumed the variations in initial wake loss at 
the second turbine in each row are a result of variations in flow shear as it interacts 
with the free-stream AD and the resulting region of lower velocity behind it. Thus the 
flow shear affects the overall Simulation Error despite each free-stream AD using 
consistent single point wind speed measurements (each 8ms-1) to calculate the 
momentum sink created by the first turbine in each row.  
 
The idea that wind shear is the most important flow consideration (after hub height 
speed and direction) for modelling wake losses towards the front of large offshore 
farms was emphasised by the preliminary work into modelling atmospheric stability 
without reference to 𝐿, primarily by the validation data from the Nysted farm. The 
significant difference in wake losses between cases with different incidental wind 
shear was much greater than between events with different incidental levels of 𝑇𝐼 or 
𝐿 , although both 𝑇𝐼  and 𝐿  appear to influence the deep-array effect to a greater 
extent, significantly for Stable events. Therefore, since preliminary attempts to alter 
the flow shear in a 𝑘-𝜀 RANS model were unsuccessful, it is suggested research is 
undertaken to further explore the thermal variability and geostrophic drag law in the 
URANS model, with an interest to obtain a better control over maintaining non-
neutral wind speed shear profiles. It is also recommended that research be 
conducted to determine if the AD method accurately portrays power and wake 
generation under conditions of high wind shear. The buoyancy aspect of MOST (and 
thus 𝐿) in simulations should be considered of secondary importance until significant 
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quantities of measurements of both wind speed and temperatures are available at 
the locations of large offshore wind farms at heights suitably above the turbine rotor 
tops. However, buoyancy should not be completely neglected as the presence of a 
thermal capping layer above the ABL has been shown to affect the strength of the 
deep array effect. 
 
The purpose of this research has been to explore our current understanding and 
increase CFD modelling accuracy of wind flow through large offshore wind farms. It 
would be easy to conclude that future simulations should turn to LES codes for more 
control and accuracy over turbulence and eddies with more control over wind shear 
in the lower boundary layer, and thus achieve greater simulation accuracy of wake 
losses. However, despite recent progress in computational hardware, the events 
developers wish to simulate are also increasing in size. Wind farms with greater 
numbers of turbines, each with larger blades resulting in more complex interactions 
between wakes and the ambient flow, would benefit from detailed LES computations 
but would also be unrealistically costly. Both in the time required to run a single 
scenario and the computational resources monopolised to solve the problem. A 
RANS (or RANS based) model is currently the only CFD option which can feasibly 
solve such a large and complex problem within acceptable cost parameters. So until 
technology progresses to allow LES over such scales, URANS should be 
championed and developed with a focus on controlling wind shear. Most importantly 
of all however, is the need for time-frame consistency between modelled scenarios 
and real-world comparisons. If a simulation produces time-averaged results, such as 
those in this work, then its results can only be legitimately compared against the 
average of a large long-term dataset, something the filtering processes required by 
the MOST assumptions make unlikely for specific wind speeds and directions. 
 
 
Grind with every wind. 
- Latin Proverb 
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Abstract 
Incorporating atmospheric stability into wind resource assessment modelling is 
becoming more common. This study investigates some of the challenges associated 
with calculating stability in the offshore environment. Data are analysed from 
meteorological masts FINO1 and FINO3 in the German North Sea using 
measurements at three different heights and results show significant differences in 
stability assessment depending on which combination of heights are used. All 
methods show the North Sea to be very unstable for the majority of the time, 
although by ignoring wind and thermal data from below 50m, the atmosphere 
appears more stable, indicating the presence of a marine internal boundary layer. 
Even 80km out to sea, it is suggested FINO3 still feels the effects of land, and it is 
clear the height of the atmospheric surface layer effects wind speed measurements 
under certain conditions. 
 
Keywords 
Atmospheric stability; Monin-Obukhov similarity theory; FINO1; FINO3 
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1. Introduction 
During the process of resource assessment for a new wind farm, it is common 
practice to erect at least one meteorological mast extending to proposed turbine hub 
height to obtain climate information suitable for the prediction of future production 
yields. Since taller masts are more expensive, wind speeds above this height are 
estimated using a form of logarithmic profile. It is well documented ( [12] and [161]) 
that atmospheric stability significantly alters the wind shear as well as the height of 
the surface layer (SL) and therefore accurate predictions of the wind resource above 
hub height usually depend on the reliability of stability calculations used for equation 
1 below, where 𝑢𝑧  is velocity at height 𝑧 above the sea surface, 𝑢∗  is the friction 
velocity, 𝑘 is the von Kármán constant, 𝑧0 is the sea surface roughness and 𝜓𝑚 is 
the stability function which depends on height and the Obukhov length 𝐿. 
 
 𝑢𝑧 =
𝑢∗
𝑘
[ln (
𝑧
𝑧0
) − 𝜓𝑚 (
𝑧
𝐿
)] (1)
 
Besides knowledge of a site’s wind resource above hub height, the frequency 
distribution of atmospheric stability is becoming increasingly valuable within large 
offshore farms as [66] directly links it to the magnitude of power deficits from wake 
losses. As farms grow in size, the importance of accurate wake loss prediction (and 
thus analysis of stability conditions) increases. For offshore farms, the cost of a met 
mast is a significant initial expenditure and therefore, resource modelling is desirable 
to reduce the number of masts required to obtain velocity profiles throughout a large 
development area [161] whilst also predicting how turbine wakes will affect 
production yields. To accommodate the prevailing non-neutral marine atmospheres 
described in [48] and [20], wake modelling software designers are starting to include 
basic stability functions, [149] and [162]. 
 
To verify the accuracy of models, a high quality source of meteorological data is 
required, to define the local stability conditions and assess the model results. 
However, there are many ways to calculate stability, (some of which are compared in 
[17] and [52]) and studies often use the method effectively dictated to them by 
available data. This inconsistency not only makes site comparison difficult, but also 
relies on assumptions made when using the Monin-Obukhov Similarity Theory 
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(MOST), notably, that the virtual potential temperature (VPT) described by equation 
2, follows a linear profile within the SL. 
 
 𝜃𝑣 = 𝜃(1 + 0.61𝑟 − 𝑟𝐿) (2)
 
Where 𝜃 is the potential temperature, 𝑟 is the mixing ratio of water vapour and 𝑟𝐿 is 
the mixing ratio of liquid water in the air. This assumption allows thermal 
measurements to be taken at any height on a mast and be considered sufficient to 
determine the stability conditions from the sea surface to the top of the SL. However, 
the thermal profile is not linear; changes in surface heat capacity (for example land 
to sea) or the development of internal mixing layers throughout the day can 
significantly change the profile [13]. Offshore, this is most likely to be caused by 
thermal differences between air and sea [12]. 
 
Whilst [56] shows there is good agreement between stability calculations at three 
heights using sonic anemometers to calculate the corrected surface heat fluxes of 
marine fetches at FINO1; sonic anemometers are not standard equipment installed 
by the wind industry. Remote sensor measurements of the sea skin temperature 
required for the bulk method of calculating 𝐿  [60] are rarely available and bulk 
temperature measurements within 2m of the surface have to be carefully adjusted 
[61] and calibrated with air measurements. Using the gradient between two air 
temperatures is not only more representative of physical conditions experienced by 
turbines; masts are often suitably instrumented at multiple heights and [51] proposes 
it to be the most promising classification method. Therefore, this study investigates 
the implications of measurement height in relation to MOST, using the gradient 
Richardson number (𝑅𝑖) to infer 𝐿, via equations 3 and 4 below: 
 
𝐿 =
{
 
 
 
 (
𝑧′
𝑅𝑖
)
𝑧′(1 − 5𝑅𝑖)
𝑅𝑖
 
𝑅𝑖 < 0
0 < 𝑅𝑖 < 0.2
  
 
 
 
(3)
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𝑅𝑖(𝑧′) =
𝑔
?̅?
(
∆𝜃𝑣̅̅ ̅
∆𝑧 )
(
∆?̅?
∆𝑧)
2  
 
(4) 
Where 𝑧′ is the height where the calculated gradient Richardson number is valid, 
estimated via 𝑧′ = (𝑧1 − 𝑧2) ln(𝑧1/𝑧2)⁄ , ?̅?  is a reference atmospheric temperature, 
∆𝜃𝑣̅̅ ̅ is the difference in VPT between 𝑧1 and 𝑧2, 𝑔 is gravitational acceleration, ∆𝑢 is 
the difference in wind speed and ∆𝑧  is the height difference between the two 
measurements at heights 𝑧1 and 𝑧2. 
  
2. Datasets 
For this study, data were analysed from the offshore meteorological masts in the 
German North Sea: FINO1 and FINO3. Table A1 compares the instrumentation at 
each mast suitable for atmospheric stability analysis.   
Table A1 Heights of instruments used to measure the five variables nessecary. An asterix implies the use 
of a sonic anemometer whilst numbers in brackets imply multiple instruments at specific heights. 
Variable measured Heights at FINO1 [m] Heights at FINO3 [m] 
Wind Speed 
33, 40, 40*, 50, 60, 60*, 70, 
80, 80*, 90, 100 
30, 40, 50(3), 60, 60*, 70(3), 
80(2), 90(3), 100, 100*, 106 
Wind Direction 33, 40*, 50, 60*, 70, 80*, 90 30, 60, 60*, 80, 100, 100* 
Air Temperature 30, 40, 50, 70, 100 29, 55, 95 
Air Humidity 33, 50, 90 29, 55, 95 
Air Pressure 20, 90 23, 94 
 
 
Data from the FINO1 mast are from the beginning of January 2004 to the end of 
December 2007 (before the construction of the nearby wind farm Alpha Ventus), 
whilst the FINO3 data are from mid-September 2009 to the end of October 2011. 
Each datum represents the average across a ten minute event. In order to satisfy the 
assumptions of MOST, both datasets have been filtered to ensure homogeneous 
atmospheric conditions, although no adjustment has been made to account for the 
height of the SL. Values of wind speed, direction and temperature at key heights for 
each event were compared to those for the following event and previous two events; 
the atmosphere was considered to be in a non-homogeneous state if the wind speed 
varied by more than 20%, direction by more than 15° or temperature by 0.5°. 
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Whilst both masts are equipped with sonic anemometers, masts deployed by the 
wind industry normally rely on cup anemometers as their lower frequency 
sampling rate is considered sufficient for measuring the mean wind speed. Their 
greater deployment also provides more options when selecting heights for this study, 
compared to sonic anemometers, thus providing a more complete picture of the SL. 
(One conclusion from [56] was that the sonic anemometer heights are not low 
enough to represent the near surface conditions, particularly in stable conditions). At 
FINO3 there are varying numbers of cup anemometers at each height. For 
consistency between heights therefore, only the speed data from instruments located 
on booms facing direction 345º were used. This also increases the consistency 
between mast datasets as FINO1 only has one cup anemometer at each height, 
although it increases the risk of mast shadow effects. To counter this, both datasets 
were analysed for mast shadow by comparing ratios of speed measurements from 
the cup and sonic anemometers at 80m and 100m at FINO1 and FINO3 respectively 
against wind directions at the top of each mast. It was deduced that the cup 
anemometer booms extend from the masts at 135º and 350º respectively and it is 
assumed booms at other heights are consistent with these, with mast shadow 
affected data entries filtered accordingly. A sector of 40° was considered affected by 
mast shadow at FINO1 in contrast to only a 16° sector at FINO3. 
 
At both locations, atmospheric pressure was measured at two heights. However, 
because of the low quality of the readings taken at 90m at FINO1 and the two 
pressure measurements at FINO3 having a correlation coefficient of 0.999 whilst 
differing by less than one percent of the absolute value; all required values for 
pressure from FINO1 were assigned those measured at 20m. To maintain 
consistency between datasets, pressure readings taken at 23m at FINO3 were used 
accordingly, (thus ignoring the measurements taken at 94m). The data have been 
split and analysed as six case studies, as shown by Table A2 to show the 
dependence of L on z’. 
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Table A2 Height in metres of temperature, humidity and wind speed measurements for each case study. 
†
Temperature at 90m was estimated via linear interpolation between 70m and 100m. 
case 
Met 
Mast 
z’ 
Temperature Height Humidity Height Wind Speed Height 
Low High Low High Low High 
A FINO1 40.91 30 50 33 50 33 50 
B FINO1 68.05 50 90† 50 90 50 90 
C FINO1 56.81 30 90† 33 90 33 90 
D FINO3 39.15 29 55 29 55 30 50 
E FINO3 68.05 55 95 55 95 50 90 
F FINO3 54.61 29 95 29 95 30 90 
 
3. Results 
Having calculated Obukhov lengths for datasets A to F, they were binned by stability 
class to simplify analysis as shown in Table A3. Whilst the definition of stability bins 
is often open to interpretation and varying their boundaries could alter results of any 
analysis, these definitions have been used previously by authors [12], [161] and [48]. 
Table A3 Classification of atmospheric stability. The abbreviations are used to refer to specific stability 
conditions in figures throughout this work. 
Atmospheric Condition Definition Abbreviation 
Very Stable 0m<L<200m VS 
Stable 200m<L<1000m S 
Neutral 1000m<L or L<-1000m N 
Unstable -1000m<L<-200m U 
Very Unstable -200m<L<0m VU 
 
Figure A1 shows that the distribution of stability classes is related to the heights at 
which the measurements are taken. For example, there is a significant difference in 
stability distribution when comparing cases A and D with cases B and E, indicating 
that the marine air below 50m is mostly very unstable whilst above 50m, there is 
greater stability. The difference in distributions above and below 50m suggests an 
internal boundary layer may be present at both sites, with greater thermal and 
mechanical mixing processes than in the less turbulent air at potential hub heights. 
Significantly, FINO1 is located 45km from shore whilst FINO3 is 80km from the 
nearest shore (although roughly 60km from the farm Horns Rev), so there is a 
significant fetch for these marine boundary conditions to develop and any coastal 
effects to dissipate. The distributions for C and F also show a strong bias towards 
very unstable conditions, similar to that of A and D, indicating that the lower, more 
unstable atmosphere has greater significance than more stable conditions above, 
when calculating the overall stability, a result also concluded by [52]. Not shown in 
Figure A1 is that roughly 40% of analysed data for B and E had to be filtered out as 
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their corresponding gradient Richardson numbers were larger than the critical value, 
(taken as 0.2 as in [48], [20] and [17]) and thus removed. Less than 10% of the other 
datasets suffered this condition implying very stable events with low turbulence 
intensities are even more common at higher levels than shown for B and E. As a 
result, any modelling for resource assessment using results from C and F (to benefit 
from the complete height of the masts) will primarily simulate the prevailing unstable 
conditions when in fact the future turbine rotors are likely to initially experience the 
more stable conditions displayed by B and E, although wake rotation and turbulence 
is likely to increase mixing between the two layers. Caution is urged when attempting 
to translate these results to other offshore locations as results by [12] show stability 
distributions from four masts with more neutral and stable conditions. Whilst these 
differences can partially be explained by proximity to shore, and therefore the 
averaging effects of stronger diurnal cycles observed by [12], none of their four 
masts measure parameters more than 50m above the sea surface and so would be 
closest to Cases A and D in this work. 
 
 
Figure A1  Distribution of stability for each case study dataset. 
 
For the purpose of comparison between alternative methods of calculating the 
atmospheric stability; Figure A2 below plots the distributions for Cases A, B and C 
from FINO1 alongside distributions publicised by [56] from the same offshore mast 
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utilising  the sonic anemometers to calculate L via both flux and bulk Richardson 
number approaches. As the sonic data comes from after the construction of the 
Alpha Ventus wind farm, it had been filtered by wind direction to avoid wake 
interference. Therefore, data from Cases A, B and C have been filtered to maintain 
directional consistency, although the data collection period differs by three years. 
Comparing the five stability distributions indicates that the gradient method returns 
greater proportions of VU events than either the flux or bulk methods. However Case 
B, utilising measurements from the upper mast portion, is in close agreement with 
the flux method, despite its reference height being located over 25m higher up the 
mast. By comparison, the distribution of Case A is considerably more unstable than 
either of the results from [56], despite having a reference height less than a single 
metre apart. Case C with its reference height 15m higher, also shows a greater 
frequency of VU events than either of the flux of bulk methods, although its 
proportion or U and N events is similar to those of the bulk method. The differences 
between results suggest the height at which measurements are made is more 
significant to the gradient method than its resulting reference height. 
 
 
Figure A2 Distribution of stability at FINO1 as calculated via the gradient method, compared alongside 
results from reference [11] using their flux and bulk methods. For consistancy with [11], Cases A, B and 
C have been filtered by wind direction to only include the sector 240°-360°. 
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To further investigate this point, Figure A3 shows the mean VPT profiles for each site 
and as a function of wind direction. Below 50m, the stronger gradients suggest 
greater instability than above 50m, although seasonal variability and weather 
systems result in the standard deviations of each sample to be roughly 5 degrees. 
This means there is no clear statistical confidence that the VPT is non-linear with 
height, however with only 3 reference points, the height of those reference points is 
important for our understanding of the local atmospheric stability. For example, if the 
middle height VPT values were instead derived from measurements just 10m higher 
up the mast, A and D may show a higher proportion of stable events. Similarly, if the 
heights of the lowest values were actually 10m lower on the mast, A, D, C and F 
might all produce more unstable results, assuming the VPT is linear with height 
below 50m and also above 50m. This is an assumption which is only maintained by 
the high variance in temperature measurements, despite qualitative indications from 
distributions and filtering due to high Richardson numbers in Figure A1 suggesting a 
non-linear profile. 
 
Typically for Western Europe, the northerly and easterly winds are colder than the 
average, although the difference is significantly greater at FINO3 despite being twice 
the distance from shore and therefore experiencing a greater influence from the 
large heat capacity of the sea. Worth noting is the difference in range of VPT by wind 
direction at each site considering they are roughly 130km apart. Although the large 
variances mean the differences are not statistically significant; any directional 
variation that does exist may be partially due to a shorter easterly fetch for FINO3 
(and so greater variation from site average). Although following this argument, 
FINO1 should experience higher temperatures for southerly winds yet Figure A3 
does not support this theory. Therefore, it is assumed that variation in absolute VPT 
between sites is a result of mast data recorded over different time periods.  
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Figure A3 Virtual potential temperatures at FINO1 (top) and FINO3 (bottom) by direction sector. 
The variation in temperature shown in Figure A3 suggests a loose relationship to sea 
surface temperature. Although measured, no water measurements were available for 
analysis. It is, therefore, hypothesized that water’s relatively larger heat capacity 
would lead to little variation in temperature with wind direction. It appears possible 
that at heights greater than 30m above the sea, perhaps on account of low surface 
roughness values, horizontal advection of air parcels from other regions may have a 
more direct impact on stability than the sea itself. Although beyond the scope of this 
work, it is worth considering that while higher wind speeds lead to greater sea 
surface roughness values, both increased roughness and surface temperature will 
result in increased VPT at lower levels as a result of increased relative humidity. 
 
The results presented in Figure A4 make use of the more extensive absolute 
temperature measurements at FINO1 to further investigate the nature of temperature 
in the marine SL. Whilst sample standard deviation values again mean there is no 
statistical difference between wind direction or measurement height, measurements 
from all wind directions suggest there may be some atmospheric feature which 
although requiring more detailed data filtering to decisively prove, may impact any 
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stability calculations from individual measurements rather than as an average across 
a large time scale.  
 
If it exists as more than a statistical quirk of a dataset with seasonal variability, the 
implied difference in temperature profile between 40m and 50m could be caused by 
a number of reasons, but since the FINO1 project team calibrates and deploys its 
instruments to a high scientific level [163] it is unlikely to be from systematic 
measurement errors at either height. Therefore, it is hypothesised that the rapid 
change in temperature gradient is caused by a persistent internal boundary layer. 
Comparing profiles for easterly and westerly winds implies that this internal boundary 
layer height does not change with distance from shore as all directions maintain an 
average 40m absolute temperature roughly 0.3K greater than at 50m. Since FINO3 
only measures temperature at three heights, a plot of absolute temperature profiles 
is not shown as it would not expand on results from Figure A3. Such indicators of 
internal boundary layers as shown in Figures A3 and A4 show the significance of 
additional measurement heights for resource assessment, either to incorporate 
redundancy, highlight suspicious measurements or reveal atmospheric structures 
that may contradict the standard modelling assumptions. 
 
Figure A4 Absolute temperature profiles at FINO1 by direction sector. 
The thermal state of the atmosphere will strongly affect the levels of ambient 
turbulence, and therefore wind turbine wake behaviour, but only under more stable 
conditions will it significantly affect the wind shear profiles at hub height. Figure A5 
shows wind speed profiles for all categories (A-F) under the five stability conditions. 
In very unstable conditions (as defined individually by each method), the average 
wind speeds for each mast never vary more than 0.6m/s throughout measured 
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profile heights. The same is generally true for the unstable cases although B and E 
both display higher average speeds than the others at lower levels. Ignoring the 
difference in absolute wind speeds between masts, all six profiles display wind shear 
characteristics of unstable and very unstable conditions, with negligible shear in the 
very unstable case and slight shear in unstable conditions. It should be noted that 
under unstable conditions, E displays a profile sheared less than the others whilst B 
displays a lower average wind speed at 100m then at 90m. 
 
Under neutral conditions, Figure A4 shows greater variation between A-C and also 
D-F. Whilst A,C,D and F display similar profiles varying by roughly 1m/s for each 
mast, B and E display shear profiles more characteristic of an unstable atmosphere. 
The precise reason for this is unclear although it is likely that as their ratios of 
thermal to mechanical shear are small enough to result in neutral values of 𝐿, and 
the wind shear is small, it follows that there is a negligible thermal shear. As this is 
only apparent higher up the mast (Cases B and E), it is reasonable to conclude the 
upper mast is subject to less variation in air temperature (as shown in Figure A3), 
possibly with the lower air dampening any effects of variable surface forcing. In 
stable conditions, all six profiles again show the same shear, but the absolute 
difference between the A, B and C as well as D, E and F have become significant. 
For example, at FINO3 under stable conditions, the average wind speed at 30m 
varies by up to 2.5m/s depending on the height at which stability is calculated, whilst 
the difference in average wind speeds exceed 3m/s at FINO3 when very stable 
conditions are considered. The same cannot be said about FINO1 whose averaged 
profiles always remain within 2m/s of each other and indeed are in greater 
agreement during very stable than stable conditions. 
 
It should be noted that in very stable conditions, A and D (as well as for D in stable 
conditions) show a clear decrease in shear at upper levels. It is hypothesised that 
this is because the SL height decreases in more stable conditions and since these 
categories do not contain stability data calculated from measurements above 50m, 
well below the profile anomalies, the upper mast extends significantly above the 
surface layer. Thus measurement heights used to calculate stability are significant, 
for calculating expected wind speeds, and also wind shear above hub height which is 
an important factor in the generation of wake turbulence and wake recovery. 
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Figure A5 Wind speed profiles under different atmospheric conditions – top left = very unstable, top right 
= unstable, centre = neutral, bottom left = stable, bottom right = very stable. Solid lines show profiles 
from FINO1, while dotted lines represent FINO3 profiles. 
Having analysed how using different heights can change the distribution of stability 
and wind profiles in the SL; we also consider how the measured data in each 
category A-F match the wind speeds predicted by MOST. Expected speed ratios are 
calculated via equation 5 using the different heights relevant for each Case as a 
function of stability. Suitable values of 𝜓𝑚(𝑧 𝐿⁄ ) are calculated via the Businger-Dyer 
formulation [18], with 𝑧0 assumed to be the constant value 0.0002m. Whilst higher 
wind speeds will result in larger waves leading to greater surface roughness, 
reference [17] has shown constant values of 𝑧0 to be a close fit to more complex 
calculation methods and Table A4 shows wind speed ratios calculated using a range 
of values to be within 5% of the 𝑧0 = 0.0002m results: 
 
 
𝑈1
𝑈2
=
[ln (
𝑧1
𝑧0
) − 𝜓𝑚 (
𝑧1
𝐿 )]
[ln (
𝑧2
𝑧0
) − 𝜓𝑚 (
𝑧2
𝐿 )]
 
 
(5)  
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Table A4 Variation in vertical wind speed ratio across different stability conditions, as calculated using 
equation 5, expressed as a percentage difference from values obtained using the standard  𝐳𝟎 = 0.2mm. 
Values of 10/𝑳 have been partitioned into bins based on one decimal place. 
10/𝐿 
𝑧0= 0.1mm 𝑧0= 1mm 
U50/U30 U90/U50 U90/U30 U50/U30 U90/U50 U90/U30 
-0.2 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% -0.4% -0.3% -0.7% 
-0.1 0.1% 0.1% 0.3% -0.4% -0.4% -0.8% 
0 0.2% 0.2% 0.5% -0.6% -0.7% -1.3% 
0.1 0.5% 0.6% 1.1% -1.4% -1.8% -3.1% 
0.2 0.6% 0.8% 1.4% -1.7% -2.1% -3.9% 
 
 
Figure A6 Scatter plots comparing the ratios of wind speeds at FINO1 (left) and FINO3 (right) at heights 
indicated on the left axis against corresponding predicted ratios (black lines) using equation 5. Binned 
average values are shown as crosses with error bars signifying ±1 standard deviation about each bin. 
An initial observation from Figure A6 confirms the results in Figure A1 in that there 
are very few very stable events (0.05<10/L) with case B displaying a greater 
percentage than the others. None of the six case studies however can claim that 
MOST accurately predicts wind shear for the more stable events. Whilst the upper 
mast cases (B and E) have most events in this category, there is still significant 
scatter with MOST over predicting shear at FINO1 and under predicting at FINO3. 
This is due to an increase in shear values measured in each case for negative 
values of 10 𝐿⁄ , rather than within the expected neutral range around 10 𝐿⁄ = 0 , 
indicating equation 4 may produce absolute values of 𝑅𝑖  which are too large in 
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unstable events and too small in stable events. Neutral shear events at FINO1 are 
predicted well for case B by MOST, although for cases A and C, the value calculated 
using MOST reflects measurements more commonly found with Very Unstable 
events. This slight under-prediction of neutral shear at FINO1 along with clear under-
prediction for FINO3, is consistent with the calculation of 𝑅𝑖 using equation 4, as the 
general shape of the measured shear scatter distribution is similar to the expected 
values, but with higher than expected shear. For very unstable cases (-0.05>10/L), 
MOST provides a good prediction of wind shear at FINO1, particularly for case B. 
However at FINO3, MOST consistently under-predicts the levels of shear, with mast 
data displaying a wide scatter, especially lower down the mast for case D. Although 
the structure of availability data (for example no water temperatures) led to this study 
using the gradient method of calculating 𝐿 ; it is worth remembering that other 
methods do exist, though reference [17] for example found similar trends across 
three separate approaches, the gradient method returned the largest errors but 
lowest variance within the stable region. As developers frequently use temperature 
gradients for simplicity to infer stability, their further academic study is recommended, 
especially comparison with other approaches. 
 
Further investigation into the accuracy of MOST can be conducted by using equation 
5 to calculate 𝑧0 for known wind speed gradients across a range of stability values. 
Having calculated 𝐿  using equations 3 and 4, Table A5 below shows the mean 
values for the corresponding values of 𝑧0 across the same stability grouping used in 
Table 4 and Figure A6. Although the majority of values appear larger than the 
0.0002m length used in calculating the expected speed ratios in Figure A6; their 
corresponding standard deviations (shown in Table A6) range from 0.003m to over 
3m, and so only one value of average surface roughness in Table A5 (Case D where 
10/𝐿=0) is statistically different to the assumed value of 0.0002m. Across the data, 
larger values of 𝑧0 correlate with high wind shear, this is particularly clear for Case D 
with a correlation coefficient of 0.97. Case A also shows strong correlation with a 
coefficient of 0.82 suggesting 𝑧0 is very important for creating shear lower down the 
mast whilst Cases B and E from the upper masts’ section have coefficients of 0.35 
and 0.70 respectivly. Across the whole mast, Cases C and F show some correlation 
between wind speed ratio and 𝑧0 with coefficients 0.48 and 0.59 respectivly. 
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Table A5 Average values of 𝒛𝟎 (in m) for each Case across the specified stability gates. 
10/𝐿 Case A Case B Case C Case D Case E Case F 
-0.2 0.2577 0.0070 0.0735 1.6589 0.8870 0.2294 
-0.1 0.2975 0.0123 0.1372 3.1864 1.3154 0.3955 
0 0.5813 0.0963 0.2497 6.5488 2.4637 0.7752 
0.1 0.4131 0.0139 0.0269 3.8583 0.7983 0.0647 
0.2 0.1221 0.0004 0.0009 2.5375 0.1896 0.0038 
 
Table A6 Standard deviation values of 𝒛𝟎 (in m) for each Case across the specified stability gates. 
10/𝐿 Case A Case B Case C Case D Case E Case F 
-0.2 0.5103 0.0174 0.2377 1.5441 1.2668 0.4645 
-0.1 0.6707 0.0361 0.4235 2.2513 1.8647 0.6845 
0 1.3008 0.5178 0.5457 2.5845 3.0917 0.7390 
0.1 1.0382 0.0869 0.0818 3.5026 1.4467 0.1102 
0.2 0.3131 0.0026 0.0029 2.8353 0.5392 0.0070 
 
To help ascertain the cause of the variation in MOST accuracy between FINO1 and 
FINO3, the data in Figure A6 is filtered by wind speed range. Figure A7 show these 
filtered data as three wind speed categories, high (u>14ms-1), intermediate 
(8<u<14ms-1) and low (u<8ms-1). 
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Figure A7 Scatter plots as shown in Figure A6 broken down by wind speeds as measured at the top of 
the two anemometers, with high wind speed (u>14ms
-1
) events on the left, low (u<8ms
-1
) wind speed 
events on the right and intermediate wind speed (8<u<14ms
-1
) events in the centre. 
Due to the filtering in Figure A7, the levels of scatter and therefore accuracy of 
MOST in predicting the wind shear is clearly shown to be directly linked to wind 
speed. In all six case studies, the events with low wind speeds have higher levels of 
scatter than those with high wind speeds with intermediate wind speeds resulting in 
mid-range levels of scatter. At FINO1 (top nine plots in Figure A7), in addition to 
reducing scatter, comparing higher wind speed events against MOST also results in 
more accurate predictions of average wind shear values from very unstable (low 
shear events) to very stable (high shear events). Whilst it is not clear if the same 
effect occurs with increasing stability for the FINO3 data (bottom nine plots in Figure 
A7), the higher wind speed measurements show less scatter with mean results 
closer to MOST predictions. This is particularly clear in case F which displays a clear 
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gap between plots for MOST and measured data for intermediate wind-speed events 
where 10/L<0; this gap is large for low wind speeds and small for high wind speeds. 
 
The additional filtering applied in Figure A7 reveals a further feature for stable 
conditions. This is most clearly seen in the high wind speed plot on the left of the 
figure, although it is also noticeable in some intermediate wind-speed cases. Above 
a certain value of stability measured by 10/L, which we denote 𝜁 , there is little 
correspondence between the shear predicted by MOST and that determined from 
the measured data. Although 𝜁 varies between cases from 0 to 0.02, the related 
value of 𝑅𝑖 is less than half the critical value of 0.2 where flow becomes laminar [10]. 
For 10 𝐿⁄ > 𝜁, there is little increase in maximum wind shear with increasing stability 
and it is hypothesised that at 10 𝐿⁄ = 𝜁, the SL is the same height as the top wind 
speed measurement. This would help explain why the phenomena is most prevalent 
for case studies B and E whilst the effect is less for cases C and F which also use 
mast upper mast measurements as values of both 10 𝐿⁄  and shear are moderated 
via measurements in the less stable atmosphere below. Another result of filtering by 
wind speed range is the revealing of narrow spikes in shear around neutral stability, 
seen clearest in case A. This is thought to be related to large variation of ∆𝑢 at low 
mast heights in equation 4 as they are clearest when speeds at 33m are used from 
FINO1. 
 
 
Figure A8 Wind Roses for FINO1 (left) and FINO3 (right). The rose for FINO1 clearly shows the effect of 
filtering to account for mast shadow over a large sector around 310° whilst the FINO3 rose appears less 
effected by shadow as the narrow filtering does not occupy a whole segment at 170°. 
Figure A8 shows wind roses for the two offshore masts, using directions measured 
with the highest available wind vane and subdivided with grayscale into the three 
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speed categories used in Figure A7. Despite being located roughly 130km apart, and 
using data from different years, the two are similar. Considering the missing sectors 
for each rose to account for mast shadow, both show a spectrum of wind speeds 
with no sector disproportionally high or low and the majority of events occurring 
within the middle speed bin. Both masts show prevailing winds are from a wide 
westerly sector with the greatest quantity of high speed events, although filtering for 
mast shadow and different measurement periods hinder absolute comparisons 
across the distance separating the two masts. As a result of their locations in the 
North Sea, the majority of measured events at FINO1 are from directions less than 
200km from shore whilst events at FINO3 are more strongly distributed towards 
directions of longer fetches.  
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Figure A9 Wind Roses for FINO1 (left) and FINO3 (right) for each of the six case studies split into the five 
stability categories such that: top left: VU, top right: U, centre: N, bottom left: S, bottom right: VS. Wind 
directions were measured at 90m and 100m at FINO1 and FINO3 respectively. 
Whilst Figure A8 suggests the proportions of North Sea wind speeds below 14ms-1 
to be evenly distributed relative to directional frequency, Figure A9 shows 
atmospheric stability to be strongly dependent on wind direction. For example, 
almost all events at FINO1 from the northerly quarter (315°>θ or θ<45°) are very 
unstable. Another way of analysing the roses shows unstable, neutral and stable 
events at FINO1 are primarily from the southwest quadrant (180°<θ<270°) whilst the 
more extreme stability categories vary more in direction. It is worth noting that 
neutral events at FINO1 are mostly concentrated in a few direction sectors. 
Combining observations from FINO1 in Figures 1 and 9 suggest that wind farm 
developments near FINO1 can assume predominantly very unstable conditions from 
most directions, particularly with respect to heights below 50m. Also worth noting is 
how the distribution of mast top wind directions for neutral events changes veer with 
stability reference height. For example, neutral events for case B using stability 
measurements from the upper mast shows events occur across a 90° compass 
sector from SSW to WNW whilst neutral events for case A occur mainly from S to 
WSW. Similarly, the unstable roses also show veering with height, with compass 
wind directions in case A ranging from S to WSW whilst the case B rose is weighted 
between SSW and W. Whilst veering with height is often a result of the Ekman spiral, 
the difference in stability reference heights between cases A and B is small relative 
to the boundary layer depth and direction change is small; thus it is more likely the 
differences in results from FINO1 are caused by the underlying stability reference 
heights for each Case for calculating 𝐿 occurring within separate atmospheric sub-
layers and the resulting classification by stability. The inclusion of stability 
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measurements from lower down the mast as in both case A and C result in less 
variation in  wind directions with a greater dominance from the southwest sector. The 
reverse is true for unstable events; where only stability measurements from the lower 
mast are considered (case A), the spread of events is concentrated in a fewer 
direction sectors than for either case B or C where upper mast stability 
measurements are analysed. It is unclear whether this variability in prominent 
directions is a direct result of differences in measurement height or a product of 
variable sample size for each stability category, itself a product of the stability 
reference height as shown by Figure A1. 
 
The roses displaying results from FINO3 in Figure A9 are less unidirectional than 
those for FINO1. Although the two roses in Figure A8 are similar, and the three less 
extreme stability categories are still weighted towards the southwest; some roses 
show greater influence from wider sectors compared to their FINO1 equivalent. 
Others show high frequencies from the northwest (where mast shadowing affected 
FINO1 results). An example of this is the stable rose for case E, while its equivalent 
for case B is weighted strongly to the southwest. Neither of the other stable events 
for FINO3 case studies (with stability reference heights lower down the mast) show 
this directional spike, with each indicating stable events are more commonly 
occurring with south-easterly winds. Lower stability reference heights on the mast 
may indeed result in more unstable characteristics as the dominant northwest sector 
appearing in the stable rose for case E may include the same events as the clear 
northwest sector for the neutral category for case F or even the unstable rose in 
case D. The wide sector of west to northwest directions for the very stable category 
of case E is also missing from the roses categorised using stability measurements 
from lower heights in cases D and F. Thus, whilst variable sample sizes of each 
stability category make direct comparisons difficult, variation in stability reference 
height can significantly change not only the categorising of stability events, but also 
the significant wind direction, which will have implication for both initial wind resource 
and wind turbine array wake loss predictions for a proposed offshore wind farm. 
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Figure A10 Scatter plots as in Figure A6 split into directions with a longer offshore fetch (>200km) and 
shorter offshore fetch (<200km) as measured by the wind vanes at the top of each mast. The black lines 
show the MOST expected shear values. 
With the arbitrary definition of a long offshore fetch being greater than 200km, Figure 
A10 compares measurements from directions with long offshore fetch against 
directions with shorter fetch. Whilst FINO1 and FINO3 are located 40km and 80km 
from the nearest shore respectively, there are still some variations in shear 
depending on fetch. For example, whilst the overall range of shear values measured 
in case F does not noticeable vary, the dense region of points indicating high 
frequency is narrower for shorter fetch directions than for the longer marine fetches. 
This is also seen for case D, although this may be due to the higher frequency of 
offshore wind cases at FINO3. Possibly due to its closer proximity to shore, the 
reverse is true at FINO1, where wind direction observations from coastal sectors are 
more frequent. However, this has not resulted in much variation in fetch dependent 
scatter for cases A, B or C in Figure A9 except in the region 10 𝐿⁄ > 𝜁 as mentioned 
for Figure A7.  
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4. Conclusion 
This study has applied MOST to two offshore locations and generally found that the 
theory acceptably predicts wind shear in unstable conditions but that caution is 
advised when considering stable conditions, particularly for greater heights. The 
three year data set used from FINO1 generally supports these findings though 
results from the two year data set from FINO3 are less clear. Differences in results 
between masts could be due to variation in weather patterns as the data were not 
from consistent years. Alternatively, location may have played a part since, although 
the two masts are both in the North Sea, they are roughly 130km apart with the 
nearest land in different directions, (south for FINO1 and east for FINO3). Despite 
being far from the coast, and both datasets suggesting the presence of internal 
boundary layers around 50m, it is seen that temperature profiles, and thus stability 
are vary with wind direction. This was unexpected considering the high thermal 
capacity of the sea. It would seem that a fetch of 80km is not enough at FINO3 for 
the effects of the coast to be completely ignored and, along with the SL height, 
should be included in the resource assessment considerations for offshore wind farm 
projects. It is also concluded that offshore advection of air from one region to another 
may play a more significant role determining hub height stability than the sea surface 
temperature. 
 
Although less relevant for the wind industry, the analysis reveals another 
consideration for MOST, i.e. around neutral stability, there is often a spike in wind 
shear which corresponds to low wind speeds. Therefore, caution is recommended 
when analysing data with very low velocities and it is hypothesised that an additional 
filter to remove data entries below a minimum speed could be introduced. This may 
result in Figure A1 displaying an even lower proportion of neutral cases. Removing 
low speeds from all analysis altogether is likely to decrease the dominance of very 
unstable events. 
 
Having analysed the atmospheric stability using measurements from different 
heights at two high quality research met masts, it is clear that the height at which 
measurements are made is significant and influences many of the resulting 
conclusions. Therefore, it is recommended that masts used for resource analysis are 
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equipped to record temperature and humidity measurements at more than three 
heights. Although high variance in the data prevented confirmation through statistical 
tests, the three heights used at FINO3 were enough to suggest that the thermal 
profile may not be linear as assumed by MOST, but not for showing a detailed 
atmospheric profile. Whilst FINO1 is equipped with temperature sensors at five 
heights, humidity is only measured at three, the highest of which is not situated at 
the same height as any temperature sensor. Multiple sensors indicated that the top 
of an internal boundary layer may be located between 40m and 50m. Thus informed 
decisions about which instrument heights are suitable for resource assessment and 
a more complete picture of the structure of the atmosphere encountered by large 
turbines can only result from an appropriately detailed measurement campaign. 
 
In terms of absolute shear, Figure A5 shows MOST predicts similar values for very 
unstable to neutral conditions irrespective of measurement height. However, for 
positive (stable) values of 𝐿, the rate of shear is very dependent on measurement 
height, with largest values expected lower down the mast. Furthermore, the shear 
levels over the whole mast are closer to those through the lower mast than the upper 
mast. This reinforces the finding that stability frequency distributions from the two 
cases using data from the entire mast height were more similar to distributions using 
measured data from just the lower mast heights. This would suggest that there is 
little need to extend mast measurements above 50m as it is the lower boundary layer 
that appears to dominate profiles averaged across the whole mast up to hub height. 
However, this assumes that MOST is a reliable theory when predicting wind 
conditions offshore, an assumption which the variation in Figure A6 shows to be 
questionable, particularly in more stable conditions. Therefore, not only is it important 
to make wind speed measurements at least to hub height and preferably beyond, 
temperature measurements should also be made at multiple similar heights. Even for 
wind directions with large fetches across the North Sea, results from both masts 
suggest the possibility of non-linear thermal profiles in the SL, contrary to MOST 
assumptions. These also highlight the need for multiple measurement heights to 
provide redundancy and help capture the true nature of the offshore atmospheric 
boundary layer. 
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Appendix B: Simulation Mesh Images 
Throughout this work, each simulation was initiated with identical basic mesh 
structures: a cylindrical domain height and radius of 1km and 10km respectively, with 
a central square region 10km along each edge. Within the central square, the basic 
horizontal mesh size was 50m whilst the height of the lowest cell was 2m with each 
subsequent layer increasing at a constant rate to give an average cell height of 45m. 
Shown below in Figures B1 and B2 are the final mesh structures in each central 
square region after Windmodeller has completed its mesh refinement process.  
 
 
Figure B1 Horizontal mesh structure in the central 10km square region for each of the four wind farms, 
clockwise from top left: Horns Rev, Nysted, Robin Rigg and Scroby Sands. Due to image scale and 
resolution, the light gray cell areas are 50m by 50m whilst the dark regions are areas of much higher 
mesh resolution around each actuator disk as Windmodeller has refined the mesh around each AD. Each 
mesh is shown at the relevant farm’s‎hub‎height. 
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Figure B2 Vertical mesh structure in the central 10km square region. Due to turbine layout complications, 
cross-sections from only the farms Nysted (top, facing due east) and Horns Rev (bottom, facing due 
north) are shown. Each mesh is shown as a slice through the centre of a turbine line. 
To provide a clearer view of how the mesh refinement process affected the regions 
close to the ADs, Figures B3 and B4 below show expanded versions of the 
horizontal and vertical mesh structures respectively. 
 
 
 
Figure B3 Horizontal mesh structure around actuator disks from the simulations of the Horns Rev (top) 
and Robin Rigg (bottom) farms. Note that the mesh refinement process does not always result in 
symmetrical mesh structures around each disk owing to flow direction and complexity. For reference, the 
larger squares are 50m in length along each edge. 
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Figure B4 Vertical mesh structure around actuator disks from the front (top) and side (bottom). Note that 
the mesh refinement process does not always result in symmetrical mesh structures around each disk 
owing to flow direction and complexity. For reference, the largest cells are 50m wide and the height of 
the cells outside of the mesh-adaption regions increase with height from 2m at the domain surface. 
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